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THE POST-WHITE SETTLER
A SAGA

COLONIAL BLUES
always been integral to white settler colonialism in Southern
ideology and practice of a European
imperialist racism, white settler colonialism in turn constituted an almost
unique social formation on the African continent, fuelled and inspired by
fear of the very people it sought to dominate in the quest for a white
dominion 'm Southern Africa. White government became synonymous with
politics of fear, the fear that imbued all facets of life itself, producing a
laager mentality even against the dynamic tide of the twentieth century.
So intense is the fear of change and democracy that no amount of
reconciliation or compromise on the part of the African nationalists has
ever succeeded in converting the hearts and minds of persons so bred in
the insecurity of white settler colonialism. On the contrary, it is an even
deeper fear that is generated out of the fear that the black person might in
the post-white settler colonial situation justifiably avenge for all these
decades of untold racist savagery and oppression. Needless to add, this
is the kind of fear that was the cause of the white exodus in the years just
before and immediately after independence in Angola, Mozambique and
Zimbabwe. It is that kind of fear that now grips the majority of white South
Africans today, projecting such leading heroes of the struggle as Chris
Fear has
Africa.

Hani

as

Born and bred in the

“monsters” to be eliminated in cold blood. And all of this

notwithstanding the tact that the post-white settler colonial state has in
general been more tolerant of its white enemies of the past than of its black
opponents.
Of course, an "open

door" policy towards white returnees would be a
sign of weakness on the part of any post-white settler government; in
principle, it would amount to more than a pat on the back for some erstwhile
enemies of the past, a bonus for many of those who had departed with
most of their pensions and possessions, convinced that it would be better
elsewhere than in a black-ruled country. It would have set a dangerous
precedent, even though, it should be noted, it does not mean that former
Rhodesians have no chance of returning to Zimbabwe. Many individuals
have already returned and many more are scheduled to return provided
they satisfy laid down immigration formalities.
So have the white returnees of Southern Africa been proved wrong, as
much in their conclusions about black-ruled countries as in their

expectations about greener pastures elsewhere? Or is it sheer proof of the
enduring role and pervasive continuity of the former white settler colonial
state and society, reinforced by an international community that promotes
all this as a model of reconciliation and multi-racial compromise, and

legitimized by an African petit bourgeois leadership, now more intent on
utilizing the state for broader class aggrandisement of a few than on
instituting a new political and broader economic framework within which to
resolve the National Question and thereby establish and develop a national
project? This is a question to ponder as we enter the thirteenth year of
post-independence in Zimbabwe this month, as we hope for peace in
Angola and Mozambique, and as we witness the harsh and bloody
transition in South Africa.O
2

PÖS-COLONIAL

dos colonos brancos na Africa austral.
ideologia e pratica do racismo imperialista
europeu, o colonialismo branco por seu lado constituia quase que uma
formagäo social impar no continente africano, motivado e inspirado pelo
medo das mesmas pessoas que procurava dominar nos seus designeos
de hegemonia branca na Africa austral. Os governos brancos tornaramse sinönimo da politica do medo, medo que incorporava todas as facetas
da propria vida, produzindo uma mentalidade de horror mesmo contra a
dinåmica do Século XX. Portanto täo intenso é o receio da mudanga e
da democracia que nenhuma medida de reconciliagäo ou de compromisso
da parte dos nacionalistas africanos tenha sido bem sucedida em ganhar
os coragöes e mentalidades de individuos täo intrinsicamente torcidos
pela inseguranga dos colonos brancos. Pelo contrario, o medo aprofundouse, atigado pelo receio de que o negro podera na era pos-colonial
justificadamente vingar-se por todas estas décadas de racismo selvåtico
e de opressao. Näo é necessärio afirmar que é este tipo de medo que foi
a causa do exodo dos brancos imediatamente antes e depois da
independéncia de Angola, Mogambique e Zimbabwe. É este tipo de medo
que se apossou hoje da maioria dos brancos na Africa do Sul, levando-os
a projectar destacados herbis da luta de libertagäo tais como Chris Hani
como “monstros” a serem eliminados a sangue frio. E tudo isto acontece
apesar do facto de que o estado pos-colonial tern geralmente sido mais
tolerante dos seus inimigos do passado do que dos seus oponentes
0 medo foi sempre parte integrante
Nascido

e

desenvolvido

na

negros.
Claro que uma politica de "portas
brancos seria uma manifestagao

abertas" em relagäo aos retornados
de fraqueza por parte dos novos
governos; em principio, isso näo seria mais do que uma palmada nas
costas de destacados inimigos do passado, urn bonus para muitos
daqueles que partiram com as suas pensöes e bens, convencidos de que
a vida seria melhor noutros horizontes do que num pais dirigido por
negros. Seria urn precedente perigoso, muito embora seja necessärio
salientar que tal näo significa que antigos rodesianos näo tenham hipötese
de represser ao Zimbabwe. Muitos individuos jä regressaram e muitos
outros deveräo regressar desde que cumpram com as necessärias
formalidades de imigragäo.
Entäo teräo os retornados brancos da Africa austral sido provados
como errados nas suas conclusoes sobre paises governados por negros,
assim como
nas suas expectativas de melhores condigöes noutros
horizontes? Ou serå a evidéncia do continue papel e influéncia do antigo
estado e sociedade colonials brancas, reforgados por uma comunidade
internacional que promove tudo isto como urn modelo de reconciliagäo e
de compromisso multiracial, e legitimizado pela lideranga de uma
pequena burguesia africana, agora mais preocupada em utilizer o estado
para o avango de uma classe minoritäria do que em institucionalizar uma
plataforma politica e economica mais ampla dentro da qual poderia
resolver a Questäo Nacional e dai estabelecer e desenvolver urn

projecto
questäo a ponderer ä medida que entramos no
décimo terceiro ano de urn Zimbabwe independente neste més, enquanto
aguardamos pela paz em Angola e Mogambique, e å medida que
testemunhamos a sangrenta transigäo na Africa do Sul.O
nacional? Esta é

uma
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Angola

para reconstruir.
Seacotnunidade intemacional,eem

REPARATIONS
If the

Reparations Committee should be
successful in its endeavours to be compensated
for years of slavery and colonial exploitation.
The question of how the money should be spent
is purely academic. It should be used without
doubt, to oversee the complete removal of the
chains of slavery that still bind us now and the
dismantling of colonial boundaries to achieve
the dream of real African Unity.
There appears to have been universal agreement
among African leaders to create a common market
by theyear2()()(). In our region a lot of discussion
is already underway about integrating the two
regional groupings: the PTA and SADC. The

POWER IN CAP NEED
CHANGE

changed.'

Southern African countries must demand a greater

in the running of football in Africa. Our
governments must also show greater interest in
the sport to send a clear signal to CAF that we
cannot continue to play second fiddle to the
say

particular
pai'ses que tern maior influencia sobre Savinibi

Estados Unidos

e

Africa do Sul -näo actuarem

decisivamente para obrigar a UNITA a parar
com os desmandos que tern vindo a cometer,
estarao a abrir um precedente bastante perigoso,
que noutras partes do continente. partidos
derrotados em eleigoes recorram ä for5a das

em

annas

para conquistarem

Ihes tiver

aquilo que o eleitorado

negado.

CARLOS BARRETO
BEIRA

mo(;:ambioue

North and West Africans.

GWERU.

always crying out for foreign investment
when there are a lot of potential investors on our

were

article 'Power within CAF needs to be

ONIAS MAPHOSA

African countries

thrilled

by FIFA's
decision to have the World Cup qualifying match
between Egypt and Zimbabwe replayed.
1 agree with the views expressed in your

barriers to the free movement of
the African continent itself.

-

We in Southern Africa

first task that needs to be done is the removal of

capital within

os

ZIMBABWE

are

continent.

The most fundamental issue is that of political

issue that most African leaders would
like to pretend does not exist, for fear of losing
their power and prestige. As regional political
and economic groupings, we will experience
unity,

an

economies of scale which would make

us more

on the international market.
The destruction of the Berlin Wall in recent

competitive

APLA SHOULD END

TERRORISM
1

was

amazed to read the comments of Sabelo

Phama APLA's commander. How

can

he justify

the

killing of white civilians and policemen at a
are peaceful initiatives to create
a new non-racial society?
We hardly heard of APLA attacks when there
was war in this country. One cannot but draw the
time when there

history, symbolised the end of the Cold War era.
It is high time we started thinking of dismantling

conclusion that the PAC/AZAPO alliance seeks

the Berlin Wall of colonial divisions and

relevance and

the last chains of

remove

slavery.

African governments cannot on the one hand,
ask the Western world to compensate them for
years of slavery and yet be intransigent on the
removal of barriers that hinder the complete
eradication of

slavery in all its fonns.

S MLALA

legitimacy through APLA's
They are no different from Inkatha.
future stability and prosperity of South

terrorist acts.
The

Africa lies in the successful conclusion of multi-

PAC/AZAPO must fully
participate in the peace process and put an end to
APLA's futile murderous campaign.
party talks. The

SIPHO MAHLANGU

BULAWAYO.

OLD TACTIC NO HELP FOR
MMD
President Chiluba must think

we are a

bunch of

blithering idiots. Who can believe that Iran and
Iraq conspired to overthrow his government?

BENONI

Both countries have minimal interest in the affairs

SOUTH AFRICA

of Zambia.

ZIMBABWE

Is it conceivable that they buried
enmity in a common cause to topple a
government of a country of marginal interest to
them? In the case of Iraq, Saddam Hussein has
too many problems at home in the aftermath of
the Gulf War and the UN's punitive sanctions to
worry about Zambia.
President Chiluba inherited an economy in
ruins. His government should concentrate on
getting the economy back on its feet.
Creating imaginary foreign enemies in a bid to
divert the people from pressing economic
problems is an old tactic which will not help the
ruling MMD party.

their

CONGRATULATIONS

LESOTHO

PRECEDENTE PERIGOSO

Congratulations to the people of Lesotho for a
long overdue return to civilian rule. The tiny
kingdom was an oddity in a region that has
traditionally eschewed military governments. The
policies of Lesotho have been manipulated by
Big Brother. South Africa. With South Africa's
march towards

Lesotho

can

a

democratic non-racial order.

strengthen its democratic
develop its economy without

now

institutions and

ANGOLA E UM

external interference.
LUCAS RAPHEKELO
BLOEMFONTEIN
SOUTH AFRICA

Tenho

vindo

acompanhar com muita
noticias emanadas da irmä
Repiiblica de Angola.
A raiz da actual situayao de conflito annado
naquele pat's reside no factode que a UNITA sai'u
derrotada de eleii^öes que foram proclamadas
pela coniunidade internacional como justas e
a

preocupagao as

livres, tendo nisso
encontrado

o seu

lider, Jonas Savimbi,

suficiente para

mergulhar o
pais de novo numa guerra cujo rescaldo é apenas
a morte de civis inocentes e a destruigao de
infraestruturas que tanto custaräo ao povo de
razao

ANDREW MBEWE

KITWE.
ZAMBIA
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WHITE EXODUS, WHITE RETURN
TENDAI DUMBUTSHENA

HEN THE decolonisation process

w

natural offshoot of this

perception. The

very

of settlercolonialism demanded that armed

Portuguese settlers sabotaged the economy and
infrastructure

began in earnest after the Second World

nature

War. the British decided that

Kenya,

struggles be waged to dislodge white

Southern Rhodesia, and South Africa would

governments which had amassed economic and

where white rule

military

there

remain

as

would be
and

a

settler colonies whose economies

entirely controlled by multi-nationals

small

'indigenous' white entrepreneurial

resources to perpetuate

racial privilege

was

en masse

was

for

still intact. In Rhodesia

such massive exodus.

no

for, in the famous words of Rhodesian leader Ian

viewed with

Smith, "a thousand

and did leave

years".

they departed

as

Portugal. Rhodesia, South Africa and Namibia
Whites

trepidation the advent of black rule

during the period preceding
independence and after in significant numbers.

class.

But is

chaotic

was not a

stampede. To white

Rhodesians, most of whom were of British stock,
the mother country

by

held little attraction. Spoilt

a system

totally geared to provide 23().(XK)

whites with

arguably the highest standard of

living in the world during the heydays of U.D.I.,
Britain seemed

guarantee

farms,

no

harsh

a

place. There would be

no

of jobs except for the highly skilled,
big suburban homes with lush

no

gardens and swimming pools,

no servants,

virtually no outdoor life, and the thought of long
and dark winters
accustomed to

one

was

unbearable

to

people

of the best climates in the

world.

Only South Africa and Australia offered a
lifestyle similar to Rhodesia's but there were
drawbacks.

Young whites faced the prospect of

military conscription in South Africa which at
the time

was

involved in

wars

in

Angola and

Namibia.

Ian Smith

...

Fighting in a proxy east-west war in
Angola was unappealing to white Rhodesians
except those irresistibly attracted to military
conflict. Many felt uncomfortable with Afrikaner
hegemony and realised that they had to compete
for jobs and other services without the protection
and privileges they were accustomed to under
Smith's government. Australia akso had a similar
drawback. In addition to being a distant land, it

scared whites about black rule.

was

Economic

reasons,

a

changing world

As these settler governments

crumbled in the

environment, human and financial con.straints,

face of armed resistance

and inclement climates, made unavoidable the

question became whether white minorities could

rapid decolonisation of the rest of British Africa.

co-exist with the

Portugal regarded Mozambique, Angola, Cape

they would emigrate to countries such

Verde, Guinea Bissau, and Sao Tome and

Africa and Australia where whites

Principe, not

as

colonies but

extensions of the mother

physical
country.
Settler

colonialism in these territories

4

as

was

therefore

a

standard of
In

new

by the colonised, the

black rulers

living in the

or

whether
as

enjoy

South
a

high

sun.

Mozambique and Angola, faced with the

imminence of black rule in the mid 1970s,

inhabitated by

people who had evolved

a

peculiar culture that could not easily
accommodate the

parochialism and insularity of

white Rhodesian

mentality.

Notwithstanding the above. South Africa and
Australia
to

proved the most popular destinations

those who for

reasons

below, could not bear

which will be
to

live under

analysed
a

black

It must be pointed out that

a

substantial number of whites did decide to stay

in

government.

the

hope that their worst fears would not
Sapem Aprii., 1993

materialise.
sector

They simply retreated to the private

reports that General Peter Walls, who was

living standards caused by

perpetuate the

commander of combined

decline, nationalisation of private property,

of life'. The more perceptive
despite the loss of political power,

Zimbabwean born Walls

and their farms

to

Rhodesian way
realised that

whites could still exert innuence

through control of the

economy

Confederation

and

Industries, and

government

and powerful

like the Cotnmercial Farmers

pressure groups
Union

on

of Zimbabwe

through actual involvement in

political parties including the rulingZANU (PF).
The issue of white

White returnees

...

emigrants and returnees

seduced

residents had
even

if

they

no

a

that

ruling of the
non-citizen

legal right of automatic return

were

born in the country. The

involved Terrence O'hara and his wife
Marie Good. O'hara lost his

applied to return
was

citizen.

as a

denied re-entry

into the country

falling standards in health and education .services,
and fear of

in 1980 and stripped of his
citizenship following publicised remarks by him

bloody

that

reasons.

contemplated against an elected
Zanu (PF) government to have it replaced by
more moderate and pliable blacks. The
supreme
a

court

coup was

decision

on

the O'hara

case

impending decision by government

and

on

an

Walls

reprisals following a protracted and
which undeniably had a profound

war

racial dimension.

There

were

practical

whites whose prospects

for upward mobility in

the

almost nil because of

public service

were

presidential directive
The then

on

a

black advancement.

anticipated majordiversion of resources

case

Kyle

may

have

significant effect

a

on

the number of

whites who decide to return to Zimbabwe. But

why did they leave in the first place and why
many
At

reportedly
a

eager to return at

are

this time'.’

general level the perceived dangers of

to

redress decades of racial imbalance threatened

their

highly privileged lifestyle.

The

policy of reconciliation

massive exodus and

acts

have dislocated the economy.
the

citizenship was abolished. He sought an
automatic right to return on the grounds that he
was a Zimbabwean by birth but this was thrown

elsewhere. In many ways,

by the highest court in the land (.see box).

Further interest in this issue

was

aroused

by

of their
was

to

a

own

place in the

sun

had to be sought

whites

were

victims

propaganda. Ian Smith's obsession

warn

con.sequences

whites about the disastrous

of black rule. Black rule

forced residential

integration,

a

calculated to

of .sabotage

whites that

citizenship by not

was

allay these fears and dissuade whites from

black rule and what it entailed convinced many

Sapkm April. 1993

other

The future looked bleak to young

renouncing, his foreign citizenship when dual

out

rapid economic

by big houses, lush gardens, swimming pools and servants.

brought to the fore by

was

Zimbabwe supreme court

had

war.

operations during the

a

that would

To a large extent
policy worked. But figures indicate that a

substantial number
what

were not

Rhodesians used

convinced and took

derisively call the
"yellow route" when theirresolve was .still strong.

meant

There are no accurate

detoriation of

whites who left after

to

figures on the number of
independence. Some
5

high as 175,0(X) but
this most certainly includes those who left in the

A lot

three years

countries.

estimates put

the figure

as

preceding independence when the
a ferocious peak.
According to
official figures, 91,762 people left Zimbabwe
between 1980 and 1984. This presumably were
all white with a sprinkling of Asians.
The
numbers dropped drastically from 1985 onwards
with 33,160 having left between then and 1991.
war

whites left Zimbabwe

between 1975 and 1991. This figure must

few blacks who have gone

include

reported to be

unemployed in these two
Western

reached

In total 197 916 (see box)

are

diplomats
the

have pointed out that

Zimbabwe government
was not

in

being vindictive

screening

white

returnees. It was

simply

plugging legal loopholes
by white

exploited

mainly to South

emigrantsto externalise

Africa, Botswana, England and the United States

funds in cash and kind.

a

in search of greener pastures.

But they

are an

insignificant number.
The white

population is currently estimated at

100.000 from a peak of nearly
70s when there
white

attract

was a state

300,(X)0 in the mid
package to

funded

immigrants.

Over 30,000 whites

The Lancaster House
constitution

are

reported to have made

guaranteed
remittability of

the

pensions. The Reserve
Bank

readily authorised

the

exportation

movable

of
by

assets

enquiries to return. Some put the figure as high
as 70,000 but this is considered an exaggeration.

emigrants which gave
them an opportunity to

An

take

immigration officer stressed that the majority

of these

people had simply enquired about the

out

possibility and conditions of returning without

jewellery

having made concrete plans to do

outside.

majority

are

so.

from South Africa where

The vast
a

general

full

violence,

their

deep

recession, and tense

relations have made Zimbabwe

alternative to its white ruled
white

an

race

attractive

neighbour. As

one

to

Gen. Peter Walls

.

be sold

knowledge that they would return to claim

citizenship and right of domicile. It is this

O’HARA

stop.
It is this category

of whites who will be

allowed to settle and work in Zimbabwe as aliens

the

pan

wants to return

Many took

(Zimbabwe ) into the fire
(South Africa) and now they want to go back into
frying

..

and

abuse that the Zimbabwe authorities wish to

journalist graphically put it: "the whites

left the

cars

advantage of this in the

uncertainty about the future, political and criminal
a

expensive

furniture,

on

temporary work

permits. Ironically those

frying pan." A number also want to return
primarily because of

with much needed skills will be welcome to take

from Australia and Britain

the

the

prolonged international economic recession.

bleak economic future for Zimbabwe.o

jobs of young blacks who

see

nothing but

a

ERENCE O’HARA'S

position is not
typical of the many whites who emigrated
but decided to return. He says that the
only reason he left the country as an emigrant

T

was to

have funds to train

a

as

commercial

helicopter pilot. The reserve bank refused to
grant him foreign exchange for his training. He
told
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Readers

seem a

are

Northern

News,

which

has

a

for

South Africa so that Icoidd pay

subscription(s) to assist readers in

the Reserve Bank had turned down my

for my training;

Africa, Asia, Latin America or

application forforex. I had no intention ofsettling

Central

in South Africa and

Europe. (For our record only.
please give your name and address.)

or

For

Sponsored subscriptions
good idea. Here's £/$

the

predominantly white middle class readership;
"the only reason 1 emigrated was in order to have
part of ray National Parks Pension remitted to

NAME

ADDRESS

as soon as

the three year

training was complete, 1 returned home." O'hara
failed to have his citizenship restored and has to
seekawork permit. Tliere are reportedly 8 other
similar to O'hara's which

pending.
testimony is to be believed,
many whites left for essentially racist reasons.
They simply could not entrust their future and
that of their children to what they considered to
be the vagaries of black rule. They faced an
cases

are

Unlike O'hara, if his

Sapem April. 1993

MOZAMBIQUE: EXILES, DESERTERS AND REFUGEES
TREAD CAUTIOUSLY HOME
Rachel Waterhouse
MONO THE steady stream of visitors.
Foreign Cotisultants and home-coming
travellers, there's a fast growing
category of new entrants to Mozambique; the

A

"Returnees".

They include ex-colonials, political exiles
and outcasts who took to their heels at national

independence from Portugal, in 197.“!. and
returning refugees from war and hunger who
poured out over the border into neighbouring
countries almost throughout the I98()s.
Around two million of Mozambique’s some
16 million population are estimated to live outside
the country, including Africa's biggest refugee
population.
Whatever their reasons for leaving, thousands
of Mozambicans abroad are now caught in a
double-edged dilemma, trapped between the
wish and opportunity to return and the heavy
foreboding sense that "only fools rush in".
According to Mozambique's National
Migration Department (DNM). ex-colonials of

agonising decision when dual citizenship was
abolished in 1989. O’hara's mistake, if it can be
termed that,

was not to renounce

his British

citizenship. He has not lived in Britain and has
no intention of
doing so. The only countries he
can obtain residency are Britain and the United
States where his wife originates. Those people
who have not renounced foreign citizenship are
in a vulnerable position following the
promulgation in 1993 of a law which gives
wide discretionary powers to the chief
immigrationofficerandministerof home affairs.
While acitizen who fails to renounce his foreign
citizenship may continue to reside and work in
Zimbabwe, he can lose his right of domicile if

Portuguese origin are gradually feeling their
way back to a land they tied, in anger and fear.
17 years ago. Their number is rising since tbe
Government signed a Peace Accord last October
to end 17 years of war with its Renamo

mixture of'Saudades'

opposition.

back 18 months ago and works in a hair saloon.
1 always missed Mozambique, and now with

When

a

Marxist, Frelimo party government

took power in 1975. around 90 percent of some
2(K).(X)0 colonials lied then, or soon after, as
Frelimo nationalised land and property

imposed

a

and
state-controlled, planned economy.

Most of them went to

Portugal, but many
stayed nearby, in the fomier Rhodesia, now
Zimbabwe, and especially South Africa, from
where they were a key source of support to
Renamo's anti-Frelimo

war.

According to DNM Deputy Director.
a growing
interest from Portuguese in South Africa to
come back here.
Tentatively at first, they usually
Panachande Momade, "There's

come

in

on a

business venture, to test the water."

Why they

come,

Momade suggests, is

a

agenda, those whites with a useful role to play
may be allowed to return as residents rather than
aliens subjected to the inconvenience of periodic
renewals of work permits.
If that happens, a mutually beneficial practical
compromise would have been worked out. There
would be no need for litigation by whites in
O’Hara's position, i

he chooses to settle elsewhere. The supreme

ruling was clearly based on an assumption
that having gone through formal emigration
procedures, O'hura had decided tosettle
elsewhere. It is a ruling that will affect those in
O'hara's position and the courts can only follow
the intention of the legislature. The tragedy is
that many whites bom in Zimbabwe will work
as expatriates
holding citizenship of countries

court

they have

no

will

hope that while the government

uphold the letter of the law

as

Sapem Aprii.. 1993

(Majority Black opposition party to the
know what's going
to happen in South Africa. They want power and
they could take our property again", says 'Maria',
who claims many of her friends and relatives are
also trekking back.
Assistant Director of Mozambique's Foreign
white government), we do not

Investment Promotion Office (GAPIE) Mussa
Usman, says especially since October dozens of
ex-colonians

come to

his offiee.

"At first

they wanted to do whatever business
they had before independence, but now they are
prepared to start something new, says Usman.
Economic Liberali.sation begun in 1987 and
continuing under International Monetary Fund

White

Emniigration Since 1975

1975

10,497

1976

10,854

1977

16,638

1978

18,069

1979

12,95!

1980

17,240

1981

20,534

1982

17,942

1983

19,061

1984

16,979
6,918

1986

3,787

1987

5,330

1988

4,305

1989

4,565

1990

4,224

1991

4,031

TOTAL

ruled by the

Supreme court, it may be benign in the
interpretation of its .spirit.
With economic development on top of the

the ANC

1985

wish to settle in.

There is much

(Nolstagia) and a sense of
opportunities, against the background
of insecurity inside South Africa itself.
'Maria' (not her real name) left Mozambique
for South Africa aged 17, in 1976. She came
business

197,916

Pic; Northern News

Terrence O'Hara
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in 1990. when it

and World Bank

return

economic space

party .system with a "multi-party constitution".
The October’s cease-fire and Mozambique's

auspices has opened a wider
for the ex-colonials' return,
especially to the small-trader niche they tilled
before Independence. This space has stayed
virtually empty ever since they fled.
Nonetheless, many Mozambicans harbour a
growing fear of "Reinvasion", .stirred by their
own growing insecurity under the economic
liberalisation programme. Some 60 percent of
Mozambicans

are

said to live in 'absolute

poverty', according to a UN report on the state of
the world's population in 1992.
Resistance works both ways. "Returnees" with
foreign capital to invest are biding their time,
waiting to see if Peace will hold, after general
elections in 1994.
"After elections,

we

expect an avalanche",

says Momade.
While ex-colonials

slip quietly back in, a tiny
Mozambique
to Portugal. Kenya and elsewhere, are making a
noisy come back, blowing political horns.
Frelimo created the legal condition for their
handful ofexiles and outcasts from

replaced its fonner

one

promised elections next year have pulled the
'politicos' back like a magnet.
Back from Kenya. Renamo General Secretary.
Vicente Ululu, claims hisgroup won'democracy
in Mozambique, allowing himself and other
dissidents to

come

Ask Ululu

democrat
In

he said he did

not

Dhlakama had

wrong, when
think Renamo leader Afonso

capacity to be President of the

nation.

Some
what

opposition groups were outraged, by
they saw as intellectual arrogance against

ill-educated "Bush war" leader.

an

basic message was:

home.

why Renamo took hundreds of

thousands of civilian lives in the process, as
International Human Rights Organisation like

"Africa Watch " have documented, and he'll tell
you. it's all "Frelimo Propaganda".
Renamo dominates the opposition

like a
towering inferno, but since 1990 some 20 other
groups have emerged.
President of Mozambique's oldest opposition
party, FUMO (Mozambique United Front)
founded in the 1970s, lawyer Domingos Arouca,
had extensive land in Inhambane Province before

Portugal last
Arouca claims backing from Christian

But their

"Arouca, You have been

away too long".
Another lawyer

in exile. Maximo Dias an
origin, returned to Mozambique in
1991 bringing his Monamo (Mozambique
National Union) party, fonned in Portugal in

Asian of Goa

1979.
A former leader of Gunio (Mozambii]ue

United
Group), the only Mozambican opposition party
authorised by colonial rulers, Dias says
government took over his luxury house and
offices in Beira city, when he moved out in 1977.
He has already asked for them back.
"1 fonned MONAMO in exile to support

Frelimo nationalised it. Back from
year.

parties in the west.
January, Arouca put his foot

Renamo. and 1

came

back here after Frelimo

de

MOgAMBIQUE: EXILADOS, DESERTORES,
E REFUGIADOS REGRESSAM

oportunidades de negdcios, que se juntam ao
daquilo que podera vir a ser a situa^So na
prdpria Africa do Sul.
receio

'Maria' (näo é o .seu verdadeiro nome) deixou

Mo^'ambique aos 17 anos em 1976, com destino
Regressou ao pais ha 18 meses

CAUTELOSAMENTE A CASA

ä Africa do Sul.
e

trabalha

Rachel Waterhouse

com o

ANC (o movimento da maioria negra que

opoe ao

sabemos

N

chegada da independencia. O seu niimero

O MEIO da contlnua fila de visitantes,

com a

consuitores

tern estado a aumentar

Renamo assinaram

o

desde que o govemo e a
acordo de paz em Outubro

17 anos de guerra.
marxista liderado pela
Frel imo tomou conta do poder em 1975. cerca de
90 por cento de uma poulaqao estimada em 200
mil colonos deixaram o pals, ou pouco depois, ä
medida que a Frelimo foi nacionalizando a terra
e propriedades, ao mesmo tempo que impunha
passado. pondo tenno
Quando

saläo de cabeleireiro.

regime minoritdrio branco), näo
irä acontecer na Africa do Sul.
Eles querem o poder e poderao nos tirar as nossas
propriedades". diz 'Maria', acrescentando que
muitosdos seus familiarese amigosestao também
se

estrangeiros e de
regressados, hä umacrescentecategoria
de novos imigrantes: os 'retomados'.
Este grapo inclui ex-colonos, exilados politicos
e outros que abandonaram O pals em
1975.
quando e.ste se tomou independente de Portugal,
e
refugiados que fugiram da guerra e da fqme
para os palses vizinhos, durante quase toda a

num

"Sempre senti falta de mogambique, e agora

a

a

o

que

regressar.

um govemo

O director-

adjunto do Gabinete de promo^äo
Estrangeiro (GPIE), Mussa

do Investimento

Usman,
do

afirmaqueespecialmentedesdeOutubro

dedois milhoes dos mai.s
de 16 milhöes de mo^ambicanos vivem fora do
pals, sendo assim a maior popula^ao refugiada

uma

Portugal, mas muitos
fiearam nas redondezas, principalmente na antiga

passado. dezenas de ex-colono.s tem-se
dirigido aos seus escritorios ä prtKura de
oportunidades de negdcios.
"Primeiro eles queriam continuar com os
mesmos negdcios que tinham antes da
independencia. mas agora aceitam entrar em

do continente africano.

Rodesia.

outras

década de Oitenta.
Estima-se que cerca

Seja qual for

razäo que os tenha levado a
abandonar o pals, milhares de mogambicanos no
estrangeiro encontram-se colhidos num duplo
dilema, entre o desejo e optritunidade de regressar.
e a
pesada mas sensata no^äo de que "so os
loucos se aprcssam a regressar".
De acordo com a Direcgäo Nacional de
Migra^äo de Mozambique (DNM), antigos
colonos portugue.ses estäo gradualmente a
a

procurar meios de regressar ä terra que hä 17
ano,s abandonaram. contrariados ou apavorados
8

economia centralizada.

A maioria foi para

hoje baptizada Zimbabwe, e na Africa

do Sul. donde

se tornaram nas

principais fontes

de

apoio ä Renamo na luta contra a Frelimo.
DNM.
Panachande Momade, "Existe grande interesse
De acordo com o Directior-.Adjunto da

de portugueses na .Africa do Sul em
regressar ao pals. Nessa tentatix a. primeiro vem
integrados em iniciativa de negdcios para testar
as aguas".
A razäo do seu regresso. sugere Momade. é
um misto de saudades e de um apurado sentido
por parte

ano

areas", disse Usman.

A

liberaliza^ao econdmica, iniciada pelo
govereno em 1987, sob os auspicios do Banco
Mondial

e

do Fundo Monetario Intemacional,

abriu

amplas possibilidades para o regresso dos
antingos colonos. especialmente para a area do
pequeno comércio que ocuparam antes da
independencia. Esse espa^o manteve-se
virtuahnente aberto desde que os colonos sairam
do pais.

Contudo. muitos

mo^-ambicanos receiam que

Sapem April. 1993

announced

a nuilti-party
system", says Dias, but
disappointed witlt his return.
"The Peace process is so slow, we miglit find
ourselves in the same situation as Angola (where

he is

a

fresh outbreak of war folio wed free elections)".

Dias says

grimly.
Pointing to mistakes made with Angola's peace
process. Catherine Huck of the United Nations
High Commission for refugees Maputo Office
wanted, in February, that to avoid bringing people
in only to see them run out again, mass repatriation
of Mozambican refugees should not happen till
peace is secured.
In other words, demining of roads and
disarming of troops shou Id be done first, elections
be held and the residts accepted by both sides.
Nonetheless, in March, UNHCR and the
Mozambican government announced repatriation
of some 1,3 million

refugees would .start in April,

before disannament has

even

Pic: Joel Chiziane AIM^3

Domingos Arouca (left), president of the opposition Mozambique United Front (FUMO)
speaking during the FUMO national conference held in Maputo in January

R.^chel Wateruoi'SE is

a

begun.O

freelance journalist

based in

Maputo.
regresso dos
reinvastio do
0

ett-colonos
sen

pats,

possa

significar

sentimento

que

a

é

exacerbadopelasua propria insegurangacausada
de liberalizagao econdmica.
de 60 por cento dos
mogambicanos viveni na pobreza absoluta, de
acordo com um relatdrio das Nagoes Unidas
sobre a situagaoda populagSomundialem 1992.
pelo

programa

Considera-se que cerca

A resistencia funciona

nos

dois sentidos. Os

'retornados' com capital
estao a tentar
se o novo

estrangeiro para investir
ganhar o seu tempo, ä espera de ver

cliina de paz

irä

pemianecer.

depois

da.seieigöesde 1994.

"Depois das eleigöes, poderd haver

uma

avalanche", diz Momade.

Enquanto
voltando.

os

do

proximo

pequeno grupo

ano

funcionaram

como um

magnetismo que atrai u os politicos a regressarem.
Regressado do Quénia, o Secretario-geral da
Renarao, Vicente Ululu, afirma que o seu grupo

"ganhou"

democracia em Mogambique.
permitindo a que ele e outros dissidentes
a

regressem a casa.
Mas pergunte a
tirou

a

Vida

Ululu porque é que a Renamo

a centenas

de milhar de civis

nesse

processo, como organizagöes humanitarias
intemacionai.s tais como "Africa Watch" tern
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e ele respondera que é tudo
"propaganda da Freiimo",
A Renamo domina a oposigäo como uma

outros gupos

politicos surgiram

para a

fazer

sombra.
O presidente do mais antigo partido
oposicionista mogambicano. a Frente Unida de
mogambique (FUMO). o advogado Domingos
Arouca. possuia grandes propriedades na
provtncia de Inhambane, antes da sua
nacionalizagaopela Freiimo. No seu regresso de
Portugal no ano passado, Arouca advoga um
consideravel apoio por parte de partidos
no

ocidente,

devolvidas.

pisou o risco, quando
disse nao pensarque o lider da Renamo, Afon.so
Dhlakama, tinha capacidade para serpresidente
da nagao.
As

afinnagoes de Arouca atigaram

a

ira de

alguns dirigentes da oposigäo, por aquilo que
acharam tratar-sedearrogancia imelectual contra
lider da "mata" semi-analfabeto. Mas

basicamente a mensagem era:

"Arouca, estiveste
ausente".
Outro advogado no exilio. Mdximo Dias, de
origem goesa, regres.sou a Mogambique em 1991
trazendo o seu partido do Movimento
Nacionalista de Mogambique (MONAMO),
fundado em Portugal em 1979.
Antigo lider do GUMO (Grupo Unido de
Mogambique), o linico partido de oposigäo
autorizado pelas autoridades coloniais em
Mogambique. Dias diz que ogovemolhe retirou
muito tempo

a sua

residencia de luxo

e

escritorios

"Fundei

Renamo.

o

MONAMO

no

exilio para

apoiar a

regressei ao pais depois da Freiimo
ter anunciado a instalagao de um sistema
multipartidario", diz Dia.s. ao mesmo tempo que
se

e

manifesta insatisfeito

com o seu

regresso.

"O processo

de paz esta a avangar lentamente,
e poderemo-nos encontrar numa situagao como
em Angola (onde eleigöes livres foram seguidas
pela eclosito da guerra)", diz Dias preocupado.
Apontando para os erros cometidos no
processo de paz em Angola, Catherine Huck, do
cscritorio do Alto Comissariado das nagoes

Em Janeiro, Arouca

um

1977. Dias jti apresentou ao governo uma
petigäo para que as suas propriedades Ihe sejant
em

de inferno, mas desde 1990 cerca de 20

torre

democrata-cristaos

ex-colonos dircretamente v3o

de exilados e de
reiiegados mogambicanos em portugal, Quén ia e
noutras partes, estao a fazer um ruidoso regresso,
soprando as trompetes da poh'tica.
A Frel into criou as condigoes legais para o seu
regresso, em 1990. quando .substituiu o seu
anterior sistenia de partido linicocom a introdugäo
de uma nova constituigtlo multipartidaria. O
cessar-fogo de Outubro e as prometidas eleigöes
um

documentado,

na

cidade

U n Idas para os Refug iados em
em

Mapu to ad vert i u,
Fevereiro, que para evitar trazer as pes.soa.s

depois as ver partir de novo, o
repatriamento massivo de refugiados
mogambicatios nao devera acontecer até que a
paz seja definitiva.
Por outras palavras. a desminagem das estradas
e o desarmamento das tropas deveräo ser feitos
antes, depois as eleigöes e a aceitagao dos .setts
resultados pelas duas partes.
Apesardetodas estas adverténcias.em Margo,
o ACNUR e o governo mogambicano anunciaram
que o repatriamento de cerca de 1,3 tnilhöes de
refugiados iria comegarem Abril, mesmo antes
apenas para

do inicio do de.sannamento.o

Rachel Watekhouse é

haseada

em

uma

jornalista 'freelance'

Maputo.

porluaria da Beira, quando ele abandonou o pais
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REGIONAL NEWS

ANGOLA PEACE TALKS RESUME
UNITA has agreed todiscuss a suspension

of hostilities and the application
accords it signed with the Angolan government in May 1991.
The announcement was made in the Ivory Coast capital. Abidjan, by
UNITA's information secretary Jorge Valentim at the start of another
round of peace talks aimed at ending the renewed civil war in Angola.
The MPLA government has agreed to the principle of increased UNITA
participation at every government level, but a comprehensive ceasefire
of the peace

seems to

be still at

a

distance.

International pressure

has been brought to bear on the two warring
parties in order to reach a settlement that would put an end to the six-month
old renewed civil war,

ignited by UNITA's
to accept its
defeat in September's
refusal

election.

Opening the talks, the
special representative to Angola.
Margaret Anstee, read a
statement by SecretaryUN's

General

Boutros

Boutros-Ghali, which
observers in the Ivorian

capital regarded

as an

ultimatum.

Angola would depend
the outcome of the

talks,

agenda proposed by Ms Anstee requires them to reach

bombs, mortars and hand

LIMPOPO CORRIDOR REOPENS
The

Limpopo corridor, a vital route for Zimbabwe's access to the Southern
Mozambican port of Maputo was reopened to traffic on March 26, after a
closure of more than a decade.
The

Limpopo line runs from Maputo to Chicualacuala. on the
covering 542 kilometres.
The line had been inoperable first, due to the application by Mozambique
of UN sanctions against the former Rhodesia in 1976. and after Zimbabwe's
independence in 1980, because of Renamo's sabotage.
Rehabilitation work on the line began in 1987 at the cost of US$80
million. Aid for the project was provided through SADC by Botswana.
Britain. Canada, Gentian and Portugal.
From Bulawayo, in Southern Zimbabwe's Matebeleland province, the
line branches off to Botswana, Zaire and Zambia.
With peace in
Mozambique holding, there is renewed hope that the Limpopo line will
greatly reduce the transport costs of the four Southern and Central Africa
countries it serves, as they are now compelled to use the much longer rail
Zimbabwean border,

routes to

UN's future role in
on

than US$6.6 million worth of arms and ammunition - including
grenades - to the Rwanda government, which
has been locked in a bitter war against the Rwanda Patriotic Front (RPF).
Observers of the Angolan situation remain sceptical at the prospects of
an early settlement. UNITA, under pressure from the US
may agree to
peace, as it has done before, but as experience has shown, there is a long
way between signing and observing an agreement.
year more

as

the nine

point-

a

decision

on

the

matter.

The UN Mandate in Angola ends on April 30, after it was renewed in
January but if an agreement is reached, the Security Council may soon not
only extend the UN presence, but also enlarge it to that of a peace-keeping
operation.
But the multitude of costly peace-keeping operations in the world and
the magnitude of attacks against UN personnel in Angola in the past ten
months may force the Security Council to be more ponderous before
making such a move. And even if the Security Council agrees, many
countries may find it difficult to commit their troops to a country with a
history of violence against UN personnel. A number of UN military
observers have been killed in the pa.st few months of the conflict.
The UN insists the two parties should stop fighting so as to allow

South Africa.

Because the

gradient and curvature are not severe, Limpopo's maximum
higher than that of the Beira Corridor line.
Transit traffic carried to Maputo through the Limpopo Corridor at its
peak in the early 1970s, when the line handled up to two million tonnes per
year, was a valuable source of foreign exchange for Mozambique,
Since its partial rehabilittion in 1988. the line has been carrying limited
amount of cargo to and from Zimbabwe, and last year it was
very useful
in a SADC operation to alleviate the effects of drought in the region.
trainload is mueh

MALAWI: MAC CONDEMNS GOVERNMENT
AND CALLS FOR CHIHANA'S RELEASE.
The Malawi Action Committee (MAC) has condemned the goveniment of
President Kamuzu Banda for its confirmation of a nine - month jail
sentence

imposed on democratic activi.st Chakufwa Chihana, chaimian of
Democracy.

the Malawi Alliance for
In

a

statement,

it said it

humanitarian aid reach about 3 million civilians who face starvation.

sadness and regret
and his brethren."

The 1991 peace agreement imposed an arms embargo and general
demobilisation, but UNITA appears to be better equipped than the

convicted of two sedition

and commanding a force of well trained men.
resumption of the civil war in October, the government has
been lobbying for recognition from the US government and for the arms
embargo to be lifted.
In a visit to Harare, in March, Lt General Alexandre Rodgriues "Kito",
admitted that despite the embargo imposed by the "Triple zero" option,
Angola expected to receive military support in "men and material", to help
government
Since the

it face UNITA.

Military sources have indicated that Denel, a privatised division of the
South-African arms manufacturer, Armscor, has been supplying amis to
UNITA in

Angola.

A number of South African officers,

including generals both in active
alongside with

and in reserve, are said to be shareholders in Denel.

Savimbi.
Armscor

established

by the South-African government in the
arms embargo against Pretoria and recent
in the South-African press have indicated that Denel sold last
was

1970s to enable it face the UN
revelations
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Chihana

that

we

was

"with

received

a

terrible

news

sense

of disillusionment,

of the action by the chief justice

initially sentenced to a two year jail term after being
charges by a trial court.
"It had been our hope that the highest judicial body and officer in the
country would be able to exhibit some independence from the government
and not condone the lower court's perversion ofjustice and the rule of law",
was

noted the statement.

MAC considered the sentence

a display of the government's "lack of
for fundamental human rights and the rule of law", and said no
dialogue, and therefore no resulting process to determine the political
future of the country can be free or fair as long as the government maintains
the repressive legal apparatus.
MAC called on the internal opposition to boycott the June referendum
todetermineMalawi'spoliticalfuture.unlessthegovemmentdemon.strates
a serious willingness to redress the defects in the current process.

respect

The Brussels based International Confederation of Free Trade Unions

(ICFTU) has decided to send a delegation to visit Malawi in order to pre.ss
forChihana's release, and called for the Malawian government to allow the
International Red Cross to visit the pro-democracy activist, in view of his

deteriorating health..
Sapem April, 1993

MAIN FEATURES

LESOTHO: NO OPPOSITION FOR NEWLY ELECTED GOVERNMENT
KENEILOE PHITS’ANE

L

ESOTHO'S

FIRST

democratically
by

elected government in 23 years, led
Prime Minister Ntsu Mokhele of the

Basutoland

Congress Party (BCP) has

no

opposition.
In 6,3 constituencies in which 12

registered

political parties contested, the BCP won all of
them with

over

The Basoto

14,000 votes.

National

Party (BNP) which is at loggerheads
with the fiepand which ruled the country at gun
point since 1970 until 1986 when the army
intervened, received the shtK'k of

a

lifetime

when it failed to win the elections.
The

Party believed it had more supporters
thought it would win elections
by a crushing majority to frustrate the BCP
which has never tasted power in Lesotho’s history.
BNP leader, Rets’Elisitsoe Sekhonyana, a
former finance Minister with little political
experience has since refused to concede defeat.
Following the proclamation of the results an
emergency session was held at the Lesotho High
Court on April 1, during which the BNP lodged
a complaint, claiming that the elections were
rigged. But the case was dismissed.
BNP supporters say they are shocked by the
difference of votes, and allege there was some
fraud done during counting of votes.
than its rival, and

Unlike BNP which does not

want to

accept

defeat, the MFP (third

largest party) and nine
other parties which stood no chance of winning
elections, congratulated BCP for its victory.
The Kopanang Basotho Party (KBP) woman
leader. Limakatso Ntakatsane, whose party saw
than 80 votes in each constituency, says

no more

the

new

government was democratically elected.

"The issue of

opposition should not be a
problem. What the ruling party must do is to
invite and seek advise from other parties so that
everything is done democratically," she says.
Limakatso adds that the fact that people
decided to give majority of votes to BCP shows
they needed change. “There is nothing that
no

could be done. Elections

were

fair

so we

should

let BCP rule us," she says.

Multi-party democracy, the opposition is
necessary for the achievement of both political
and economic development.
Ntsukunyane Mphanya, BCP Executive
Secretary, says an opposition will help build up
the country’s economy which is in Shamble. "It
will make the party work hard to avoid being
ousted after five years," he declared.
At a swearing in ceremony on April 2.
Mokhehle .said his Government will put into
In

a
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place an administrative cum political machineiy
for the purpose of continuing cooperation and
consultation with other political parties.
Speaking before thousands of jubilant
supporters. Mokhelesaid "It would be extremely
unwise on our part to ignore the number of
people who voted for the BNP and other parties,
and who have to be heard, and served."
He invited

opposition party leaders to accept
his government’s offer for cooperation and
genuine participation in rebuilding Lesotho's
economy, and in the sustenance of democracy
now beginning.
He refuted allegations that BCP will dismiss
civil servants upon taking power. "Yourjobs are
secure if you continue to perfonn with dedication,
commitment, and

loyalty."
happy for himself and proud
for the people of Lesotho who have "Shown
remarkable patience in their struggle for
He said he

was

democracy" since the last elections of 1970.
He said his party does not have any past
political hangups. "We have a lot of work ahead
of

do not want to look back to the past,
however there are some issues that need to be
us, we

discussed and put to perspective," he said.
Mokhehle said his party's priority was to

said he would be in exile for

a long time,
eventually take up power
with no opposition at all," he added.
He hopes now that his dream became a reality,
Mokhele would take up the challenge, and accept
opposition so that true democracy could be
once

and that later he would

realised in the country.
Before the swearing

in of the

new

Prime

Minister, king Lctsie HI was sworn in as Lesotho’s
new

constitutional monarch.

The .lO
the

new

year-old monarch was sworn in under
by Lesotho’s Chief Justice,

constitution

Brendan Peter Cullinan.

Taking the oath of office under the new
King Letsie 111 pledged not to align
himself with any political party, and that he
would abide by and respect all the constitutiotial
principles and the laws governing the country.
He also pledged not to involve himself or the
office of the king in any party political activity.
Lesotho has been under military rule since
1986 when the army toppled the late Prime
constitution.

Minister of Lesotho, Leabua Jonathan, in a coup
led by Major-general Justin Lekhanya, who

instituted

a ruling military council.
Lekhanya was ousted from power by majorgeneral Phisoana Ramaena in May 1990. When

democratic, and that

the anny took over power in 1986 it introduced
order no 4 of 1986, that prohibited all political

it will issue a plan of action as .soon as he has
gathered all his forces to run a democratic

activity in the country, but the order was later
repealed in 1991 to pave way for multi-party

government.

elections.

adjust the former government administration
with

a

view to make it

more

Some of the thousands of supporters

who

witnes.sed the

swearing in ceremony of the new
Prime Minister say they are happy to have Ntsu
Mokhehle as their leader.
In

interview most people expressed
their appreciation to the new ruler, saying his
long awaited victory came at the right time when
Lesotho needed change.
"We are privileged to have someone like him
who has tirelessly fought for democracy through
hardships, and we believe he will lead the country
to true democracy," said Masilo Chele, a BCP
a

snap

supporter.
He

urged Basothos not to sit down and expect
a Prime Minister to do changes for them but must
participate in development activities to upgrade
the country’s economy which is bad.
"Basotho must unite for the common goal of
attaining self-reliance in whatever they do
regardless of party politics," he said.
Monaheng Monyame said was happy with the
new Prime Minister. "1 grew up with him and he
always predicted what will happen to him; he

With the new government now in place, the
military, who have dominated Lesotho politics
for the past seven years would now have to
return

back to barracks.

But observers in the capital ofLesotho,

Maseru,
outgoing military
government’s insistence on the inclusion of a
are

concerned

over

the

defence commission in the future constitution.
The commission,

constitution, will

already outlined in

comprise

amty

commanders, the deputy army

a draft
and police
and Police

commanders, and the director of the National

Security Service.
Although the commission would be chaired
by the Prime Minister, it would not be bound by
the government decisions.
The new government does not have to accept
the defence commission

being incorporated into

the constitution, but civilian

politicians point out

that Lesotho army

is notoriously undisciplined,

and it will not be

long before the officers start

interfering in politics.»
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THE PTA

SECRETARY-GENERAL, BINGU WA

MUTHARIKA’S VISION OF WIDER REGIONAL
COOPERATION
The PTA

Secretary-General. Biiiftii wa
ofMalawi was recently in Harare
the SAFES Trust Fifth Anniversary

US$ 1.3 billion. In other words, trade grew

Miitliarika.
to

attend

average of over 8% and this was higher
than the growth of the overall trade with the
at an

Annual

Colloquium. SAPEM's Suit-Editor
Gonqalves took the opportunity to
find out proftrc.vs made by the PTA since its
founding’ in 19S2 .prospectsfor thefuture, and
the proposed meriter with the Southern African

rest

Fernando

very impressive perfomiance.
in temis of intra-PTA trade as

a

not.

GONQALVES; How do you describe
by the PTA in its
Customs

Union?
ML'THARIKA:

I must

Bingu Wa Mutharika

by emphasizing that the Preferential Trade Area
was established "as a first step towards the
establishment of

a

start

ensure

an Economic Community for
Eastern and Southern Africa". Presently,

smooth flow of goods

within the

PTA;

Common Market and

eventually

•

We have introduced
.scheme

a

regional insurance

(Yellow Card) which greatly

the PTA comprises nineteen member states.

facilitates the movement of traffic across

Madagascar, Seychelles and Zaire have
applied for membership. This will bring the
total membiership to twenty-two countries.

national frontiers

The aim of the PTA

stated in its

as

Treaty is "to promote cooperation and development in all fields of eco- nomic activity particularly in the fields of trade, customs, industry, transport, communications,
agriculture, natural resources, and monetary
affairs with the aim of rating the standards
of living of its people and of fostering closer
relations among its member states". It can
be noted from this objective that PTA is not
merely a trade oriented in.stitution but an
organization whose mandate is to promote
economic and social development.
PTA has made considerable progress
towards a customs union and a common
market in the
•

following spiecific

the reduction of
at

custom

the end of 1992.

eliminate

some

areas:

tariffs

by 70%
helped
rigidities in

This has

of the

marketing and distribution structures.
We are also cooperating in easing
customs procedures through inter-alia.
the introduction of a Regional Customs
Bond

Gurantee

rationalization of trade
•

We

have

scheme

documentation;

introduced

a

standardized Road Transit

12

and

Regional
Charge to

share of

a

.so

as

to

PTA

At the last PTA Trade Fair held in Dar-

e.s-Salaam, Tanzania in July 1992.

encourage

clearing house and the use of
cheques have also

with other

regional trade fairs.
What would you describe

the main

facilitated the attainment of our customs

trade?

union

objective.For instance, before the
establishment of the Clearing House,
75% of intra-PTA trade was being
.settled in hard currency. By the end of
1992, only a little over 30% of intra-

•

significantly our dependence
foreign exchange but we have also

increased the

use

•

ally been steadily growing as a result of the
preferential and trade facilitation arrangements which we have put in place.
For
instance, between 1985 and 1991, intraPTA trade grew

from USSSOO million

to

as

follows:

the

inadequacy of highly competitive
goods both in temis of quality, prices,

Continued restrictions

still face
•

to

and

trade.

By this
products

high tariffs in the region.

the high transport and transit costs within
the PTA which make our products cost
relatively higher than similar imported
goods.
the lack of

adequate and reliable
supply
functions, quality and standards of
products, customs and trade regulations
and general bias against goods produced
in neighbouring countries.
What are your views on the issue of
PTA eventually merging with SADC? Is
it feasible, given the geographical
•

How do you quantify and qualify the
levels of trade among PTA members?
Trade among PTA countries has actu-

broadly described

intra-PTA trade

1 mean that the majority of PTA

in the .settlement of intra-PTA trade.

the institutions of the PTA.

to

inappropriate technologies
manufacturing policies.

of national currencies

Similarly, the use of UAPTA travellers
cheques for business and holiday travel
in the PTA region is steadily increasing.
This shows the growing confidence
which the business community has in

be

as

increased intra-PTA

and packaging. This is largely due to

settled in hard currency.
that we have not only

reduced
on

an

The main obstacles
can

was

means

over

was trails-

acted. This compares favourably

obstacles to

This

real indica-

perfomiance because a large
proportion of this goes unrecorded through
smuggling.
The composition of intra-PTA trade has
also significantly changed from food and
agro-allied products to fairly sophisticated
products such as electronics, high quality
textiles, pharmaceuticals, chemicals and engineering products to name only a few.

UAPTA travellers

PTA trade

as a

US$160 million worth of trade

trade;
•

however, consider this
of trade

tor

the progress made

a

Of course,

global trade, this stands at about 5%. We do

Development Community (SADC).

goal of moving towards

of the world which grew at about 7% per
the same period. This is indeed

annum over

information about demand and

dislocation of the countries that would
Sapem April, 1993

form such

a

raison d'etre and its

block?

perceived advantages
point of view of each nation state.

The merger between PTA and SADC
into a Common Market for Eastern and

from the

Southern Africa

have grown

was

not

envisaged

as a

measure

for PTA to swallow SADC. It

intended

to

into

a

consolidate the

two

W'as

institutions

stronger economic grouping capable

of

mobilizing a larger market and of adeiiuately addressing the problems of
balkanization, international hegemony and
marginalization of black Africa. A merger
is both feasible and desirable.

achieved if political

It

can

be

will exist to do so. If the

intention of the member states is to reduce
the

dependency syndrome and consolidate
a merger of PTA
and SADC would be a logical step.
Let me also refute your contention that
there is "geographical dislocation". I do not
perceive it that way becau.se all countries in
PTA and SADC are not divided by any
geographical barrier. They lie in the same
geographical .set up. one next to the other
until you reach Ethiopia, Sudan or Djibouti.
Therefore, a single trading bloc is quite
feasible in my view.
Don't you think that the peoples rather
than the governments of the countries
involved should ultimately decide on
the need to integrate the two groups?
collective self-reliance

1

assume

that the Governments are made

of people. In fact it is the people which
put governments and leadership in power
through the electoral .systems. Therefore,
my understanding is that a decision whether
ornot to merge PTA and SADC would have
to be decided by the people eventually.
Is the merger that you propose going
to ultimately lead to the amalgamation
of
the
two
organisations'
up

secretariats?
I do not

how you can merge any two
institutions and leave the secretariats as
see

separate institutions. I believe that the secretariats do not

interests.

serve

their

They

own

individual

are there to .serve
nizations that created them.

Given that
entails

a

some

the

orga-

community of nations
sort of

a

surrender of

sovereignty do you think that leaders
in these countries are prepared to
make such

a

move?

I believe that any

association of sovereign nation states entails a certain surrender
of sovereignty. The degree of such surrender is preconditioned by the objectives of
the organization, its modus operandi, its
Sapem Aprii., 1993

It is often said that both PTAandSADC

to be communities of
beggars, in that they heavily depend
on the goodwill of donor countries and
organisations. What steps in your view
wouid have to be taken to
these

ensure

that

organisations become self-

sufficient?
I cannot honestly agree that PTA is a
"community of beggars". I am not in a
position to speak for SADC. But for the
PTA. the entire conceptualization of regional economic cooperation and integration is based on the spirit of "collective selfreliance" as envisaged in the OAU's Lagos
Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos.
Of course PTA's regional programmes are
significantly facilitated by donor support
which has been considerable especially
during the past two years.
However, we are introducing schemes

and activities that will be income generat-

ing and will eventually enable the grouping
to move

towards self-reliance.

One of the

problems facing African
organisations is lack of adequate
funding on the part of their members.
How has this issue been dealt with in

PTA?
We in the PTA
to

are

in,stituting measures

generate income from which our opera-

tions will be funded.

within the

next

I

am

confident that

three to five years, we

be able to report
this area.

considerable

shall

progress

in

in

disadvantaged position in
comparison to those with stronger
a

economies, since the iatter benefit
when

more

it

comes

accounts in the clearing
are

your
It is

nation
same

views

true

states

way

on

to

settling
house. What

this?

that in any organization of
all countries do not gain in the

especially over a short period. In

fact, sometimes cooperation may even entail greater sacrifices and greater losses for
countries than the

perceived gains
organization.
However, over a longer period and when
the total picture of the organization i.e.
policies, objectives, programmes and ac.some

from such

cooperation and integration. In the
clearing house, our experience is
that the stronger the export base of any
given country, the greater its exports to the
rest of the groups and indeed the greater its
net surplus at the end of each
accounting
period. The contrary is the ca.se when a
country has a weak export base. By the way,
the balance of payments deficits for a weak
exporting country also occur with third counofthe

tries.

There

those who argue

that both
struggling to
win South Africa into joining their
respective organisations, in the hope
are

the PTA and SADC

are

that South Africa will then become

one

"big brother". But another argument is
no point in hoping that
South Africa can salvage the

that there is

economies of these countries since
the end of the minority rule there will
result in the need for

redirecting South
target the most
disadvantaged segments of the
population. Do you think it is feasible
for South Africa to join the PTA, SADC
Africa's

or

resources

to

both?
I mu.st make it clear that PTA

institution is

as

an

struggling to win South
Africa into its membership. However, the
PTA authority fully recognizes the special
historic, political, economic, trade and culnot

tural ties that exist between

some

of

our

member states and South Africa.

Naturally,
there is an anticipation that a post-apartheid
and democratically constituted South Africa (or Azania as some of the Liberation

One of the critical issues in PTA is
that weaker countries feel that they
are

from

case

an

tivities, is taken into account, there is

a

strong ca.se that each country stands to gain

Movements would want to call it) would

wish

to

join PTA/common market because

it offers greater and more predictable market opportunities.
Incidentally, if South
Africa would join

the PTA, this would bring
population to over 320 million
people and the region could generate gross
domestic product of over US$2-‘'0 billion.
the total

The Common Market will also have the

largest reservoir of human resources and
capacities in Sub-Saharan Africa; it will
have the largest re.serves of mineral resources, energy, natural resources and wild
life for tourism; and it could easily become
an
acknowledged mega trading and investment

bloc in Africa.

Therefore, I would

definitely conclude that post-apartheid
South Africa's membership in the PTA/
common

and

this

market is both feasible, desirable

mutually beneficial to all countries in
region.o
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ZAMBIA IN

TURMOIL,

LIVES THROUGH EMERGENCY
Square Yalemana

w
a

HEN THE state of
lifted

soon

Emergency

Multi-party Democracy(MMD) won

landslide victory over UNIP

Women demonstrated in front of President

was

after the Movement for

Chiluba. threatening to di.sown him if
was

people apprehended in

criminals took advantage of
the new political scenario to engage in subversive
activities and criminality .so much that the country
soon

turned into turmoil.

Crime
before

as

rapidly reached levels

never

lawbreakers could terrorise

known

people at

will

forcing them to live in fear of the democratic
freedom they fought hard for.
Criminals went
women

on

rampage

raping innocent

such that within three months of the

lifting of the state of emergency more than 69
women were raped, with some strangled to death.

CHILUBA:

14

rape cases were

found to

those from the

the

former

for the

March 8.

Emergency has brought outcries

Opposition, the donor community and

the press,

who interpret it as an MMD strategy to
indefinitely.

hold onto power

The government argues

ruling United National

reasons

from the

paramilitary police unit.

In February, a seditious plan by some members
of

the major

invocation of the state of emergency on
The State of

be members of the security forces, more especially

However, many

in the country, were

them.

Surprisingly enough was that in most instances

in 1991, there was

sigh of relief in every sector of the society as
this signified an end to decades of political
oppression.
a

done to protect

nothing

that the

move was

necessary' since the existing laws were not enough
to

deal with

a

delicate matter like the ZOP.

Independence Party (UNIP) to topple the
government was uncovered, explaining why the

Investigations have revealed that there was
within UNIP a radical group behind ZOP which

country was nearly plunged into political tumioil.

included assassination of selected leaders in the

The Document, code named "The Zero Option

ruling party hierarch and harassment of targeted

Plan" (ZOP) was aimed at

making the country

diplomats to force them to freeze aid to Zambia.
The

ungovernable through civil disobedience which
could

have been

used to overthrow

the

government.
The

discovery, together with what Chiluba

described as

"grave" political and crime situation

plan called for strikes,

rumours

and all

forms of civil strife which could then be blamed
on

of

the government as a cover
a

for the beginning

general uprising.

Although

UNIP

President,

Kebby

“grave” political and crime situation major reasons for emergency
Sapem April. 1993

Musokotwane, admitted

condemned the plan and have expressed solidarity

cells and has warned interrogating officers against

Document which is said to have been

with

it.

circulated among

receiving a copy of the
widely
the Party's top leadership, he

president Chiluba and his cabinet.

There has also been

Though the re-imposition of the Emergency

denied ever putting it before the central committee

was not

from the

for discussion. He said the document

given

and

are

of his

finally ratified and

to him

senior

by his junior officer, but

some

colleagues have suggested the document
Government

was a

was

members detained

on

number of UNIP

saw a

reports of

sons

were

attempts to assassinate top UNIP leaders, but

detained in connection with ZOP. but two of

said since his

them

year, some

victory in the Party elections last

people had been trailing him. and

were

Defence and

and

detent ion

quick

communications systems.

access

Zambian Vice-President,
in

a move to

win

Levy Mwanawasa,

in prison without being taken to

for trial. This has also concerned donor

But the government

Security committee. He remains in

together w ith chief Intell igence Officer

Harry Kamima, who is also linked to the alleged

has assured donors that

the emergency was not meant to
it

was

stifle

anyone as

precise, targeted and shortlived.

Although the donor community has been
move with concern, its initial

later released.

Major Wezi Kaunda is chairman of UNIP's

monitoring his movements using strange vehicles

made to stay

court

including former

President Kenneth Kaunda's three

complaints
opposition for the long time detainees

community.

throughout the country.

Over 20 UNIP members,

implant to harass UNIP.

Musokotwane did not comment

accepted in parliament by the opposition
by some members of the ruling party, was

number of

a

watching the
reaction
know

was

emergency,

that of cautious,

one

wanting to

the extent and restrictions under it.

The state of emergency

public support for the

of

about the need for the state of

more

has also brought

decision said the existence of the

some

sophisticated ZOP and the result of

they do not know what the government

preliminary investigations were the main

future motives

for the Government

reason

extra

to

use

its

Police

through the State of

power

Opposition parties have been

up

But

against the reimposition of the state

of emergency,

arguing that the plan and

crime could be tackled

are.

Foundation,

although
proof of that has been found yet.

no

in

Kaunda has

challenged the

Government to arrest him if it has

proof

that the

peace

plan originated from his

foundation. He had earlier dubbed ZOP's

by using the

existing laws. Although .some opposition

association with UNIP

parties condemned ZOP, they accuse the

concoction

Government of

using the Emergency
to crackdown on opposition.

Government,

rally organised by

plan.

powers
At

a

an

as

investigations have linked ZOP

to Kaunda's Peace

Emergency to bring the country to order.
arms

doubt in would-be investors,

as an

American

designed to discredit his
former US

president
Gorge Bush did not like UNIP's economic

alliance of

opposition parties held in Lusaka

as

The discovery of the

plan has sharpened

opposition leaders called for the

suspicion and mistrust within UNIP. The

immediate revocation of the

Emergency

party's Commerce, Industry and Trade

this would undermine democratic

Chairman, Tiyaonse Kabwe, said the

as

values because all dissent! ve views would

failure

be characterised

author of the Plan had risen

The six

rally

were

as

subversive.

opposition parties behind the

Challenging the MMD to

Party (NCP), National Democratic Party (NDP),
Democratic

Congress (UDC), and Total

Independence and Democratic Party (TIDP).
The alliance have also withdrawn from the

inter-party liaison committee in protest against
Emergency but other opposition parties have

strongly condemned the
The

move.

rally apparently called to show public

abhorrence of the emergency

reflect

him.

mistrust in the party, to
that "the

UNIP. National Con.servative

Congress for National Unity (CNU), United

the

expose

did not. however,

training of

people have strong support for

the emergency.

Surprisingly, even the people in the UNIP
stronghold Eastern province have strongly

Sapem April. 1993

some

Zambians in Malawi and

Mozambique in readiness for the implementation
of the

plan. Others who are still in detention

former

Zambia

Cuthbert
Rabson

Chongo (Former Minister of Finance),
Major Macperson Mbula, Peter Lishika, Bonnie
Stanley Muntanga, all prominent

members of UNIP.
Mental and physical torture have been
in

prison cells although this

was

reported

denied by the

Minister of Home Affairs, Newstead Zimba.
Minister of
confirmed

Legal Affairs, Rodger Chongwe,

receiving reports of torture in

more we

more

become for

us to

have

thought about this

increasingly difficult it has
blame the MMD Government

for these detentions".

Musokotwane is said

National

Nguni, Rupiah Banda, William Banda,

Tembo and

issue the

suspicion and

such proposition

are

Broadcasting
Corporation Director General. Stephen Moyo,

public rejection of it. Newspaper surveys

have shown that

by UNIP President to reveal the

some

to

be the centre of

controversy and has been challenged in the
name

to

of preserving

tell the

the good image of the party

public what he knew about the "Zero

Option".
While the MMD Government continues

assuring the public that the Emergency could
not stifle people's freedom of speech and
association, there is
among

increasing uncertainty
opposition parties about the future of

Democracy in Zambia. Donors are also watching
carefully .0
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GUEST COLUMN

THE

SPLM/SPLA STRUGGLE FOR
JUSTICE, HUMAN RIGHTS AND
FREEDOM IN THE SUDAN

T
wars

enterprises have been Islatnised, Bank interests

January 1956. Since then the country has

benefits for personal deposit accounts are strictly

SPLM/SPLA

forbidden

Representative to
Southern Africa and

through two long and bloody civil
lasting a total of 27 years. The first civil
gone

led

war.

by "Anya Anya" guerillas (poisonous

snake), lasted 17 years (1955
The Addis Ababa Peace

granted the South

a

United Sudan. This

-

1972).

.self-government within

was a

a

major concession and

will have

women.

the Arab and Islamic Northern Sudan.

formci President Ninieri

But

unilaterally abrogated

the

Agreement, divided the South into three
mini-states and then single-handedly backed
politically and spiritually by the Islamic
Eundamentalists, declared

a

state

of emergency

throughout the Sudan with "Sharia" (Islamic
the

as

the law of the land. These

were some

of

warforthe second time in
Sudan government

May 1983 between the

and the Sudan People’s

Liberation Movement (SPLM) with its

military

a

and

and

in things like diet, dress we

how
a

we

behave towards

system the

Africans,

women

our

non-

become excluded from effective

participation in the government of their

own

The National Islamic Front (NIF),

country.

using Bashir government, is working hard day
and night, tooth and nail to establish a religious
apartheid state in the Sudan. It is this situation
of

injustice that has led to the two civil

issue of peace

for the Sudan

very

the

clear in all

In the Abuja-1 Peace talks held in

respects.

May/June 1992, the SPLM/SPLA has insisted
secular democratic Sudan of

pluralism,

a

country,

a

political

multi-national and multi-religious

where state and religion

are

around the issues of religion and state, the question

constitutionally separated and with complete

of nationality

freedom of

and Sudanese identity. In acountry
either

religion. But unfortunately the
government of General Bashir insisted on

believe in African traditional

"Sharia" and then tried unworkable modalities

religions, the Fundamentalist Islamic military

where the South could be accommodated within

imposed "Sharia."
In a country which is multi-ethnic, multi-lingual

an

where about 39% of the

Christians

or

population

are

government in Khartoum has

and multi-cultural, the Khartoum

government

Arab. All the governments
gone

Islamic

defines Sudanese nationality
that have

come

as

and

in Khartoum since January 1956 have

pursued to varying degrees these twin policies of

the

such

as

the Nuba Mountains and

Inges.sena Hills.

The
into

an

learned

state

of the Sudan.

The

SPLM/SPLA then countered by saying that those
parts of the Sudan that do not identify with
Islamic and Arabism would opt out

in

a

referendum should Khartoum insist on an Islamic
Arab Sudan.
to

Islamization and Arabization of Southern Sudan
and other parts

Islamic and Arab

bring
In

Abuja-1

peace

was a failure

in its attempts

year,

following the Entebbe

meeting between SPLM/SPLA delegation
headed

by Dr Ali El Hag and with

the

legislative body has been transformed

Chairmanship of President Yoweri Mu.seveniof

Islamic Council "Shura"

Uganda: the two sides agreed to resume Peace
talks in Abuja. The position of theSPLM/SPLA

composed of 40

religious leaders (Imams). The major

political posts in the country must be headed by

in

Muslims

stipulated by the Islamic law. In the

Arrangements is calling for Unity in diversity.

economic front all the banks and commercial

The SPLM/SPLA is calling for the establishment

16

as

a

Sudanese Confederation

consisting of two

of the two confederal states shall be
with its

sovereign

constitution, laws, and security

own

arrangements. The confederal authority shall be
based

on

close

in joint defence,

co-operation and co-ordination
foreign affairs, mutual economic

activities and technical

co-operation. We

see

that such a confederal arrangement would resolve
the

problem of "Sharia" and yet keep the Sudan

under "Unity

in Diversity". This makes it possible

for each state to resolve the issue of "Sharia"

confederal state.

In addition, after an interim

period of two years of a confederal system, each
confederal state shall have the right to selfdetermination in

a

referendum should it not be

satisfied with the confederal arrangements.
The SPLM/SPLA has therefore launched a

campaign to promote its

regard to Abuja-2 and the Interim

peace

initiative of

confederation for the Sudan.

The government proposes a
states

federal system of

in the Sudan (3 of them in the South) with

"Sharia"
land.

remaining

as

the

law of the

supreme

It is time the Islamic

Fundamentalists in Khartoum

uncertain terms that

they

are

are

military

told in

free to create

no

an

Arab and Islamic Fundamentalist state in
Northern Sudan if that is what
their choice and
the

they

are

they want. That is

free to do

so.

Equally,

people of Southern Sudan and the Nuba

Mountains have the

in the Sudan.

February this

of

confederal states, the north and the South. Each

.separately according to the con.stitution of each

wars.

The SPLM/SPLA has made its position on

on

problem of the Sudan has revolved

say even
even

led

The central

be tolerated and for their

can

In such

wing the Sudan Peoples' Liberation Army (SPLA)
by Col John Garang de Mabior.

Oceanic Countries.

that their permanent presence in an

Muslims as well as non-Fundamentalist Muslims

that led to the outbreak of the civil

reasons

are

protection by the Muslim ruler. The Islamic law
wear

fighting for full independence from

so

Islamic state

who

were

Non-Muslim citizens

supposed to pay a special poll-tax (Djizya).
a poll-tax paid to an Islamic state by nonMuslims,

Agreement of 1972

by law.

Benjamin:

This is

compromise on the side of "Anya Anya" guerillas

law)

Mr Barnaha

independent in

HE SUDAN became

identity

as a

right to their sovereign

secular, democratic and multiparty

Black African state. The Eundamentalists cannot

forcibly turn
country

us

into Arabs and Muslims in

a

which is indigenously black, African

and non-Muslim

Equally the committed allies of Khartoum like
Iran and

Iraq should be told to stop providing

money and war weaponry for the Fundamentalists
in Khartoum.o
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BUSINESS AND FINANCE

ZAMBIA: PRIVATISATION OF THE MINING SECTOR
MAY ATTRACT INVESTMENT
Square Yalemana

T

HE ()N-(JOIN(i

privatisation

process

in Zambia has attracted international

companies who have expressed interest
country’s mining conglomerate-Zambia
Consolidated Copper Mines (ZCCM).
So far. three South African mining companies,
namely. Johannesburg Consolidated Investment.
in the

Anglo-American Corporation, and Gencor
Genmin have written to the
and Mineral

Ministry of Mines

Development to buy ZCCM.

In addition.

Johannesburg Consolidated,

that the sale of the conglomerate as
was

Hood

Properties have expressed keen interest in

investing in a new mining venture in the Lumwana
area

not

of North-western Zambia. This area, though

yet exploited, is said to contain about 8

billion tonnes of copper,

the richest deposit at the

moment.

Minister of Mines.
in Lusaka that
economy

Humphrey Mulemba. said

following the liberalisation of the

which opened doors to foreign

only best

way

To this effect, the
the

single entities

of maximising benefits.

Ministry has embarked

on

restructuring of the mining conglomerate

which would

see

the creation of individual

He said the progress on

the work

was

of vested

interests most

politicians and

businessmen have in the mines
think

a

as

most of them

privati.sed mining industry

will result in loss of their business.

privatisation.
Once the restructuring programme is complete,

been due to lack of consensus among

there will be six

as

mining divisions and one power

division which currently fall under ZCCM.

These

Nchanga. Mufulira, Nkana. Luanshya.

Konkola, Kabwe and Power Division.
ZCCM has

eight main subsidiary companies

"The

delay in effecting the

programme

save

the country

be no collective morality to
from economic stagnation," he

said. Earlier, Minister of Commerce, Trade and

Industry, Ronald Penza, came under public attack
when he announced the imminent sale of the

mines with

Group.

to

some

repossess

opposition parties threatening

them

once

in

power.

Mpande said lack of political
morality among politicians was a major

that the Government wanted to sell the

bottleneck

restructuring of the

own

conglomerate leading to creation of individual

said

to

the

has

politicians

there appear to

providing essential supplies and services to the
However.

hindered

by some politicians. This has been mainly becau.se

productive units in readiness for eventual

are

Phelps Dodge of the United States and Robin

the

His announcement

source

of

was

understood to

mean

country's
foreign exchange which many

was tantamount to

selling the country to

productive units.

investment, many companies had expressed
interest to invest in

mining.

The mining

conglomerate is one of the companies that are put
for

privatisation in the

move to

divest the

Government of its control of business to
way to

give

private sector as engine of development.

However, the way ofprivatisation of the mining

industry has not yet been worked out by the
being a

concerned authorities becåuse of its

strategic industry and a mainstay of the country's
economy.

Deputy Minister of Mines and Mineral

Development. Mathias Mpande. said the
Government had initiated

a

study

on

the

of
selling the mining conglomerate in productive

privatisation of ZCCM to find the best
divisions.

However, the first option has been

found to be unbeneficial to the country
the value of the

by

poor

option is what has been accepted

the best, because valuation would

wealth

could

depend

on

growth forecast of individual units that

bring maximum benefit to the nation.

He said bad units
were

because

conglomerate would be lowered

perfonning units.

The second
as

way

might not be sold until they

improved or rehabilitated, but emphasized
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The way

of Privatisation of the mining industry has not yet been worked out in Zambia
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MALAWI: DONORS SAY HUMAN

foreigners. It took President Frederick Chiluba
to

settle the dust raised by

Penza's announcement

RIGHTS

of sell of the mines.

FIRST, AID LATER

Despite all these outcries and delays, the mining
industry needs a lot of investment for it to operate
at

full

CHATONDA MHONE

productive capacity.

The

Conglomerate which

initial

was

started with the

private equity capital of £8 million

needs close to 100 times that

now

capital (US$2

billion) to keep it producing almost half the

its peak. This is worsened
by inflation and lack of re-investment during the

tonnage it produced at
Second

Republic.

ZCCM Chief Executive, Edward Shamutete,
had earlier said the money was

to

reduce

M

severe

a new

fiscal year

against the background of a

drought, deteriorating balance

of payments

(BOP) position and still reeling
effects of an embargo on foreign aid

from the

from multilateral aid

needed for

re-

deepening projects and modernise surface
treatment

ALAWI ENTERS
this month

plants and introduce many new methods

agencies demanding
"tangible and irreversible evidence of progress

on

human

cent in March and June, last year.

import payments increased by 3.‘i.9 per cent
against an increase of only 9..J per cent in export
revenue.

To this end, the merchandise trade deficit
which amounted to MK944,4 million

was

markedly higher than the MK.‘i22.4 million
recorded

rights".

Thus, total

during the previous

year.

The other

operational costs.

Meanwhile, The Government has liberalised
trade in gemstones

bringing

an

end to

years

of

illegal gemstone trading.
Under the
are

free

stones

to

new

system, dealers in gemstones

trade in

precious and semi-precious

without hassle from the government.

Mpande said, "dealing in Gemstones will be
free

as

the

“bureau de

change”.

Zambia is very

rich in gemstones but the

has not been

sector

been closed.

developed because it has
exploitation of the

In addition,

abundant .stones has been difficult to embark
due

as

buying and selling of currency in the

on

the

capital intensity of the investment.
Private investment which has so far gone into the
to

is

sector

largely small scale.

However, with liberalisation investment will
be

improved and competition encouraged which

will also
The
a

bring the transaction into the tax net.

Semi-precious stone mining sector has to

large extent operated informally with its income

not

fully accounted for.

In the recent past,
market share

Zambia's annual emerald export

Uncertainty hangs in Malawi: President Banda being helped hy colleagues at the Commonwealth
meeting in Harare

has been estimated at USS120 million out of

which

only about US$20 million found its way

back to Zambia

through official channels.

The rest of the forex earned

abroad

was

into finance

Economic indicators released
Bank of Malawi (RBM), the

either banked

monetary

by the Reserve

country's central

authority, show that in the first nine

factor which contributed to this poor perfoimance
was

the decline in

cent as a

result of

capital inlJows by 14.2
a

decrease in

new

per

financial

parallel market

months of 1992 overall balance of payments

assistance from the donor

operations and contributed towards exerting

position deteriorated sharply reflecting adverse

supply.

developments with both current and capital

development projects and BOP support.
A number of donors now subject their aid to

or

came

pressure on the exchange rate and money

Moreover, tax evasion
most

of the mines

was

are

rife in the .sector

unregistered.

It

as

was

accounts

against

a

recording a deficit of MK419.1 million
surplus of MK44.7 million recorded

observance of "gootl
other

community for both

governance" which among

things means "popular participation by the

suggested that this could change if emerald
auctions were more attractive and a "no question

during 1991.
import

people in decisions that affect them,
accountability of an administration to the

asked"

payments largely due to the continuing import

electorate and observance of the rule of law."

approach for all entrants into the emerald
was adopted to attract both legal and

This is attributed to the increase in

auctions

liberalisation programme as

illegal miners, hence the liberalisation.»

the two currency

18

well as the effects of

devaluations of 1$ and 22

per

Donor nations and

Club

organisations, at the Paris

meeting held in May last

year,

suspended
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non-humanitarian aid to Malawi until there

was

"tangible and irreversible evidence of progress
on

human

rights", according to

a

World Bank

The RBM reports

that exports amounted to

MK959.3 million while

imports

were

recorded

1,90.3.9 million, in contrast to MK878.4

million and MK1,4(K).8 million recorded in 1991.
This

period compared to MK621.9 million in

1991. The increase

exported

well

as

sharp increase in imports is due to the

import liberalization programme coupled with
the devaluation of thecurrency while the marginal
increase in exports

is attributed to the drought

which affected the country over

the last fifteen

million

SugarexportsamountedtoMK52.9

during the period.
have increased

Malawi

mainly because

which is

devaluation

basically

an

agricultural

economy

has

tobacco, sugar and local staples such as

maize and rice. On the export scene,

the value of

tobacco amounted to MK672.2 million

during

result of
bulk of

a

imports comprise intermediate and

capital inputs used in industry,"

economy

mostly concentrated on traditional products such

as a

the devaluations, whereas the volume of imports
have not declined

senior
University, adding that
says a

exchange rate adju.stments have
an

inflationary impact

on

the

and "hence the argument that
cau.ses

inflation

as

opposed to the

argument that devaluation isa result of inflation."
The outlook of the Malawi economy

Inflation is

officially put at 28

donors have

adopted

a

wait

Banda

future in

a

nationwide referendum to determine

whether the country

should revert to a multiparty

of government

or

maintain the present

Meanwhile with several issues

"On the whole it has been observed that the
volume of exports

Kamuzu

government's commitment to decide the political

one-party system.

instead had

on

President

world prices.

inputs and general consumer goods because of
its under-developed industrial base. The country

tea.

Export of tea somewhat

follows

system

the various

heavily dependent

moderate rise in the

This

stagnated mainly because of the drought and low

imported

Malawi is

due to both the volume

as to a

economist at Malawi's

months.

as

was

export unit values.

statement.

at MK

this

-

is gloomy.

per cent

and the

and - see attitude.

unresolved

prior to holding

referendum the country

a

remaining
free and fair

is sinking in an economic

quagmire underscored by intermittent shortages
of essential consumer goods, drugs and spare
parts as the country feels the impact of the lack
of BOP support.

By end of March not

of the US$84 million BOP support

one cent

requested by

the

Lilongwe government from the donor
community had been pledged.
Uncertainty hangs in Malawi. The government
is trying hard to maintain its hold on power,
while economic pressure

is becoming

ZAMBIA:

MALAWI: INTRODUCTION OF

GOVERNMENT

SGS CAUSES CONTROVERSY

DISSOLVES

more

take no more. The
pressure groups, formed to lobby for political
change do not seem to be sure with the government
motives. But there is optimism in the air.o
apparent and people may

Chatonda Mhone

PARASTATAL

M

HOLDINGS

ALAWIAN BUSINESSMEN have

expressed concern at the recent
imposition of the need for a Societe

General de Surveillance (SGS) certificate for all

T

HREE ZAMBIAN

major sub-holding

companies controlling three quarters of
the country's parastatal companies have

been dissolved and the shares of their

subsidiary

companies transferred to Zambia Industrial and
Mining Corporation (ZIMCO)
The

rnea.sure

has been taken in line with the

privati.sation programme currently underway, in
order to pave way foreventual

The three

sale ofparastatals:

sub-holding companies

are

the

industrial DevelopmentCorporation (INDECO),
under which fail over 140 companies, the National

Import and Export Corporation (NIEC), a trading
corporation, and the National Hotels
Development Corporation (NHDC), under which
fall all the hotels in the country.

companies, ZIMCO DirectorGeneral, Lawrence
Bwalya, .said in Lusaka Over 500 workers were
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as a

iii) aid-in-kind; and
iv) government imports of goods

re.sult of the

intended for

military

or para-military use.
The move is expected to clamp
standard

Announcing the dissolution of the sub-holding

expected to be retrenched
restructuring.!)

imports valued above US$5,000, which they say
has negatively affected exporters in their bid to
acquiring raw material inputs.
In January, the government directed that all
imported goods shall be subject to inspection in
the country of origin by SGS.
The inspection shall be mandantory for all
imported goods except for:
i) goods with an FOB value not exceeding the
equivalent of US$5,()()()
ii) goods not involving payment for their
imports into Malawi such as household goods
and personal effects, used vehicles, gifts,
supplies of diplomatic missions, etc.

down on subproducts and over-invoicing.

But the directive has been met with mixed

feelings from exporters. They complain that it
has adversely affected their procedures in
acquiring raw materials, which are already
compounded by delays and difficulties in

obtaining foreign exhange, import/export
licences and other bureaucratic redtape.
“This is made all the worse because we only
have one SGS inspection bureau operated by one
officer who has to cater for

over

three hundred

exporters per week in Blantyre (Malawi’s major
commercial centre) alone,” lamented an official
of the

Exporters Association of Malawi.
According to the Associated Chamber of
Commerce and Industry of Malawi, the directive
has hit the business community below the belt. A
number of export products are already subjected
to a mandatory pre-shipment inspection by the
Malawi Bureau of Standards while imports are
also inspected on arrival by the same body apart
from the delays in acquiring requisite licences
and duty drawback on imported inputs used in
export products.
“This makes us very uncompetitive in this fast
moving world of trade where speed and
committment are the catchwords,” said Hastings
Ziba, an up-and-coming exporter.
The Geneva based SGS is one of the leading
independent inspection and quality control
organisations in the world. It offers a wide range
of services on supervision, sampling, testing,
loss adjustment and allied services in areas of
agricultural, industrial and consumer products,
mineral and chemicals.o
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ENTERTAINMENT, ARTS AND CULTURE

CHIMURENGA MUSIC RACE
NOW WIDE OPEN
Martin Chembere

M
become

ORE THAN 20 years ago,

Thomas
Mapfumo the renowned 'king' of
Chimurenga music, created what has
Zimbabwe's foremost type of music.

With his bold and fearless stance towards the

emancipation of blacks in the then oppressed
Rhodesia, he risked his life musically fighting
for freedom for his black brothers and sisters.

Today Thomas Mapfumo fights for the
recognition of the African culture and tradition.
In the controversial cultural issue, the

dreadlocked singer backed by one of the country's
charismatic bands. The Blacks Unlimited, has

established.
somewhere

They couldn't imagine that

stir
such interesting debates. And were Mapfumo
and his Blacks Unlimited basking in past glory?
Thank God and the spirits of these formerly
despised and underrated groups, the critics have
decided finally to come out of their cacoons and
accept the difference in the music. Some of the
critics are now worthily praising and commenting
the bands as strong challengers to ihe Chinmreiiga
'king' crown.
This is not to say that Mapfumo is on the
threshold of loosing the Chimurenga Crown or is
it to

mean

some

group

would

emerge to

that the traditional music determined

been joined

by a pack of young and fresh voices,
astounding music critics and lovers and in the
same process sparking public debates as to who

such

as

ensemble of the old and the new world instmments

fascinating and exciting. This means of
expression which is irresistible and genuinely
African in its whole sense has been taken up by
upstarts with the same mission but different
mode of expression.
It is obvious that the mention of the following

Zimbabweans.

Here

charting albums

-

one

is reminded of the

Mahweadziva (Black Ites);
Chigamha and Mudzimu
(Zig Zag Band). The emergence or

Vadzimba (V adzimba);

Mukuru

release of the above albums have dumbfounded

Chimurenga music critics and writers and their
followers

causing others to label these new
luminaries "copy cats" or mere imitators of the
20

Hondo, Zimbabwe

Much can be said about Jonah Sithole, but this

as an

alternative to the like of the Blacks

the hard traditionalists Vadzimba.

them. Critics threw their first attempts away as
works of either imitators, or copy cats. Some

so

From these frustrating realities and
backgrounds, most of the upcoming Chimurenga
musicians have managed to produce better music
which has easily found a good following among

-

music circuit, very few people genuinely accepted

-

quarters.

them

However, it has to be noted that when bands
like Vadzimba. Black Ites, and the les.ser known
Eknat Emmanuel of Black Power came into the

is heard
Vadzimba, Black Ites, Eknat
Emmanuel, and Black Power, Zig Zag Band.

some

name

gifted Chimwenga singer/songwriter had been
raving for many years; with "Auntie Dot"
Dorothy Masuka and the Blacks Unlimited being
his longest tints.
If these new Chimurenga music voices were
exposed internationally, there is no doubt their

or

is both

from

You

Mozambique. Cliimiirenga Master Piece. Mr
Music Africa only to select some of the latest.

well. As for now
Chimurenga music fans are of
the opinion that only Thomas Mapfumo and his
band are the only players of that music.
Good and genuine promoters can not be let
down by an act like Pio Farai Macheka and the
Black Ites, the dynamic and powerful Zig Zag.

brass

young but professionally established,
progressive and creative is the seasonal Jonah
Sithole and the Deep Horizon. The Legal Lions
lingers about, do not forget.
Despite facing the usual problems of lack of
proper instruments, poor venues and dates, raw
deals with the monopolistic record companies,
unprofessional promoters, incompetent
managers, these hopefuls have managed to come
up with good music thus enabling them to share
the Chimurenga music market and in the process
inviting Jealousies and unwarranted outbursts

hits.

the international

instruments, guitars, synthesisers etc,. Such an

Not

not come anywhere near
"Mukanya's" successive albums which have been

Unlimited could compete very

Chimurenga music is a unique type of musical
expression that is a mixture of rhythmic archaic
percussion instruments: {hosho) shackles,
(marimha) thumb piano and in between (ngoma)
means

of their releases do

music

is the best..

drums with modern

group's music is not often mbira fused although
it has exciting rhythmic traditional mixes.
Lyrically, Zig Zag's music is deeply socketed in
the Chiniurenga vein.
Compare these with
Thomas Mapfumo and you will accept that most

tyros are good replacements for the place that has
been until recently synonymous with one name

Mapfumo. Not in the foreseeable future can any
upstarts stage a successful musical coup to topple
the guru of Chimurenga music. Why? you may
ask yourself. A fact is that new groups as far as

Chimurenga music is concerned have already
shown lapses and inconsistency which is evident
in their successive or follow up albums. While
Zig Zag is the only exceptional pick as they have
realised good quality creative albums
successively, those like Vadzimba and Black
Ites have follow-up albums with two or three
good tracks on them.
These
albums
are
Mushawaparara
(Vadzimba) and Muchandiona (Black Ites ) Zig
Zag’s Chigamha and Mudzimu Mukuru albums
are rare gems but surprisingly the band has
remained largely unknown and locked out of the
limelight of musical entertainment.
But it has been

to

be borne in mind that the

people even alleged plagiarism on their efforts.
But the most interesting thing about
Chimurenga music is its fight against social
evils like corruption, decadence, cultural
imperialism, and the promotion of our culture.
At the same time they remind us of our tradition.
Of late mhira laced music has been taking a
new twist with bands like Piece of Ebony (their
song from the Native Tongue) demonstrating
that thumb piano {mhira) can be incorporated
into rap music.
Perhaps above all these comparisons and
criticisms, Vadzimba, Black Ites, Thomas

Mapfumo and the Blacks Unlimited, Jonah
Deep Horizon, only to name the
established and well-known, play Chimurenga
music as an oath of allegiance to African culture
Sithole and the

and traditions.
And

at

the

Zimbabweans,

Africans particularly
losing their identity at home

rate

are

and abroad. Chimurenga music is one of
Zimbabwe's foremost music which is there for a

good
over

cause. For it to be heard countrywide and
the borders, let there be as many creative

musicians as possible. As for
Chimurenga music race is now wide

now

the

open.o
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SPORT

Cricket in Southern Africa
A Correspondent

L

THE dawn of

IKE

day the
beginning of the 90's decade began well
for cricket in the Southern African region.
a

South Africa were readmitted to the International
Cricket Council

(ICC) in 1991.

Zimbabwe had to wait

full

And in another boost for black cricket,

new

one more

year to

'development' side, consisting mainly of young
non-white players, toured with the test side
during their first tour abroad to the West Indies
a year later.
It

attain

membership of the ICC to become the ninth

Test nation.

Cricket in South Africa and Zimbabwe has

was

the contention of the UCBSA that

one

day these players would form the basis of a truly
representative South African side.
For Zimbabwe's cricket authorities, much of

Not

surprisingly the cricketing fraternities in
both countries 'exploded' with joy.
But not so the indigenous black majority who,
to all intense and purposes, either did not know
how the game was played or were still in the
early learning .stages.

a

what

transpiring in South Africa on the
development front was an embarrassment.
to

was

Independent since 1980, Zimbabwe has still
produce a black player good enough to be in

the national senior side.

Although the Zimbabwe Cricket Union (ZCU)

black children in the

high density areas.
they produced up to now? Why
cricketers not come through?

But what have

have black
No

is

one

disputing that

a

lot of

has
it has
failure was
money

gone towards the development exercise but
not

been

wisely utilised. In

a way,

admitted when the ZCU announced two years

that their then director of coaching, Dave
Houghton would be sent to South Africa to learn
from the UCBSA how they were grooming black

ago

cricketers.

Unfortunately, instead of building pitches and
erecting nets, most ofthe money has been chewed
up by the coaching staff of the ZCU.
Indeed

one

of the

for Zimbabwe’s

reasons

associations, went out of its way to put things

since breaking
supporting Currie Cup circuit at
independence, is that the country has always
remained with a core of fully paid professionals
like Houghton.
The focus of the ZCU has always been to keep
pace with the rest of the world; shoot for test
status and keep the best white players at home to
the detriment of a wholesome, well planned
development structure on the lines of the South

right.

African system.

always been

a

minority sport played and

run

survival in the international

by

off from the life

whites.
That is not to say there has not been a sprinkling

of Asians
game

playing the game but by and large the
is still the preserve of the white minority in

both countries.
But to their credit the

newly formed United
body

Cricket Board of South Africa (UCBSA) a
made up

from the rival white and

non

white

A much

trumpeted plan was hatched by the
when they catapulted a
struggling all black side. Bionics, into the top
flight. Tinged with a couple of English
professionals the idea was to show the world that
blacks were coming through in Zimbabwe and

Backed up

by millions of rands from
sponsorship and with the UCBSA managing
director Ali Bacher, who became a bom again
liberal after Mike Gatting's ill-fated rebel tour
of South Africa in 1990, directing operations,
the game took root in the high density suburbs.
Vastly populated townships like Soweto and
Alexandra in Johannesburg became centres for
the UCBSA's development programmes.
Black children, who knew little about the
game,

donned pads and held bats and cricket

balls for the first time.

Nets

were

built and

laid. Local and overseas coaches
was a cricketing renaissance.
World greats such as Clive Lloyd, Sunil Gavaskar
and ICC chaimtan Colin Cowdrey wereall invited
to see for themselves the work that was being
pitches

came to

were

assist. It

undertaken.

However, on the test front there was no change.
All the members of the South African team
which made its first

overseas

visit to India in

1991, save for coloured off spinner Omar Henry,
were

scene

white.
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ZCU several years ago

test status

would benefit them

more

in the end.

As

Dave

Houghton

—

tried to bring cricket to

the blacks.

expected the idea flopped dismally as the
performances of the all black side were abysmal.
As

soon as

Test status

was

achieved Bionics

found themselves back in the lower ranks.

beg to differ, there is

no

doubt successive
develop black

administrations have failed to
cricketers in the country.
Their

development strategies have been all
from the start. The willingness among the
whites to bring the game to the blacks has never
wrong

been there.

If

anything, winning Test status was more to
the migration of top white cricketer like
Graeme Hick, than to foster black development.
The ZCU have for years on end testified to
having spent millions of dollars in coaching
stem

A few black players though had broken through

momentarily. Pace bowler Farai Nhongerai made
a couple of appearances for Zimbabwe 'B' in
internationals against visiting second string teams
in the 1980's.
The infusion of capital is also of paramount
importance. And here it is not only the ZCU
which is at fault. There has been almost negligible
support from government or municipal authorities
in erecting pitches at primary and high schools
around the country.»
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SAPEM INTERVIEW
coexistence of

Zambia severed diplomatic relations with Iran for Tehran’s

alleged involvement in a coup
plot
against
President
Chiluba's govern-ment. Iran

religions. In Iran there is
tolerance of other religions. We have
representatives of minority religions like
Christians andJudaists in

our

The United States views Iran

religious groups fought for Iran in the
war against Iraq.

sponsor
We
been

a

international terrorism.
against terrorism. We have

are

victim of international terrorism.

In 1981

our

former President Mr

Prime Minister Dr Bahonar, three

has also been accused of fund-

nent

ing Islamic fundamentalist groups in Egypt,
Algeria and Lebanon.

of

the countries which

Parliament.

All

as one

Rajaii,
promi-

scholars. Dr Beheshti, Dr

Mottaheri and Dr Mofatah were

Ahmad Edrisian

assassinated

together with 73

members of Parliament.How

To discuss these and
other issues, SAPEM's
Tendai Dumbutshena

support terrorism? Isagainst terrorism.

can we

lam is

spoke to Iran's Ambassador to Zimbabwe,

How about your sup-

Mr Ahmad Edrisian.

port for shadowy groups like
Hezbollah in Lebanon?
Lebanon is

defending its
against aggression
by Israel with the assistance of
homeland

DUMBUTSHENA:

Was

the United States. We support

alleged
plot in Zam-

Lebanon's defence of its .soil

Iran involved in the
Zambia coup
bia?

EDRISIAN: We

were

m

sur-

prised when we heard the allegations. Our alleged involvement was denied by our embassy in Lusaka and the Foreign Ministry. There is no reason for Iran to get involved in

and

'•. J

Our enemies

new

involved in

creating
problems between Iran and Zambia. We
regret the severance of diplomatic
were

as

relations.

You have been accused of giving

flnanthe Arab
government in Khartoum which has
imposed the Sharia Law on the predominantly South Christian black
population.
The government of Sudan is sover-

cial and moral support to

eign and independent. It has to choose its
own path. It is an insult to suggest that we
are guiding their policies. They will find
their own way. We believe in the peaceful
22

author Suliman Rushdie

barbaric

The decree
an

was

approved by

Islamic Heads of State in-

temational conference held in Jeddah. It

relations with Zambia have been

tions.

a

definition.

Many view the death sentence
on

Zambia's internal affairs. Our

good.
Our enemies were involved in creating
problems between Zambia and Iran. We
regret the severance of diplomatic rela-

independence. If this is

terrorism then the word has

is not

peculiar to Iran. What is the definiTo avoid anarchy
shouldn't it be curtailed by principles and

tion of freedom?
Are you

funding Islamic fundamentalEgypt and Algeria?
We deny the accusation strongly. The
majority of people in Algeria and Egypt
are moslems. They like Islam. We would
like to see Islam have a place in their
countries. In Algerian elections, people
voted for Islamic parties. Despite their
victory, the verdict was not honoured.
ists in

other limitations? Should the freedom of

individual take precedence over that
of others? Rushdie insulted and ridiculed
one

over

1 billion moslems. This is

of the human

a

breach

rights of moslems.
religions. For

We do not insult other

that

reason

‘Christ’s Last

we

condemned the film

Temptation’ because it in-

Countries which claim to defend democ-

suited Jesus Christ and his believers. The

racy

did not raise any objections. The will
people should prevail. The comerstone of our foreign policy is non-intru-

Westerners who defend

of the

not

sion into the affairs of other countries.

to

one

sensitive to the beliefs of

lion moslems. This is

a

person are
over

1 bil-

ploy by the west

destroy Islamic culture.O
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NAMIBIA: THE CASE OF A POST-COLONIAL WHITE
SETTLER SOCIETY
HENNING MELBER

W

HEN RHODESlAbecameZinibabwe.
the whites lost
them

was

a country which to
already independent. When

South West Africa became the

Republic of
irrespective of
race, gender and class - gained national
independence from the former status as a fifth
province of the big brother in the South. The
Namibia, almost all inhabitants -

'South Westers' obtained .self-determination too.
freed of international sanctions and the ravages
of civil war. As a result, the non-elective centres

of material powerflike commerce, trade, industry,
commercial

farming)

National Question

-

—

which all belong to the

are

still in white hands and

the

question therefore unresolved. Independent,
black ruled Namibia, three years after the national
fiag was hoisted, is a post-colonial white settler
state.

This es.say deals with the impact of national
reconciliation
within
the
process
of
decolonisation. Based

on

the experience of post-

independence Namibia, it is maintained that
reconciliation as defined and applied “the
Namibian way” is mainly used as an
argumentative means to silence any controversial
debate. The necessary and essential di.scussion

Is the Namibian way

of reconciliation exclusive and prohibitive?

Pic: Chris Mclvor

about values, ethics, morale and other issues in

demand of an exchange of different opinions
-

and

sometimes even highly conflicting viewpoints,

is blocked with the reference to the needs for
reconciliation.

Applied in such a way, however,
degraded to mere
graveyard peace. It is a tool and instrument to
create taboos and to prevent necessary debates in
.search of a common standpoint and frame of
reference in terms of a Namibian identity.
reconciliation is reduced and

Political Culture
A

political culture in the true .sense of the
word, however, is in need of public debates and
controversies, which strive

to

define

some

principles as well as controversial issues
and fields of interaction within the wider context

common

and framework of so-called civil

society. Such a
society is characterised by popular participation
and the articulation of a variety of positions and
opinions rooted within the pluralist social setup. But a political culture of such a nature, in line
with a democratic civil society,is killed by the
Namibian way of reconciliation, since this is
exclusive and prohibitive.
Political culture implies by nature social
criticism, political changes and controversial
viewpoints. Its medium isthe critical interaction.
Sapem April. 1993

the discourse. Political culture needs debate and

been walked by most of the former wrong-doers.

conflict as the articulation of a variety of opinions

Reconciliation and Democratisation. the Prime

Few of them up to now have, symbolically
speaking, bend their knees to document that they
are aware of having committed orat least tolerated
and benefited from injustice. In the process of
reconciliation, however, no healing of wounds is
possible without the pain of such a confession.
Reconciliation is a painful process and has to be
built on the insight into the historic legacy which
has not to be denied but faced deliberately in an

Minister

attempt to construct a common future for all

always in harmony and peace with each
other. To enforce harmony as a concept impo.sed
by the state authority from above by means of
ignoring existing fields of conflict, in the long
term is not in support and favour neither of a
political culture nor of reconciliation in the true
meaning. At the International Conference on
not

Address

Hage G. Geingob. in his Opening
on

October 29.

1992, characterised

reconciliation in the following way :“When Willy

involved in the
whatever side

Brandt went down

on his knees to beg for
forgiveness for the holocaust perpetrated by the

Nazis, he wanted to reconcile. When De Klerk
offered

an

apology for apartheid, he too wanted

to

reconcile. It would thus seem that reconciliation

is

an act

the

of reconciling by the wrong-doer with
wronged." And he stated further:

"Reconciliation for us is to heal the wound of war
and of many years

of discrimination. But this
approach does not negate the principle that the
wrong-doer must walk the extra mi le to reconcile
with the wronged."
This extra mile,

so

it

seems to me,

has not yet

experiences of the past
they have been.

The Colonial
Both

a

sound

on

Legacy

political culture

and honest reconciliation

-

as

well

as true

in need of

facing
history - All sides of this history (and there might
be more than two only). The one part of this
history is in present day Namibia still very openly
represented: the statue of Curt von Francois in
front of the municipality is such an example.
And. possibly as the most prominent one. the
Schutztruppenreitermonument(Reiterdenkmal)
up the hill in front of the Alte Feste. In terms of
such carefully restored buildings of the “good
are

25

old German

days”, many more traces of this
particular colonial history can be found in our
country's daily life. Street names are another
prominent example for this: Only Kaiserstreet
had to be sacrificed as a birthday present to the
newly independent state, renaming its main street
in the capital into Independence Avenue. But all
the missionaries, governors and other figureheads

In the spirit ofnational reconciliation, however,
the government

of the Republic of Namibia

decided that everybody
to

celebrate his/her

should have the privilege

particular heroes

specific day. Since it

on

this

renamed into Heroes
Day. For me personally, however, this is a denial
to what I have been used to celebrating since the
was

of the colonial past have still their names honoured

mid-1970s, namely a cornerstone in the history

in

of Namibia's road

post-independent Namibia of today: Goering

(the father of the notorious field marshall of the

regime and first commissioner of the
empire in the
and company are
sti 11 well represented when it comes to the memory

suspicious when it

l^Os)

heroes anyhow).

This is not to claim that

history should be

You cannot deal with

and other remnants of

system is not a solution but part

a

of a continuous

colonial times. It is the
to demand the more

opposite motive, namely

deliberate and

systematic
of history, instead
of its continued denial and marginalisation. This,
introduction of the other part

however,

seems to

be sacrificed on the shrine of

reconciliation. Two

examples might illustrate

this.

Conflict Areas
The

massacre

of

Kassinga in the first days of

May in 1978 marks one of the darkest chapters in
the long and bitter struggle of the Namibian

people for their liberation. There is enough
For good

evidence to underline this judgement.
reasons,

people commemorate Kassinga Day.

During 1991, Kassinga Day happened to be on
the last

day of the annual Windhoek carnival
celebrations. And while the political leaders of
the Namibian government,

members of the

diplomatic corps and other political prominent
persons assembled in Katutura to commemorate
the massacre of Kassinga and all the other victims
of the anti-colonial resistance, “Kehraus” (ie the
end of annual

carnival)

was

celebrated at the

Sports Club Windhoek (SKW). What a mockery
to

the victims of colonialism! But almost no

critical voices
the

were

rai.sed

of

Dirk

Mudge: creator ofD.T.A. ethnic alliance
and offends.

According
to these critics, who were quite determined, such
a film violates the postulate of national

of the two

reconciliation.

war on

war

To reconcile, however, means to face the

26

the victims of Kassinga,

ignores the feelings of the

mean to

Kassinga Day

well as the Swapo
fight for indepiendence

identity and experience of the other, with whom

were on

Similarly, is the fate of Namibia Day,

a

particular date in the history of the struggle for
Day. Namibia Day. however,

celebrated

August 26, had been introduced

on

Namibia

Day. Not in the spirit of continued
particular events

the so-called other side of the conflict or

possibly just in between but in the spirit of
knowing and honouring the history of this
country.
This

1 iberation wh ich had to be sacrificed and renamed

into Heroes

case

as

activists who decided to

blame towards those who at the

have to reconcile.

in the

victims of the anti-colonial

on

we

me,

examples referred to, that 1 can freely

commemorate the

history and in the light of this history to deal with
the history means to deny the

history is one which could be categorised

history of exploitation, institutionalised
racism, discrimination and oppression of the

as

a

originally by resolution of the United Nations

colonised

General

repression, imprisonment, harassment, when it

Assembly to recall Namibia’s struggle

majority. A history of torture,

the

majority of the people. National
cannot mean that this history is

against a trust betrayal. August 26 marked the
first military encounter in 1966 between soldiers

comes to

of the South African

denied and extinguished.

occupationist regime and

reconciliation

armed members of the

dealt with

of Namibia at

this past

1970s until
was a

People’s Liberation Army
Onghulumbashe. From the midthe end of the 1980s, Namibia Day

culmination of resistance and public prote.st.

anything else

on

this particular day,

one

openly first. Any attempts to recall
as a threat to
reconciliation instead of being a step towards
this

goal.
The Media

might

One of the latest

assume.

eradicate any

All the missionaries, governors
names

honoured in

post-independent Namibia.

To reconcile, it must be

is immediately criticised

It would not make any historical sense to celebrate

have still their

on

Reconciliation would

each other. To deny

whites that this would

feelings. A film

celebrate their heroes: the Verwoerds and the
like.

other faction of the

and
otherfigureheadsofthecolonialpast

the argument went,

tolerance introduced,

Pic: Namibia Inf. Service

television provoked a public outcry by concerned

bad

that type of so-called

whereby others at his particular day now could

publicly. However,

instigate racial hatred and

important reflection. And 1 really do not

an

want

broadcasting of a documentation film of the

Kassinga massacre the same evening in Namibian

betrayed

abolishment of this original day means the denial

collapse

problem. It is therefore not the intention tocriticise
the existence of such symbols of the former

the road to self-

on

and robbed. For me, national reconciliation as an

happened by removing the symbols of
particular time. The destruction of Lenin

the

the concept of

which I do not want to celebrate. 1 feel

what has

monuments

comes to

determination. Now 1 have to look for “heroes”

denied, even if it is the particular history of those
that had been in power:

am not

But 1 would like to recall certain

important stages

of the past.

independence. 1

keen to celebrate individual heroes (being

very

Nazi

Gennan

to

examples of this attempt to

critical approach to Namibian

reality as a first step towards reconciliation is the
pathetic anger and public criticism provoked by
the Dutch magazine. Sam Sam. Ironically, it
bears the title“Namibia:
as

an

a

Future for All”,

as

well

article entitled "Three Friends: Black,

Brown, White”, which ends with the sentence: “I
want to

help in making Namibia really one
Sapem April, ivw

nation!"
Some of the newspapers owned by opposition
parties in the country, however, were not prepared
to acknowledge the goodwill of such a
publication. It was labelled a "a racist magazine",
which

blamed to contain "some of the most

was

offensive programme

material

ever seen

in

Namibia" (rc»i/w,

October 25,1992). The NGO
blamed for being responsible for its distribution
was openly que.stioned in its existence. Not that
a debate would have been opened on parts of
what has been said in the magazine. It was
simply demanded that such a magazine should
not be distributed. When it comes to that, a good
portion of Namibia’s newspapers should not be
longer to be sold freely on the

allowed any
streets,

is

since their contribution to reconciliation

certainly markedly less than the

one of Sam
from a different
political perspective commented. "In fact the

Sam. As another newspaper

main crime Sam Sam

seems to

have committed

is to remind

people of a particular political
persuasion of theircomplicity in the misdeeds of
the previous colonial regime’’(7’/i(’ Namibian.
October 23.

1992).

Many people in post-colonial Namibia still
maintain

a

backward-oriented emotional link,

which related then to the
were

not

“good old days", that

good at all for the overwhelming

majority of the Namibian population. They
their

use

privilege of articulating their personal

opinion by

means

of stickers such

Sudwest", sometimes decorated

as

"Ich liebe

even

with the

flag of the old Gennan empire, remembering the
days of German colonialism. And while strolling
along Windhoek’s Independence Avenue,
can
was

still

one

easily spot traces of the days, when this

the Kaiserstreet.

Stickers

are

not

only offered for sale but

Women remain excluded and delinked from

openly placed in the windows of shops there to
attract the attention of potential customers, with
such extremely "funny” slogans like “Sleep with
a

South Wester,

the Rhinos,

save

we

need

more

of them"

or

the commanding heights of both economic and

political power

Pic: Michael

Many people in post-colonial

"F...

Namibia still maintain

the Whites’’... I wonder, if this

a

backward-

oriented emotional link.

claims to be struggling

for survival. It is certainly
offensive to my.self as a Namibian, who happens
to be white but feels perfectly well without any
special protection, which would create an
extraordinary species out of myself, while 1 only
want to be a human being as the other human
beings around. The presently existing conflicts
are well documented and some of them displayed.
One is still saying “1 love South West”, and often
found on cars of German origin. Other drivers
(of not necessarily less luxurious cars) answer
Sapem Aprii,, 1993

this with

a new

slogan: "Namibian, and proud of

it". It is this second prcK'lamation. which hopefully

will have the future.

Decolonisation Efforts
The concept

emerged
in

our

as one

of ‘national reconciliation’
of the widely praised essentials

decolonisation efforts. But it

was

hijacked

by those, who either actively contributed to or at
least

passively benefited from the evils of the
of oppression. "National

colonial system

reconciliation' is nowadays abused as a protective
shield

to

resist the introduction of necessary

discourses. Those who

wrongly believe that to
time to forget, seem
not to understand that as wrong-doers they
humbly should walk an extra mile. In.stead, they
are able to unashamedly relate to the colonial
conquest as a civilising mission, which to the
majority is known as physical and cultural
genocide. Ironically, those who have already in
the past benefited from the structural violence
and colonial inequalities, enjoying the island of
white privileges, are at present best equipped for
sophisticated interest policies within our political
system of plural democracy. They successfully
appropriate and instrumentalise the concept of
forgive

is not offending to the passers-by, who do not
happen to belong to the particular minority that

Olaleye

means at

the

same
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‘national reconciliation" which has been

mainly

turned into ‘racial reconciliation’ to maintain the
status

quo.

Our constitution

adopted unanimously by
political parties voted into the Constituent
Assembly. This was highly appraised as a major
was

all

Instead, it should have made

success.

suspicious. The Namibian constitution
result of

a

-

us

the

similar exercise to the Lancaster

House

Agreement - is seen as the show and
piece of Namibia’s democratic system. I
am not denying the achievements in terms of
political freedom, human rights and individual

master

liberties enshrined in this constitution. Instead. 1

identify with and relate to this principle
pride. But at the very same time,
ourconstitutional system and its in-build political
pluralism has an ambivalence, which serves once
again those who are better off.
can

document with

Our constitutional principles represent - in
spite of the claimed component of ‘affirmative
action’
sense

-

of

parts of a so-called civil society in the
bourgeois society. The individual and

collective

rights enshrined,

de

facto

prior to independence. The

is perpetuated by means of
control of most public media such as

power

continued

incompetent, and which yesterday loyally served

participating at the Olympic games at Barcelona,

the government

returned with two silver medals. To

in Pretoria.

Since the decolonisation process

is not taking
place in a social vacuum.‘national reconciliation'

the press, by maintaining the commanding heights

and ‘affirmative action"

in

as two

parastatals operating in such crucial sectors
like transport and energy, by maintaining control
over

marketing boards, and by control over large

parts of the state bureaucracy.
Further, there is

continuity of
unconstitutional laws. They are in particular
di.scriminating against the biggest portion of our
population, the women of Namibia. They are
restricted in their individual rights on the basis of
their sex until today. This underlines the obvious
fact, that our post-colonial white settler society
at

even

a

the same time in its nature is a male-dominated

social set-up.

Finally,

our

much appraised constitution

guaranteed the continuity of public employment.
In other words: civil .servants in the order of 60

000

plus (ie almost 5% of the country’s

inherited

development,

are

initiatives within

At the

same

a status

time, the real crucial issues and

key problems remain unsolved - the land question
however, might well emerge very soon as one of
the more decisive battlefields, while the major
social movements (represented by workers,
peasants, students and women) remain excluded
and delinked from the commanding heights of
both, economic and political power.

by the Namibian government. As

a

Let

me

conclude with

an

overview of the

result, this inherited state structure (in the sense

achievements of independent Namibia:

of

Namibia"

public administration too) was merely
expanded, but never transformed. And one must
indeed
who

sympathise with our SWAPO politicians,

trying to implement transformatory
progressive policies through a bureaucracy which
at best is lukewarm, on an average indifferently
passive, and at worst hostile, generally
28

are

Our ‘Miss

(white, of course) became last year's

‘Miss Univer.se’. A

skipper and his crew, sailing
flag, finished second in this
year’s Cape to Rio yatch race (it did not affect the
national pride, that he is an American owner of
a fishing enterprise and factory at our coast).
And finally, the small Namibian team
under the Namibian

better,

nor

More

formal
a

did any other country in

triumph,

perform
the region.

seriously, our national sovereignty, as
it might be. offered us for the first time

as

respected place in the international community

of states. Without this fomial
would not have been able to

prerequisite,

place Namibia

we
on

the map

of international sports and beauty

contests,

for that matter, as meaningless (or even

sexist) in

tenns

of real power and

infiuence this

might be.
As

general principle, however, our national
sovereignty and formal right of selfdetermination is, in spite of all the short-comings
a

described and criticisms
progress.

expressed, historic
With the proclamation of the Republic

of Namibia

on

March 21. 1990, the Namibian

people have entered a new era of struggle and left
behind more than a century of rigid colonial rule.
I call this progress and much more than fiction.
It is

Independent Namibia

were

our

the former ‘baas' in the South did not

mainly turning out

(//n)-oriented
policy of cooptation and integration into existing
structures of class and property under the new
formal political relations of power. In contrast to
its original intentions, ‘affirmative action" is
mainly misused as a practical tool for comparative
advantages in competition for better access to
higher positions, thereby serving the class
interests of a new elite in the making.

population), previously serving the old colonial
order of so-called separate

under Sam Nujoma, still has to tackle crucial issues like the

question

are at present most

efficiently claimed and exploited by those already
familiar with power

The SW.APO-led government,
land

an

achievement from which onward

point of departure

as a new

have to continue in our
Seen in this
way, I shall always suspiciously follow the
presently discussed concepts of interventions
presented under the disguise of ‘humanitarian
colonialism" or "trusteeship" within the centres
we

efforts towards more social equal ity.

of international

power.O

Dr Hening Melber is Director of the Namibian
Economic Re.search Unit (NEPRU)
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TOWARDS A POST-WHITE SETTLER
SOCIETY IN ZIMBABWE
Kempton Makamure

T

HE STRUGGLE
colonial freedom
on

against racism and for
earnestly based itself

the tactical fomis of

mass

action and

mobilisation

pioneered by leaders of the African
working class in the I94()’s and 1950's. In the
early 1960's the African intelligentsia was invited
by the mass movement to head the common
struggle against oppressive white colonial rule.
Later towards the end of the I96{)'s and during
the early 197()'s, Herbert Chitepo and J.Z. Moyo

pioneered the implementation of the strategy of
armed struggle. Herbert Chitepo is especially
credited for having successfully imported the
strategy and tactics of “People’s War” which
eventually developed so strongly in the war for
Zimbabwe's independence. Thistaught Ian Smith
and his white supremacist army led by Gen.
Peter Walls the unwinnability of their war to
maintain w hite supremacy and eventually forced
them to concede political power to the Africans
in the now notorious Lancaster House Agreement
of 1979 which led to Zimbabwe’s

independence

in 1980.

Two mass parlies led the Africans to
independence namely. ZANU (PF) and PFZA PU. They were led by members of the African
nationalist intelligentsia which had been recruited
into the mass political movement in the late
1950’s and early 1960's. These have maintained
and control led pol itical power from independence
in 1980 to the present rule of a United Patriotic
Front Government

are

right to dignity of the human being is a
right. Services whether in housing,
toilet facilities, schools, hospitals, prisons, public
transport, policing etc, were always provided in
a degrading and inhuman manner.
The right to freedom, be it of expression,
association or movement, wascompletely denied
to the African population in Rhodesia. Within
white society, the most sordid ignominy or infamy

i)
ii)

to

Democratic values

Conceptions of political
democracy

power

and

fundamental

was

meted out to whites who refused to confonn

the racism in the country. Children of white
non-conformists would be harassed at school,
and their parents

iii)

Freedom of the electoral process

would be threatened with rude
telephone calls. Eventually, such white families

iv)

Leadership

would be “run” out of Rhodesia.

v)

Statecraft

Other democratic

Democratic Values
Zimbabw e inherited from Rhodesia a political

without hard held democratic values.
was a society in which political
intolerance w'as the operative mode of state
behaviour. It was also a society in which even
amongst the white citizens themselves,
democratic practices were grudgingly accepted
but always in a strongly defonned form.
The right to life is a fundamental right. In
Rhodesia this right was not accorded to the
Africans and whites who stood up for causes
system

Rhodesia

such

as

rights such as the right to a
public protest by
peaceful demonstration were curtailed for whites
and never given to Africans in the Rhodesian
society. At independence, the Lancaster House
Constitution continued this tradition of curbing
and circumscribing the exercise of democratic
rights by introducing wide ranging exceptions to
the exercise of fundamental rights contained in

fair trial, to habeas corpus, to

African freedom.

Part III of the Zimbabwe constitution.

The nationalist leaders who operate

this

constitution may have been genuine fighters for
colonial freedom, but experience over the last 1.7

years of
and time

independence has demonstrated time
again that these are men and women

in which two famous

nationalist intellectuals, Robert
Joshua Nkomo

The

and state patronage of the old nationalist
leadership. Some have become critical rebels
articulating the unfulfilled dreams of the
independence struggle. But most disturbingly,
some have become cynical observers or
disillusioned operatives in the existing system.
However, in order to understand more fully the
nature of the post-white .settler state in Zimbabwe,
it is suggested that we consider it under the
following headings namely:
power

Mugabe and

the President and the Vice-

President of Zimbabwe

respectively.
point is significant because during the
last 1.7 years of Zimbabwe's statehood, the
leadership of the country's affairs has not passed
or fallen into the hands of the generation which
suffered most losses and fought the war of
independence whose ages now ranges from about
.70 to 4.8 years. This age group or age regiment is
important in the sense that amongst them are the
veteran commanders of our guerilla war but it is
also amongst them that you find the largest
proportion of independent-minded and
decolonised professionals within the African
population.
The process of political demobilisation and
bureaucratisation of both the state and politics
that began systematically soon after independence
has greatly and negatively affected the impact
and effectiveness of this age regiment in the
political life of the new Zimbabwe. Some in this
age regiment have been forced to submit to the
This
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Robert

Mugabe and Joshua Nkomo
respectively

are

the President and Vice-President of Zimbabwe
Pic; Zimbabwe Min. Of Info
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who have no commitment or love for democratic
values.

They have not hesitated to take away the
right to life. From a behavioural point of view,
nationalist leaders treat Africans in a negatively
racist manner and deny them the right to exerci.se
certain fundamental freedoms
as

to

the

same extent

the Rhodesian authorities.
White social and

political dissent even where
only tolerated or

it is obnoxious and racist is not

viewed

as

contribution

dissention but

as

constructive

Zimbabwe's

development. But
let an African dissent, notwithstanding the
professionalism and patriotism behind the
dissention from official policies, such African
opposition is always seen as subversive. It is
definitely not appreciated and invites the crude
but cruel attention of the state security agencies
(CIO) and the secret police that is now notorious
to

for its terror tactics.

Conceptions of Political Power and
Democracy
Another inheritance from the old colonial

regime is the very conception of political power
itself. Colonial governments governed Africans
on the understanding that Africans only
understood personal and dictatorial government.
Political power was therefore always associated
with force but never with legitimacy. It is in this
colonial

form that nationalist

has been able to

stultify and frustrate the
promotion of highly talented and professional
officers in the middle and lower ranks of the

bureaucracy. Many of these elements have run
from government service finding solace in
working for foreign and non-governmental
organisations. Quite a number have left to work
away

outside the country.
An inevitable product

a more

Rhodesia,

true to

impose di.scipline and good standards of ethical
behaviour on the part of members of his
government and the civil .service including the
police and the army. The lack of discipline and
acceptable ethical standards has been one of the
greatest failure of post-settler government that
has turned Zimbabwe into George Orwell’s
fiction in "Animal Farm" into a historical reality
in Zimbabwe.

operation. It

parties, the trials
during the
election period are well documented. The
shooting of Patrick Kombayi in Gweru in 1990
testified to the absence of free political activity in
Zimbabwe. The fact that such

an

event could

happen and the ruling party actually gloated and
boasted about the Kombayi shooting and failed
to institute an immediate independent enquiry
into the event demonstrated

a

callousness and

a

commonly
government by

now

ordinary citizens.
A Zimbabwean popular singer. Thomas
Mapfumo released a song in 1991 entitled "Jojo"
which warned Zimbabweans to stay clear of
politics because they could be murdered or
disappear without trace. Some of the words state:
1.
"Zvenyika wapondwa, tisingafungire".

(The Politician has been murdered without
notice).
2.

The

opposition has failed to offer an
the people of
Tekere, leader of

alternative government to
Zimbabwe. Above: Edgar
ZVM

Pic: ZIANA

Freedom of the Electoral Process
A necessary attribute to political democracy is
the existence of three elements in the .society

only responsible to the
government and cabinet, and the veil of secrecy
under which it operated made it virtually
impossible to subject the bureaucracy to nomial
forms of democratic accountability.
The new nationalist government of post-settler
society has ingenuously put this powerful but
faceless machinery to their political service.
Using political and nepotistic patronage on an
extensive and extended scale and stacking
powerful positions in government-controlled

has Zimbabwe possessed a
leaders
on the basis of popular choice. The largely black
electorate in Rhodesia never had any choice. The
largely black electorate in post-settler Zimbabwe

institutions with their clients, the government

has
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As to the freedom of political

and tribulations of PF-ZAPU in 1985

murderous attitude which is

bureaucracy. During

was

the

associated with the Zimbabwe

tradition, the bureaucracy was

faceless, powerful and absolutely routine in its

government back into power.

1990 elections.

but the glaring and

patent inability of our nationalist President to

sinister force operating in our society pervasively.
This force is the state

if the

IMF and World Bank conditionalities for a cut in

that of the leader however uninformed and

Besides all these weaknesses, there is

war

black rural folk do not vote the ZANU(PF)

the size of the government,

leaders of

failures.

and the limitations have been the same
irresponsible
employment of paranoic hysteria against the
opposition by the government press. The threat
of communists taking over government in
Rhodesia and raping white women is no different
Electoral intimidation and the

In the urban areas,
physical assaults and beatings by politically
organised mobsters in the African townships
were common episodes during the 1985 and

today conceive of power. This
perception of power is further bolstered by the
traditional perceptions of power associated with
simple feudal .societies anywhere in the world
and particularly with our own African precolonial societies. Central to this perception, is
the idea of worshipping the leader as the only
form of respect that is due to him or her. There is
the belief that there is no better opinion above

ignorant he is. There is also the further perception
is the same thing as
pleasing the leader whatever his frailties or

The story

—

in effect from the threat of another

of the lack of
professionalism in government and the endemic
patronage of the system has not only been the
often quoted inability of the government to fulfil

Zimbabwe

that service to the country

government of the so-called “Freedom Fighters”.

namely:
(a)

A free electorate.

(b)

An independent press.
Free and democratic political parties.

(c)

Neither in Rhodesia nor in the post-Rhodesian

independence

‘Jojo siyana nazvo". (George, leave
politics alone!).
3.
“Jojo chenjera '. (George, be advised!)
4.
“Vakafiinda vakapondwa. pamusana
penyika". (The educated have been
murdered because of politics!).
It is not surprising therefore that men of
goodwill and integrity with the kind of potential
to provide good modern and competent
leadership to Zimbabwe are afraid to come
forward and enter politics because they are afraid
of being murdered by the nationalists in power.
One of the tragedies of the Zimbabwe political
scene is that since independence, the nationalist
government went out of its way to destroy
oppxisition politics. The result was that no political
party has come onto the scene which has the
credibility to offer an alternative government to
the people of Zimbabwe. Furthennore, a good
and strong opposition would currently have
provided the government with a coalition partner
to enable a common programme to be pursued in
the national interest.

era

Leadership

free, electorate able to choose its political

not

fared better under the nationalist

It is

over

the

question of leadership that there

has been someelements of discontinuity between

the settler state and the

Zimbabwe. Settler

post-.settler state in
leadership was based on a
Sapem April. 1993

clear set of colonial
out a

carve

objectives whose aim was to

white eldorado in Africa

the

on

of white

supremacist ideology.
White leadership was bold and calculative on the
achievement of its strategic goals through the
ingenious employment of both legal and political
tools. They built an infrastructure which every
white person was proud of.
When one reads the biographies of those who
cornerstones

led in Rhodesia, one discerns a commitment and
seriousness of purpose about the creation of
racist white settler society. Ian Smith was

a

portrayed as simple and unyielding and praised
negotiating for a mechanism of government
and a set of transitional provisions which would
for

ensure

that whites maintained their colonial

acquisition acquired through deliberate
affirmative policies of successive white settler
governments. What is more, even after the
transitional provisions expired. Smith and his
negotiators foresaw that they would be able to
use their economic leverage to control any future
black government.
The nationalist leaders in Zimbabwe have

an

obsessive

indulgence with the ceremonials of
power. The white settlers flattered and praised
them for being pragmatic which was a synonym
complementing them for maintaining the status
quo as it was under Rhodesia. Power and the
benefits which went with power got to their
heads and they forgot about why the African
people had given all including their lives to fight
for a Zimbabwe.Arrogance and conceitedness
have become an inherent part of the character of
the ruling nationalist leadership. The obsession
with the good life such as driving Mercedes Benz
cars has now become part and parcel of the
leadership code. The result is that the vast
majority of the Zimbabwe people, the African
masses face a fundamental crisis of a complete
absence of leadership for the fulfilment of the
struggle of their objectives. The crisis in
Zimbabwe can be put in another way — we have
a

leadership without a cause.
The tragedy of colonial rule is that it deprived

Africans of
and

political and administrative skills
experience — statecraft. By statecraft we
the art, methods and science of the

mean

management of the state. There are no

formal

schools to teach it but these skills and art

passed

are

created by political experience and
developed by experience. Of course they can be
learnt but they must have the stamp of both habit
and experience.
Statecraft involves the possession of three
senses namely:(1)
(2)

or

Economic sense
Political tact

(3)

Managerial capacity
one thing that strengthened white settler
.society was its economic sense. It had a holistic
view and understanding of the resources and
facilities in the country, and appreciated the
The

value of

commerce

and

finance

development of their economy.
SAPEM April. 1993

to

the

Pic;

Have the leaders forgotten

White settler

Biddy Partridge

the people?

.society knew the connection

Political Tact

between

politics and economics and understood
too well that when politics becomes incompatible
with good economics, it was politics that had to
take its place in the waiting row and not the other
way round.
They understood that economics feeds on the
abilities and creative talents of their people and
they did not hesitate to invest and provide the
opportunities to whites so that they could cope
with the growing economic needs and
sophistication.
Amted with

a

business

sense,

colonial settler

governments reduced levels of squander and
economic carelessness.
The nationalist

leadership possessed a high
independence, but did not
possess a fundamental attribute of statecraft
namely economic sense. The result was that the
Zimbabwe eeonomy was squandered on visual
symbols of power and independence such as the
party headquarters, the Sheraton Conference
Centre and the National Sports Stadium. If the
money employed in building these projects had
been spent on putting up additional power
generators at Wankie power station. Zimbabwe
would not have suffered from the devastating
power cuts that were experienced in 1992. The
management and abuse of maize supplies in
1991 testifies to a complete lack of economic
sense on the part of leadership. In addition, the
lack of meaningful support for black enterprise
both state and private means that black
level of the idea of

Political tact involves aligning national

policies
leadership
lacked this and had the illusion that political
slogans and posturing were the primary things
that earned a country international respect.
Europe, Asia and America liold all African leaders
in contempt because they lack this political tact.
African leaders are seen as beggars rather than
to

economic needs. The nationalist

leaders.

Managerial capacity

the ability to cosystematic and
co-ordinated manner in order to achieve high
levels of productive performance in the nation’s
development. It involves strategic planning of
resources and manpower needs and their
proper
and more efficient utili.sation. Manipulating the
bureaucracy does not lead toeffective managerial
capacity and yet this manipulation has been the
obsession and pastime of our nationalist
leadership.
Effective statecraft has not developed in
Zimbabwe because the nationalist leadership
had been obsessed with a false sense of power. In
this way they killed the democratic and creative
ability of their people. This paper concludes that
the post-settler state in Zimbabwe since
independence has been a failure in democratic
construction and nation-building. That task has
still to be addressed by Zimbabweans.O
ordinate national

means
in

resources

a

Zimbabweans must and will for the foreseeable

future be fed. clothed and
serviced

technologically
by the white population.

K Makamure is the Dean in the Law

Faculty at the

University of Zimbabwe.
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FROM CONFRONTATION TO COOPERATION?

REVISIONING SOUTHERN AFRICA
Mwesiga Baregu

"Plus

ca

change, plus c'est la
is

me‘me chose.”!

over:

hy debate. The season ofviolence
the time for reconstruction and

reconciliation has arrived. '

T

two

witnessed

momentous

to

three years
events

have
and

developments in Southern Africa - as in
several other regions in the international system.
Namibia, which, for a long time was a
controversial ward of the United Nations, under

disputed South African administration, was
finally brought to independence on March 20.
1990. This was the culmination of a long and
tortuous process which ultimately led to a
successful U.N. supervised transition to
independence.
About one month earlier, by which time the
Namibia constitutional transition process was

nearly completed, South Africa's F.W. de Klerk
made a crucial speech in which he stated, inter
alia, that the South African government was

prepared to enter into discussions with other
countries in the region with the aim of
"formulating reali.stic development plans”;
Hostile postures

have to he replaced hy
co-operative ones: confrontation hy
contact: disenytaftement hy engagement:

neighbours

equivocal in
strategic posture. The PAC and others have,
so far, insisted on an elected constituent
assembly
to negotiate and draw up a constitution. Let us
sketch out the preferred paths of the contending
parties.
NP
All Party Conference — Constitution
its

conciliatory posture towards
immediately followed by
moves towards political refonns at home. In the
same speech, de Klerk announced the impending
release of Nelson Mandela and other political
prisoners. He also announced the unbanning of
nearly 33 political opposition groups including
her

path in which it is possible to entrench

The ANC is ambivalent and rather

South Africa's

HE LAST

transaction

the protection ofwhite interests in the constitution.

was

the ANC, PAC. SACP and others. With the

subsequent release of Mandela, one month later.
South Africa entered a new phase in its domestic
and foreign policy. Certainly the earlier policy of
‘total strategy', which engendered the
intensification of repression at home and
aggression against the Frontline states (FLS),
was gradually abandoned in favour of a
negotiation, bargaining or transaction strategy in
which the incumbent regime defines the
boundaries and controls the process of political
change to its advantage.The process of change and adaptation began in
1990. It has been persistently hesitant and
faltering mainly because three competing paths
and strategies of negotiation have emerged among
the major parties. The NP clearly favours a

—White Referendum

ANC

—

Elections

—

Proportional Government.
All Party Conference and/or Constituent Assembly —Constitution —
Elections
Majority Government.
Elect Constituent Assembly —
—

PAC

—

Constitution

—

Elections

—

African

Majority Government.
on the ground, apart from
persistent violence, two parallel negotiation
processes have emerged. With the initiative of
In the meantime,

the NP in collaboration with the ANC.

Convention for

(CODESA)

a

Democracy in South Africa

was

launched

as

the ultimate

realisation of the NP's quest for a power-sharing

(without losing control) political arrangement.
At the other end, this

has been

consistently
opposed by the PAC and other 'Africanist'
groups. It has variously been described as a
‘Convention for Deception by South Africa' or
‘Collaboration against the Decolonisation of
South Africa'. The CODESA negotiations, called
off nearly one year ago, are currently in
considerable disarray with participants and
positions changing all the time. As of March.
1993, 26 parties are reported to have agreed to
resume

move

the process.

Parallel with the CODESA process, an

effort
patriotic front among the
liberation organisations at the Durban conference
in October, 1991. Ninety two organisations were
represented. Collectively, they endorsed the
was

made to establish

demand for

a

elected Constituent

Assembly.
participants such as the PAC were openly
opposed to the CODESA process which they
consider a front for the protection of white
minority interests. This has created extreme
an

Some

tension between the ANC and the PAC. How this
tension is

finally handled, will fundamentally
the political
order that emerges in South Africa. That, in turn,
influence the structure of power and

will affect relations between South Africa and its

neighbours and ultimately Africa
Pic: Globaltoto/Albatross

The costs
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,

of the

war

in Angola became increasingly unbearable

as a

whole.

It is not within the scope

of this short paper to
identify, describe and analyse all the factors that
Sapem April, 1993

brought about this change from confrontation to

Cuba. SWAPO and ANC, in 1988. that South

administration's

reconciliation in South Africa's domestic and

Africa realised that it had neither the capacity nor

engagement'. South Africa gained the upper

foreign policy. Three major reasons readily
suggest themselves, however. One is the decline

the

hand and with the connivance of the US.

w'ar

unleashed

and ultimate demise of the cold

war

with the

popular political will to sustain a protracted
in Angola and Namibia, destabilise the FLS
and handle the deteriorating political situation at

collapse of the Soviet bloc of countries. This
impacted on South Africa in two major ways.
One was to undemiine the credibility of South

home.

Africa's ‘anti-communist bulwark' argument

Economic sanctions, intensified guerilla activity

which

underpinned her intransigence against
Western pressures to reform the apartheid
system.’ Secondly, the gradual decline of the
Soviet Union also meant that it was effectively

by the liberation annies. growing .social unre.st.
declining productivity and a depressed gold

marginalised in the process of negotiating
Namibia's independence. This made it possible
for the US to legitimise and assure South Africa
a secure position and dominant regional role in
the future. This was the essence of the Tripartite
agreement between Angola. Cuba and South
Africa, signed in New York in December. 1988.

longer afford the economic and political costs of

The CODESA

Military expenditure alone, for example,

policy of ‘constructive

a reign of terror on the rest of the
region. In this period, the FLS were forced to
move from an offensive position to a defensive

jumped from R2 613 milion. in 1981 to R10 0.38

one.

SADCC

milion

one

of the defensive mechanisms and

market

by 1990. ie. 2.38.8 percent (Sipri. 1991).

-

all converged to precipitate an explosive

social crisis in which the government

external

could

no

aggression and internal repression. A

solution had to be found. South Africa had

virtually no choice but to disengage from external
entanglements and focus on the explosive crisis
on

its home front.'*

was.

in that

sense,

conceived

as

soon

eclipsed the FLS as the armed struggles were
converted into negotiated settlements through a
process largely spearheaded by the US.'
SADCC has not brought about significant
changes in the region. To complicate the picture,
the Preferential Trade Agreement (PTA). a
twenty-member organi.sation covering eastern,
central, southern and north-eastern Africa,
founded in 1981

was

ith

headquarters in Lusaka. Its
objective was to promote the development of a
common market mainly through facilitating
w

negotiations, calied

off nearly one year ago, arecurrently
in considerable

disarray with
participants andpositions changing
all the time.

which, among other things, elevated South Africa
the dubious status of

enlightened
and assured it a decisive
role in the implementation of UN Security
Council Resolution 435 leading to Namibia's
independence. In effect, the US assisted South
Africa to cast off its pariah status and begin the

to

an

decolonisation power

The second
turn

major

reason

Pic: Howard Burditt

The withdrawal

end of its international isolation.

for South Africa's

of Cuba from Angola elevated South Africa to the dubious status of an
enlightened decolonising power

around also stems from the Namibia bargain.

With the ‘Soviet threat'

longer credible and
having demonstratedits willingness toco-operate
no

with the US in the Namibian transition process.
South Africa

was

sanctions

the direct incentive offered to

conceivably assured of
conducting her own internal political reforms
without external interference. The lifting of
was

South Africa for
and

embarking

largely autonomous

A third

reason

on

this 'voluntary'
face

Policy Options

clear demarcation of functions between the two

that time, the FLS. w ith the Liberation Committee

is the

es

Salaam, had the initiative.

collaborated with Britain in

They
bringing about the

lies in the economic,
had sustained in the

were

unbearable, but it
Cuanavale

was not

until its defeat at Cuito

by the combined forces of Angola,
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Membership in SADCC and
overlaps for some countries without a

Up to the late 1970s, South Africa and Rhodesia
loggerheads with the FLS. It is in this
context that the FLS emerged with the object of
furthering the liberation struggles in the South
while attenuating Zambia’s vulnerability. At
were at

Lancaster House settlement for Zimbabwe and

political and social costs it
course of destabilising her
neighbours and waging a war ofoccupation in
Angola. These costs became increasingly

financial transfers.
the PTA

in Dar

process.

for South Africa's volte

Scenario.s and

involved in the initial Contact group

initiatives to

bring about the independence of

both of them

or to

make members make hard

choices between them. Botswana, for

of

example,
headquarters of SADCC but not a member
PTA. Yet some crucial decisions affecting

SADCC members have been made at PTA

summits and vice
To

versa.

compound the problems further,

1980. with the

Zimbabwe

independence of
Reagan

and the advent of the

some

members of SADCC and PTA also

South African Customs Union

Namibia.
After

organisations. This has created considerable
confusion and tended to paralyse the activities of

belong to the
(SACU). This

applies to Botswana. Lesotho. Namibia and
Swaziland. The last three are also deeply locked
33

into the Rand monetary area. This should convey
an idea about how much needs to be streamlined

either

hegemonic model will crucially depend
capital is
integrated with domestic capital in South Africa.
The higher the integration of domestic with
foreign capital, the greater the possibility of the

Whatever happens

in the region will
strongly depend on the political order
that will emerge in South Africa.

before any new arrangements can

be expected to
function efficiently and effectively.
In summary, whatever happens in the region
will

strongly depend on the political order that
in South Africa. At least seven
political order scenarios are postulated along
with their implications for regional stability,
development and policy choices for the FLS.

first model and vise

will emerge

Isolation/protectionism: a course likely to be
taken under global recessionary conditions,
growing domestic demand, social reconstruction
and re-distribution of wealth and incomes

including land re-distribution and domestic
employment creation. Under such conditions.

strategy. Apart from the recovery of consumer

strategy would
require a liberal GATT regime. South African
capital would collaborate with international
capital in export production under cheap labour
conditions. Under this regime there would be
little trade creation in the region. Demand for

migration to South Africa imposing a brain drain

rand-seeking elites
looking for opportunities in the South African
export industries just like unskilled labour flowed
to the mining industry whose dominance would

opportunities in the region. It will also tend

to

close its borders to unskilled

repatriating

some

migrant labour and
of the existing ones thus

milion, would tend

on

Whereas Sanlam, for

to grow.

The

foregoing discussion suggests that the
restructuring and consolidation of
existing arrangements is the likely future course
of developments in the region. Given the history
of hostility and mutual suspicion however, a
period ofconfidence-building, while defining
mutually beneficial areas of co-operation, will
be necessary. But. equally likely, is a policy of
isolationism combined with some globalism
which would place South Africa in the region but
modification,

skilled and semi-skilled labour would induce

will or

versa.

example, would likely extend operations to
individual countries independently, AngloAmerican and Lonrho are likely to favour wider
areas of operation. In both cases. South African
exports, currently valued at nearly US$750

demand in the G.7 countries, this

incentive to look for markets for investment

South Africa will have either the capacity,

the extent to which international

on

the other countries with

not

of it.

LehaiumIBosnia: The worst

case

scenario is,

of course, the Lebanon/Bosnia option

where law
completely because of
the collapse of central authority. The country
would disintegrate into dispersed centres of
power, armed conflict would be pervasive
particularly between the revived liberation armies
and white insurgent armies. In such
circumstances, an army coup by SADF and
imposition of military rule cannot be ruled out.
Regional instability, capital flight and regional
and order breaks down

warfare would be
Whatever

possible.'’

course

the future of South Africa

takes is bound to affect the countries in the region
-

positively

or

negatively. At the moment

however, the rosy pan-Africanist vision of a
liberated South Africa, providing the necessary

The armed

struggles

were

converted into negotiated settlements

reducing potential rand earnings in the region
and decreasing economic transactions. Under
this scenario,

from

an

impetus for African unity and development is
unlikely to come to pass - at least in the short
term. In this regard, a sobering statement was
recently made by Trevor Manuel, head of the
ANC’s economic planning unit to an economic

estimated 1.2 million workers

Mozambique, Malawi, Swaziland,

Botswana, Lesotho and Zimbabwe would be

decline

gradually. This would intensify
depression in the SADC economies.
Regional hegemony: this could assume two
forms. One is integrative, ie. South Africa
becomes a member of an economic or trading
arrangement in which it plays a dominant role as

subject to redundancies and repatriation. Intraregional trade would be low - hence stimulation
of export production in the FLS for the South

the

African market should be cautious.

arrangements (SADC. PTA), redefine the zone

Globalism/export orientation: under
conditions of recovering and expanding world
economy. South Africa may pursue a NIC (tigers)

and scope of operation
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hegemony in

some

conference in Nairobi:

Africans must not rely on unrealistic
expectations that South Africa will either
become a regional benefactor of a
locomotive of growth for the rest of the

region.^

kind of neo-CONSAS.

The other form is to dismantle

Conclusion

existing

and establish new regimes

This paper set out to

in which unilateral

We identified the 1970s

become the modus

worked closely

reciprocal arrangements
opcrandi. The adoption of

explore the changing

anatomy of the conflict terrain in Southern Africa.
as a

time when the FLS

with the liberation movements to
Sapem April. 1993

The external pressure

that can be brought to
parties in the bargain. An
internally directed, NP-guided process is likely
to yield a just and enduring solution. External
bear

the various

on

mediation will be necessary as a source

confidence-building

of

the parties.

among

Unfortunately, the OAU and FLS are unlikely to
provide that kind of intervention.O
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REGIONAL INTEGRATION

THE

QUEST FOR REGIONAL COOPERATION IN
SOUTHERN AFRICA
Guy c Z Mhone

Whatever their merits, stabilization and

OING BY current trends in official fora

G

in Africa, the

for

promoting
cooperation at the regional
levels seems a foregone

economic
and continental

case

It is not clear however, whether

conclusion.
economic

cooperation, whatever its form, is
expected to be a panacea for Africa's economic
ills or merely one more instrument, or rather
strategy, for resolving these ills. In any ease, the
tendency to take the case for economic
cooperation for granted brings with it the tendency
underestimate the obstacles to its attainment

to

beyond the mere formality of
a treaty for its signatories.
This essay is an attempt to broach some of the

fonnulating

substantive issues that need to be addressed and
for which

some unambiguous answers or
anticipations are needed if meaningful regional
cooperation is to be promoted in Southern Africa
in particular. The haste in the quest for regional
cooperation in Africa has been fuelled by the
recession in the major developed countries, the
increased preoccupation by major developed
countries with the plight of countries in the
fomier Socialist bloc, the increasing quest for
regional economic unity in Europe, and the
diminishing faith in the prospects of structural
adjustment measures actually succeeding in
ameliorating the plight of our countries. In one
respect then, the urgency forregional cooperation
is seen to lie in the need to unite against a hostile

if there have

is

relate to the need to evolve economic conditions

regional cooperation in Africa for that matter.
Currently, there are a number of bilateral and
multilateral fomis of regional cooperation on

adjustment measures have been
adopted to achieve the above goals. Second, the
long-temi economic objective may be said to

not

as

both

1.

basis. If it is the

growth by;
diversifying and deepening domestic economic structures through promotion of industrialization. agricultural transformation and backward and forward linkages

been attempts at

a

North-to-South

ensuring equitable growth and develop-

degree of cooperation that has
been rather inadequate we have the Southern
African Customs Union as an example of a fairly
integrated union. The point is simply that neither
national nor cooperative regimes have been able
to launch any individual African countries or

ment.

group

between industries and sectors; and

2.

a

not

South-to-South and

for sustainable

and the substantive issues that need to be

addressed

unilaterally opening up its economy. Further, it

structural

The foregoing

long-tenn objective ofnecessity
entails the need for technological transformation,
human capital development, and environmental
sustainability.
The purveyors of stabilization and structural
adjustment programmes would contend that their
measures are indeed intended to. and capable of
achieving both the immediate and long-term
objective listed above. Key elements of these
programmes are the need for liberalization of the
domestic economy and the role of unimpeded
international trade

the

engine for growth.
much been accepted
as fait accomplis in current policy circles and
indeed a number of countries are experimenting
with their a.s.sociated policy measures to one
degree or another. Nevertheless, doubt in their
putative effectiveness or ambiguous success
coupled w ith a seemingly unsympathetic external
as

These elements have pretty

of African countries onto a successful
developmental path, a clear indication that there
are some

unsettled substantive economic issues

at

both the national and

to

be

regional levels that need
adequately addres.sed.
This essay is an attempt to hint at some of these
issues. The contention being made is that the
said issues need to be addressed squarely through
rigorous and comprehensive analyses of
empirical data to yield findings and conclusions
that

can

be the basis for

national and

regional

building

an

consensus on

infomied

the type of

regional cooperation to be established and its
relation to national endeavours at attempting to
launch economic development in terms of the
immediate and long-term objectives listed above.
It is contended that while increased trade and

external economic environment; and in another,

huddle further into seriously considering regional

specialization are legitimate goals for regional
cooperation, these goals need to be viewed in the
larger context of the need to .shift production and
consumption frontiers outward both qualitatively
and quantitatively to attain economic

it is

cooperation

development.

seen as a

possible strategy that might pull

African countries out of theireconomic doldrums.
In any case,

in order to contextualize the
discussion of regional cooperation, it is necessary,
the outset, to

explicitly spell out what
the major economic goals of
African nations given their underdeveloped
economic status.
First, the immediate ffoals

at

presumably

are

relate to

(1)

(2)

tivities.
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as an option.
The fear nevertheless is that in this forced

haste there is

tendency to skirt around the
crucial issues, the major one of which is how

to, or

consistent with national efforts to attain the

more

efficient

productive

ac-

long-term economic objectives.

It should be noted here that the size of a country
has not

The Case For

a

regional cooperation relates to the attainment of
the immediate and long-term goals listed above.
In this respect the first question is whether regional
cooperation is a substitute for. complementary
immediate and

the need to restore internal and external
equilibrium;
the need to restore economic growth by
establishing an appropriate enabling environment for productive activities to emerge
and for shifting resources away form unproductive activities or costly activities
and toward

environment have forced African countries to

historically been a constraint on the
development since we

attainment of economic
have .small countries

as

diverse

Ireland. New Zealand. Israel and

as

Sweden.

Hong Kong
that are relatively quite developed, and countries
such as Nigeria, Sudan, Ethiopia and India that
are not.
Presumably, any individual country
could choose to reap the benefits of free trade by

The

Regional Cooperation

for

regional cooperation is ba.sed on
for free trade for which it is a
second best option. The efficiency merits of free
trade in minimizing domestic resource costs and
maximizing welfare benefits for trading partners
are well grounded in economic theory and e.v
prwr empirical evidence, although the predictive
value of the theory has been rather weak. The
explanations or theories of why trade occurs and
how it benefits the trading partners range from
the classical Ricardian comparative advantage
the

to

case

general

the

new

case

theories

as

follows;

1.

the Ricardian theories based on differential

2.

the Heckscher-Ohlin theorem

resource

endowments;
based

on

differential factor intensities;
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3.

Linder’s theory on minimum demand
thresholds and similarities in levels and
structure

of demand among

trading part-

ners.

4.

Product life

cycle theories;
Learning-by-doing theories;
6.
Stages theories of Comparative advantage;
7.
and product differentiation theories.
The ideal justification for free trade rests on
very restrictive assumptions pertaining to the
existence of free trade under competitive
commodity and factor markets and relatively
equal sized trading partners. Thus any move
from the imperfect real world towards those
ideal conditions is generally seen to be preferable,
hence the case for regional cooperation. Regional
cooperation, nevertheless by its nature, may result
in trade creation or trade diversion thereby
resulting in trains and losses for the trading
partners. These gains and losses may be static
or dynamic
and may require anticipation and
con.scious balancing.
The pattern of specialization and the
distribution of gains and losses resulting from
trade or regional cooperation will depend on a
number of factors among which are the respective
structures of production and demand ofthe trading
partners. In this respect the following possibilities
may arise: (1) trading partners may have similar
ordifferent structures of demand and supply; (2)
they may have similar demand structures and
different supply structures; (3) they may have
similar supply structures and different demand
structures; and (4) within the foregoing they may
be at similar or different levels of development.
Given the foregoing possibilities, numerous
trade patterns might arise among developing
countries wishing tocooperate. Some developing
countries might expand trade with each other
5.

because of similar demand structures; others
because of different

supply structures; and still
might do so because of different demand
structures. 1 n general, however, South-to-South
trade has been quite small although currently
increasing. Thus trade among PTA member
others

states accounts

for less than 10% of total trade of

the.se countries; and similarly

Botswana, Lesotho

and Swaziland within SACU export more than
80% of their exports outside SACU while

importing more than 90%
The basic pattern in trade in

from South Africa.
Africa has been that
bequeathed by colonialism with North-South
trade in primary exports from Africa and
manufactured and industrial imports from the
North.
It is clear therefore that if regional
cooperation is to result in expanded trade, then
some fundamental transformations in production
structures have to take place in the cooperating
partners in order to create mutual markets for one
another. Thus the incidence of dynamic and
static gains and losses from trade creation and
diversion becomes quite crucial.
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Nevertheless, the nature of the gains and losses

concessions such

as

the Lome Convention

or

the

will also

GATT rounds; or whether the same interests

(1)

would be better served through regional
cooperation, which explicitly places some limits
on
openness by simultaneously offering some
degree of protectionism vis-a-vis the rest of the
world. Going by the current official
pronouncements by Heads of State it may be
safely assumed that almost all of the countries in

depend on the type of cooperation
envisaged. In general, one may distinguish
between the following form of cooperation in
order of the degree of integration called for:
A Free Trade Association (FTA) in which
barriers to trade between member

coun-

tries are removed with individual countries

maintaining their

own

tariff structures

etcvis-a-vis non-member

(2)

countries;

A Customs Union (CU) in which
mon

tariff barrier is

members in
ers

(3)

a com-

imposed against nonaddition to eliminating barri-

between members;

nevertheless entails the need to address

free

consideration. This consideration

mobility of factors of production to the

need for

An Economic Union (EU) which adds com-

monetary, fiscal and economic foreign policies beyond the Common Market
requirements.
The loss of national sovereignty thus increases
mon

from the FTA to the EU and

so

does the

consideration of the distribution and incidence
of static and
as

would be better served through regional
cooperation and integration.
The unequivocal preference for regional
cooperation and integration, at least in principle,

A Common Market (CM) which adds the
CU; and

(4)

Southern Africa believe their economic interests

dynamic gains and losses increase

well.

Now, while the option of full-fledged
economic

integration may not be as ominous for
fully developed and mature economies with fairly
similar demand and production structures, the
choice is a fundamental one for a group of less
developed countries whose future economic
course

is unknown. In Southern

Africa, the issue

is further

complicated by the fact that with the
independence of Zimbabwe and the impending
majority rule in South Africa, the differentials in
levels of development and production and
demand structures among prospective members
have widened considerably thereby increasing
the potential for unequal incidences of gains and
losses resulting from economic cooperation.
Regardless of the soundness of the logic of free
trade underits ideal assumptions, and accordingly
of regional cooperation, it has not been adequately
and convincingly demonstrated empirically that
the adoption of free trade or tighter regional
cooperation necessarily results in economic
development, in the absence of other
interventionist policies at the national and/or
regional levels.
Nature of the Problem
For

developing country intent on promoting
development through a process of
dynamic economic transformation in the context
a

economic

of free trade at least two considerations arise.

First, the country has to consider whether the
role of trade

engine of economic growth
transformation would be best
served by a much more thorough integration into
the global economic system, facilitated, perhaps,
by bilateral or multilateral North-South
as an

and developmental

a

.second

concerns

the

developing country’s government to
decide whether its strategy for promoting
economic transformation and attaining economic
development would be better served by a laissezfaire or a dirigist (managed) approach to the
national economy and what the economic
implications of either choice would be in the
context of regional cooperation and intergration.
Now, since any form of national dirigism of
necessity implies an interference with the market
mechanism, the decision by at lea.st one country
to undertake this option would necessitate the
formulation of accommodating or counteracting
policies at the regional level or among the other
laissez-faire partners.
a

Both the first and second considerations

indicated above reduce to the need to consider
the

dynamic gians and losses arising, first, from
regional cooperation and integration as a
developmental option, and second from a laissezfaire as opposed to a managed approach to such
cooperation and integration. That the foregoing
concerns pose some fundamental issues to be
addressed is easily shown by the following
examples. With regard to the merits of regional
cooperation it may be noted that the whole of
Southern Africa (with South Africa included)
has about the

same population as Nigeria, which
completely integrated economy that does not
seem to have benefited
developmentally in any
unique way from the size and openness of its
internal market compared to some of the smaller
African states. This example necessitates the
need to critically identify what the anticipated
benefits of regional cooperation would be
compared to the present situation. The Southern
African Customs Unions, which is perhaps the
most advanced form of regional cooperation on
the African continent presents an example of the
problems associated with the second concern
whereby the more developed state. South Africa,
has pursued a dirigist national economic strategy
while the other partners. Botswana. Lesotho and
Swaziland have pursued relatively laissez-faire
.strategies resulting in unequal developmental

is

a

benefits in favour of the fonner. Indeed, South
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Africa has made its

own

national economic

interests synonymous with those of the Union.
More generally, the foregoing examples suggest
that since

regional cooperation entails a loss of
degrees of freedom in policy making and
policy instruments in exchange for some future
benefits that are unknown, the case for regional
cooperation would be best served by addressing
the problems first.
The foregoing considerations suggest that the
question of regional cooperation as an instrument
for promoting economic development needs to
be considered together with the question of the
type of national strategies to be pursued in the
context of such anticipated cooperation and
integration. Even if the countries of Southern
Africa (except for South Africa), are classified
globally as being in the ‘low income’ group, the
some

similarities and differences between them pose
immense difficulties for

regional cooperation.

Such difficulties cannot be assumed away or

of some faith in
for
regional cooperation. The practical realities
likely to act as stumbling blocks to such
cooperation in the long-term need to be addressed
squarely and explicitly. Below, we briefly review
some of the difficulties arising from the
swept under the rug on the basis

the force of the theoretical argument or case

similarities and differences in the economic
structures

and their

of the countries of Southern Africa

implications for regional cooperation.
Per

Capita GDP

Table 1 shows the per

capita GDP of the
sub-region as of 1990. It is easily
inferred from the data that there are qualitative
differences in the production and the standard of
countries in the

be noted that up to

1990 the market-oriented
generally performed better in
terms of economic growth than the formerly
‘socialist’ regulated economies (Zimbabwe,
Tanzania, Zambia and Mozambique).

living of the countries. More generally, the data
suggest the following classification on the basis
of per capita GDP;
1.
Low Income Countries; Mozambique, Tanzania and Malawi (simple average-per
capita income $110)

economies have

Structure Of Production

Middle Income Countries; Zimbabwe,

2.

Lesotho, Zambia and perhaps, Swaziland

Table 2 shows the structure of

(simple average per capita income $530)
3.
High Income Countries; South Africa,
Botswana and Namibia (simple average
per capita income $1798)
In the above classification the high income
group has an average per capita income of more
than 15 times that of the low income group and
more

be

it may

Zimbabwe in that order are the most industrialized

countries of the sub-region;

that Malawi, Lesotho,
Mozambique and Tanzania are the most
dependent on agriculture; and that Zambia,
Botswana, Angola and Namibia are the most
dependent on a single primary resource
commanding high prices on the international
market, and, by the same token, the most distorted
economies in that they may be afflicted by the
‘Dutch Disease’ syndrome. A look at Table 1

than three times that of the middle income

group.

These differences in per capita GDP may

seen as

crude indicators of differences in the

production and demand structures of the
economies. Some qualifications are however in
order.

First, the distribution of income is

also shows that while

so

a

number of countries have

experienced high economic growth in either
agriculture or manufacturing, none of them has
experienced high growth in holh, and almost all
of them have experienced the ‘hypertrophy’ or
‘obesity’ of the service sector.
More generally, it may be inferred from Table
2 that South Africa and Zimbabwe may wish to
exercise or exploit industrial leadership in the
context of regional cooperation and that between
the two countries Zimbabwe would have to play
a secondary role by virtue of its relatively lesser
developed structure. It may also be inferred that
the agriculture-dependent countries may wish to
exploit regional cooperation to enhance their
capacity to industrialize and that the ‘Dutch
Disease’ afflicted countries might wish to
diversify their economies by strengthening their

skewed in the

high income group countries that
living of the majority in the
countries may not be appreciably better than that
of the other groups. Second, a country like
Zimbabwe, in the middle group, has a much
the standard of

sounder and more diversified economic structure
than Botswana and Namibia in the higher income

group.
More

generally, the differentials in per capita
suggest that given the implicit
differentials in production and demand structures
and levels we are likely to expect differences in
developmental strategies among these countries
at the national level and differences in anticipated
national benefits and losses from regional
cooperation by each of the countries. It may also
income

Table 1

production of
sub-region. From this table
be inferred that South Africa and

the countries in the

Gross Domestic Product
Growth
of Production

GDP
Per

Annual

Growth Rate
1990

Growth of Production

(GDP)

Capita

Manufacturing Services
Industry

Population
Millions
65-80

1965-90

(% Per Year)

80-90

65-80

2.9

6.4

Agriculture

80-90

65-80

80-90

65-80

80-90

.3.0

6.7

3.5

4.1

2.0
4.1

US$
Malawi

Mozambique

200

0.9

8.5

5.5

-4.1

-0.7

15.7

80

Tanzania

110

-0.2

24.5

3.9

2.8

5.6

-0.4

10.8

1.3

1.6

Zambia

420

-1.9

8.1

2.0

0.8

5.3

3.5

1.8

0.2

2.2

Lesotho

530

4.9

1.8

6.8

3.1

13.5

5.6

-0.7

Zimbabwe

640

0.7

9.8

5.0

2.9

2.8

3.4

2.4

2040

8.4

1.3

13.9

11.3

3.7

Swaziland
Botswana

13.5

5.3

11.5

11.9

9.7

2530

1.3

35.9

3.7

1.3

5.6

-0.1

4.7

2.4

3.0

Nigeria

290

0.1

115.5

6.0

1.4

14.6

-1.0

5.9

2.7

1.7

Namibia

824

South Africa

Source: World Bank, World

38

1.8

0.4

1.4

-4.0
-0.5

-4.6

10.0

Angola

3.0

2.6

3.3
-1.0

Development Report, 1992
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Table 2: Structure of Production (%)
GDP

Agriculture

Industry

Services

Manufacturing

(millions $)
1990

1965

1990

1965

1990

1,660
1,320

50

33

13

20

46

59

14

12

Zambia

2,060
3,120

14

17

55

Lesotho

340

65

24

5,310

18

2.700
7.700
90,720

34

Malawi

Mozambique
Tanzania

Zimbabwe

1990

1965

1990

14

37

46

8

10

40

29

55

6

43

32

29

5

30

1

14

30

46

13

35

40

20

26

47

47

3

19

57

12

6

47

40

65

1965

15

21

Swaziland
Botswana

Angola
South Africa

Namibia

13
10

5

11

Nigeria

41

55

4

44

38

34,760

Source; World Bank

44

24

5

36

12

43

26

48

51

33

25

50

38

5

7

(1992)

Table 3: Structure of Demand (Distribution of Gross Domestic Product %)
General Govt.

Private

Consumption

1965

Malawi

16

1990

1965

1990

1965

15

84

75

14

20

Mozambique

Gross

Gross

Exports

Resource

Domestic

Domestic

Goods and

Balance

Investment

Savings

Services

Consumption

92

1990

1965

19

0

37

1990

1965

1990

1965

10

19

24

-14

-12

1990
-9

16

-49

Tanzania

10

10

74

95

15

25

16

-6

26

18

1

Zambia

15

15

45

68

25

14

40

17

49

32

15

3

Lesotho

18

24

109

118

11

71

-26

-41

16

14

-38

-112

Zimbabwe

12

26

65

53

15

21

23

21

32

8

0

11

19

63

56

27

19

26

25

26

-1

6

-31

Swaziland
Botswana

Angola
South Africa

27

Namibia
Source: World Bank

(1992)

manufacturing sectors and developing their
laggard agricultural sectors. It is clear, however,
that a laissez-faire or non-dirigist form ofregional
cooperation would favour the most developed
countries and South Africa in particular and that
agricultural dependency and ‘Dutch Disease’
are likely to be reinforced by laissez-faire national
and regional cooperation strategies and may
only be overcome by some type of dirigist
strategies at both the national and regional levels.

The structure of demand for the countries of
the

sub-region is shown in Table 3. The table
private sector consumption
still predominates in all the countries but that it
is quite high in Malawi, Mozambique, Tanzania
shows that, in 1990,

year the

seems

that in the

high rates of private consumption
in Lesotho, Tanzania and Mozambique were
financed through dissaving orextemal borrowing.
The proportion of government consumption in
1990 was highest in Zimbabwe, Lesotho,
Mozambique and South Africa and lowest in
same
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also be

that gross

domestic investment
was greater than 20% in Lesotho, Tanzania,
Zimbabwe and Mozambique and below 20% in
seen

Malawi, South Africa and Zambia. Further, the
table shows that exports as a proportion of gross
domestic

product

were greater

than 20% in

Malawi, Zambia, South Africa, and Zimbabwe
and le.ss than 20% in Lesotho, Tanzania and

Mozambique. Finally it can be seen from the
only Zambia and South Africa had a
positive resource balance. The point to be made
here is that when the foregoing data are combined
with the growth performances shown in Table 1
no compelling comparative relationship obtains
between the levels of domestic savings,
investment, and exports, and the rates of growth
of gross domestic product.
This outcome
underscores the disarticulated nature of many of
these economies as wel I as the heavy dependency
on concessionary aid to prop-up the economies
of some of them. In any case, it is clear that there
table that

Structure of Demand

and Lesotho. From the table it

Malawi, Tanzania and Zambia. From the table it
can

is need to

ensure

that both at the national and

regional levels policies

are

formulated that

directly link the levels of savings, investment
and exports to the rate ofgrowth of gross domestic
product.
The Structure of

Consumption

The structure of consumption

in the countries
sub-region is shown in Table 4. As would
be expected, the poorer countries such as Malawi
and Tanzania spend greater than 60% of their
consumption expenditures on the basic necessities
of food, clothing, rent and fuel, while the higher
of the

income countries of Botswana and South Africa

spend less than 60%.
This trend is brought out

more clearly in
labelled ‘other’
expenditure in which the more developed
economies in the sub-region spend 20 % or more
of their consumption expenditures while the
lesser developed ones spend 15% or less. The
data on consumption implicitly hints at a potential
constraint to regional cooperation in that while
the more developed economies can produce and
consume everything and more than the lesser
developed ones can produce and consume, the
relation to the category

39

;

Table 4: Structure of

Consumption (% of total HH consumption)

Food

Clothing

Gross

Rents

Transport

Medical

Education

55

5

12

7

3

4

15

Malawi

Other

Mozambique
Tanzania

64

10

8

2

3

3

10

Zambia

37

10

11

5

7

13

10

40

11

13

6

4

7

20

35

8

15

8

4

9

22

34

7

12

17

5

52

7

10

4

3

Lesotho

Zimbabwe
Swaziland
Botswana

Angola
South Africa

26

Namibia

Nigeria
Source: World Bank

4

(1992)

latter

(lesser developed ones) would need to
import a substantial proportion of their nonbasic consumption needs from the former under
regional integration. In this respect while the
issue of the trade creation resulting from regional
integration is of primary focus for the more
developed countries, that of trade diversion
becomes of equal importance for the lesser
developed countries. This divergence in interests
is further magnified by the likely eventuality that
in the intra-regional specialization (or division
of labour) resulting from economic integration,
not only will the markets for the more developed
members be expanded, but that the resulting
protection offered by the regional market might
stimulate further dynamic growth in these
countries while the les.ser developed countries
remain entrenched in factor-driven modes of

production.

relevance to the advent of

the

and

whether national

regional cooperation
intergration are taxes on international trade
and domestic goods and services. Here it may be
noted that it is only South Africa and Botswana,
the countries with the highest per capita income.
Similarly income taxes as a proportion of total
revenue tended to be higher for the countries
with high per capita incomes and very low for the
countries with the lowest per capita incomes.
The impact of regional integration is likely to be
more destabilizing for trade (domestic and
external) related

sources

of

revenue

than for

income tax related revenue in the short to medium
term.

In this respect,

the clarification of

The Government

1980 and

1990,

Mozambique,

Tanzania, and Zambia had very high annual rates
of inflation, while the rest of the countries had

with internal stabilization conditionalities

absence of neutral market indicators

as

required by the Brettonwood institutions as part
of the current economic refonn measures being
undertaken by almost all of the countries; and. in
addition, it partly hints at a potential constraint
on regional integration especially with regard to
the short to medium and long-temi impact of
such integration on the revenue structure of a
country.

dependency of each of the countries

on

the various sources of government revenue differs

from
40

one

country to another.

Of immediate

region have embarked on economic reform
partly aimed at stabilizing prices and
establishing positive interest rates suggests that
this problem may hold with less force in coming
years. Nevertheless, given that the phasing and
pacing of the stabilization measures differ
markedly between countries, it is likely to take a
long time before stable and neutral monetary and
price indicators are achieved across the board in
the sub-region. Thus it may be .safely anticipated
that in the absence of neutral and stable price
measures

together with the coexistence of controlled and
liberalized monetary, foreign exchange and price
regimes among the countries of the sub-region
complicates the issue of regional cooperation
immensely in that neutral price indicators are
lacking as a basis for efficient specialization and
establishing compensatory mechanisms. In the
or

a

the type of market distortions that
temporarily condoned or tolerated the
regional cooperation is made rather

consensus on

should be
basis for
tenuous.

The above

problem is further aggravated by
the fact that negative interest rates obtain as a
consequence of high rates of inflation in the face
of controlled interest rates in many of the
countries. Such negative interest rates severely
discourage domestic and foreign long-term
investment, thereby frustrating what should be

an

absence of a

consensus

what

should constitute acceptable deviations from such

higher
cooperation is likely to take as
long to precipitate among prospective member
fonns of regional
states as

Between

in all of the countries
for Botswana, has been for governments
to experience endemic budget deficits in the
post-1975 period. In 1990 Table 5 shows that
only BotswanaandNamibiahadpositive balances
in their budgets. The phenomenon of budget
deficits partly underscores the task confronting
most of these countries with regard to complying

The general phenomenon

fact that almost all of the countries of the sub-

neutral indicators, the enthusiasm for

prime importance to the lesser developed
a regional cooperation venture.

members of

The coexistence of differential rates of inflation

except

any development strategy
regional. Admittedly, the

of

relatively low rates. The annual rates of inflation
have escalated further in the post-1990 period.

Budget

or

indicators and in

Inflation and Interest Rates

regional integration is
likely to rebound more to the benefit of the more
developed members than to that of the lesser
developed countries.

driving force of

compensatory mechanisms related to the
redistribution of regiona revenues is likely to be

In short, the advent of

The

20

it will take to achieve stable and neutral

market and monetary

indicators.

Structure of Merchandise

Exports and

Imports
It was noted earlier that it may be anticipated
that, on the one hand, the more developed member

countries of the

sub-region will be enthusiastic
regional cooperation because of the
anticipated ‘trade creation' benefits likely to
about

accrue to

them. On the other hand, however, it

may also be anticipated that the lesser developed
member countries will be concerned about the
"trade diversion’ consequences of regional
cooperation. This divergence in the benefits to
be expected from regional cooperation may be
deduced

from

the

current

structure

of

merchandise trade for the countries of the

subregion as shown in Tables .5 and 6. It may be
noted from Table 6 that almost all the countries
of the

sub-region except for South Africa and

Zimbabwe, the

more

diversified and thus

developed economies, have a high dependency
on primary
exports.This primary export
dependency is not only high relative to total
exports but also high in that it relates to
Sapem April. 199.3

Table 5: Structure of Merchandise

Malawi

Fuels

Other

Minerals

Products

0

Primary

Exports

Machinery and
Transport

Other

Textiles and

Manufacturers

Clothing

0

99

95

0

0

1

5

0

3

Mozambique
Tanzania
Zambia

1

5

86

84

0

1

13

10

0

3

97

93

3

4

0

1

0

2

0

0

45

17

40

43

1

3

15

37

6

18

20

78

17

2

3

2

61

6

82

76

5

1

17

12

3

Lesotho
Zimbabwe

Swaziland
Botswana

Angola

0

South Africa
Customs Union

24

14

12

3

Nigeria

32

97

65

2

29

71

1

1

0

2

0

0

0

Namibia
Source: World Bank

(1992)

Table 6: Structure of Merchandise

Imports (% share of the merchandise imports)
Machinery and
Transport
Equipment

Other
Food

Malawi

Primary
Imports

Fuels

Other
Manufactures

1965

1990

1965

1990

1965

1990

1965

1990

1965

1990

15

7

5

13

3

3

21

29

57

47

7

7

8

31

2

2

40

35

42

25

7

3

0

16

4

5

41

37

47

38

17

14

2

4

3

4

24

34

54

43

5

6

5

1

11

5

42

41

37

48

Mozambique
Tanzania
Zambia
Lesotho
Zimbabwe

Swaziland
Botswana

Angola
South Africa
Source: World Bank

(1992)

dependency on one primary product, or more
generally, no less than three major primary
products.
Table 6 shows that the majority of the imports
of the countries primarily consist of machinery,
equipment, transport vehicles and other
manufactures. These imports are primarily from
the North and are paid for with foreign exchange
earnings from primary exports. Thus there is a
direct relationship between dependency on
primary exports and dependency on imports
from the developed countries outside Africa.
This direct relationship is stronger for the least
developed countries of the sub-region which are
the majority, and less so for South Africa and to
some extent

Zimbabwe. Now, the more advanced

the form of regional

cooperation or integration,
the greater are likely to be the static and dynamic
‘trade diversion’ and ‘trade creation’

con.sequences

for the member countries. In this

respect it may be expected, on the one hand, that
the less developed prospective members are likely

prefer a looser or less advanced form of
regional cooperation in order to minimize the
negative consequences of trade diversion and in
to
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order to allow for

a more evolutionary
readjustment of theirexport and import patterns.

The

more

advanced members

on

the other hand,

being better able to exploit both the ‘trade
diversion’ and ‘trade creation’ consequences of
regional cooperation would tend to advocate for
more advanced forms of regional cooperation.
The foregoing is reinforced by the fact that the
lesser developed members may be compelled to
purchase industrial goods from the more
developed members at a higher cost and of lower
quality given an advanced form of regional
cooperation. Further, the lesser developed
members may experience a long time lag in

readjusting their specialization to emphasize
nontraditional exports to other member countries.
The situation is also complicated by the fact that
the more developed countries of the sub-region
are themselves very import dependent so that the
value-added from their regional exports of
manufactures is low which poses problems
related to formulating rules of origin especially
in that the stricter the rules the

more

trade-

constraining they become in the short to medium
term even if potentially beneficial in the long¬

Finally, the lesser developed countries
need to consider the compatibility with
regional cooperation of the possibility of
increasing value added through increased local
processing of primary products by extracting
term.

may

trade concessions from the North, and
may be less interested in import
related to final goods per se.

as

such

substitution

Such

a possibility would allow them to build
their present forms of specialization rather
subject themselves to newer forms of
specialization dictated by the imperatives of
regional cooperation.

upon
than

Balance of

Payments and External
Debt

The

dependency on existing forms of export
specialization is further reinforced and
perpetuated by problems related to balance of
payments and servicing the external debt that
confront almost all of the countries of the sub-

region, except perhaps for Botswana. First current
account

deficits have been endemic and secular

among many of the countries both before
after official transfers. Indeed, many of

and

the
41

coefficients;

countries continue to rely on meager international

their

imports. Second, the
external debt as a percentage of exports and
gross national product is high. And third the debt
service ratios are quite high particularly for the
lesser developed countries.
The balance of payments and external debt
reserves to cover

Before

meaningful regional
cooperation can be launched, it is
important that the nature and
rationale of existing resource use
patterns be clearly understood and
explicitly anticipated for in one way
or another in the regional formation.

problems militate against regional cooperation
in that they imply that many of the countries of
the

sub-region

are

caught in

a

the relative efficiencies of production

-T

for

that they can

so

of their

some

services.
industrial
these

imports are financed as balance of payments

support

by the North

or

through external aid

In the short to medium term regional
cooperation may destabilise both these exports
and imports without immediately sub.stituting

possibilities of the disproportionate distribution
of gains

and losses between the more and lesser

Further in the absence of

an

internationally acceptable convertible regional
(such as the Rand for instance) the loss
currency earnings as a consequence of

currency
of hard

regional cooperation might be seen to be quiet
risky. It is this debt-trap and foreign currency
dilemma that partly accounts for the

differential

regional

coofteration will facilitate the promotion and
attainment of economic development in the longterm as

defined at the

beginning of this

paper

then the

precise fonn such cooperatioii has to
take will depend very much on (1) the likely
incidence and distribution of gains and losses,
both static and

dynamic; and (2) the manner in

which net losses

or

unequal net gains both static

and

debt-trap is felt differently by different
ministries and constituencies within a given

anticipation of the foregoing would be crucial

country, implying that the impact

of trade

diversion and trade creation

various

on

dynamic

Some clear

for

likely to be compensated for.
understanding and explicit

are

mobilizing the requisite political consensus

and support

within and between countries It

should be noted that the

constituencies differs within
there is

a

given country,

likely to be a lack of consensus within

a

within a government as to the
desirability of higher forms of regional
country and

cooperation, hence again the indecisiveness, and

equivocation

on

the issue by the governments

concerned.

Intra-SADCC Trade

points that may be stressed here are
the following. First, the countries with the higher
The main

issue is further

complicated by the fact that the pre-cooperation

capita incomes account for lower proportions of
both exports and imports but import relatively
more than they export to their SADCC partners.
Third, the fate of Botswana, Lesotho and
Swaziland vis-a-vis South Africa is one possible
outcome

42

of a laissez-faire

approach to regional

seen

that

arise from

policy differences in factor

endowments and the mode of their use,
differences in modes of government

and differences in

intervention,

equity structures. Before

meaningful regional cooperation can be launched,
it is important that the nature and rationale of
existing resource use patterns be clearly
understood and

explicitly anticipated for in

one

another in the regional formation. More
specifically, the production, consumption,
revenue, redistribution and deadweight
way or

consequences of regional cooperation at
macro

and micro levels will have to be

both the

explicitly

anticipated not only in teniis of balancing static
gains and losses but more fundamentally in temis
of their relationship to the long-tenn goal of
initiating and promoting economic development.

foregoing information that

individual countries

can assess

and

rigidities resulting from existing patterns in

policies, all of which
havecorrespondinggrouporclass interests which
stand to gain or lose from regional cooperation.
trade and existing economic

Nevertheless, the incidence and distribution
of gains

and losses in each country and between

countries will be

a

the merits of

regional cooperation and accordingly mobilize
the requisite internal political support for it; and
it is

on

the basis of the

cards laid

on

same

information, with the

the table for all to

see;

that

a

negotiated commitment to regional cooperation
can

function of such factors as the

goods and services and factors of production. which can be measured by elasticity

Second, the countries with lower per

be

can

is, in many cases, fraught with prior distortions

developed members. More generally, data on
intra-regional trade merely underscore the

trade.

and imports in intra-SADCC

can

It is on the basis of the

cooperation between more developed and lesser

of both exports

foregoing, it

situation in each prospectivecooperating country

following;
1.
the degree of macroeconomic distortions
already present arising from import-substitution or export promotion strategies
and the nature of theiraccompanying structures ofproduction, consumption and trade.
Such distortions can be measured by a
Distortion Index and will generally indicate how painful or painless the advent of
regional cooperation is likely to be.
2.
the elasticities of demand and supply for

per capita incomes account for largerproportions

existing factor markets, the

gains and losses

historical and

fomi of

procrastination in moving toward more advanced
forms of regional cooperation. Further, since
this

the nature of

From the

some

tariffs, quotas,

as

di.stribution of as.sets and income and .so on.

organisation.

If it is assumed that

through demand studies;

tion (ERPs); and
6.

developed prospective members of a regional

Conclusion

be

can

existing trade
subsidies,
regulations on final products and inputs,
technical stipulations etc. which can be
measured using Effective Rates of Protecbarriers such

grants.

for them.

complementarity which

the nature and rationale of

service their debts and pay

goods from the North because some of

or

be ascertained

-S.

debt-trap. First,

continue to import

ness

struc-

degree of their competitive-

(DRCs) rations and production functions;
the size and structure of markets which can

4.

imports of industrial goods and

Second, they

and the

measured witli Domestic Resource Cost

they need to export primary products to the
North

tures

be established.

In conclusion, it may
absence of

a

be asserted that in the

prerKcupation with evolving

a

dirigist developmentalist orientation at both the
national and regional levels, meaningful regional
economic cooperation

is likely to be unattainable

and the search for it will continue

as

in the past,

to

be elusive and

a

charade.O
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GENDER ISSUES

STAYING SINGLE IS A PERSONAL OPTION AND NOT A

FEMINIST CHOICE
OWEN SlCHONE

HE ARTICLE

by Patricia McFadden in
a good example of
how to harm women’s interests hy
trivialising important issues like marriage. It is
true that men who write about politics do not al.so
write about their private lives? Yes it is, but it is
also true of women political scientists. If one
wants to read about sex. relationships, marriage
problems etc, one does read “Dear Betty" or
some other “Agony Aunt” column, but one also
refers to specialist social psychology journals

T

not

SAPEM Vol 6 No 3 is

the “World Bank Economic Review”.

Coming

now to the main topic: to wed or not
to? Most of the world's women are married,

happily married. Many women
make the institution of marriage work for

some are even

want to

them and the true feminist realises that to help
emancipate the majority of the human race they
have to be involved in the campaign to remove
discriminatory laws from the statute books,
change patriarchal customs and other negative
cultural practices which oppress people in given

societies. The true feminist also tries to make the
more

are women not

Biddy Partridge

in the forefront of the campaign against bridewealth?

backward men change their ways and many

successes

have been scored

in certain countries, for

by feminist activists
example Zambia.

Fiducated Africans and Western

It is true that the educated African

women

does not fit well in traditional culture, but neither

does the educated African
most men are

man.

intimidated

but

we

should not

are

westernised,

assume

It is also true that

by assertive

women,

that all such

women

single and free to mingle

or

possess university degrees. The special problem
of educated/westernised women is that if they

waiting for Mr Right to come along,
they tend to get tired of waiting and end up
marrying men who are more powerful than they
are: chiefs, businessmen, politicians, in short,
older men. But in marriage as in life generally,
there are many choices open to everyone,
especially in today’s world where the
globalisation of western culture has led to the
spread of the single parent hou.sehold, single
person households, generalised chastity and
celibacy whether in religious institutions or not,
and same sex relationships even in African
society.
People should not view African culture through
Christian eyes.Many African societies have no
problem with single women who happen to be
unmarried even though marriage is considered
on

the “natural” state of affairs for both
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women unless they are mad or suffer from some
horrible disease. As members of families, both

woman's problem.

mother and child

Accra Hearts of Oak football club, to have four

are always welcome if only
they constitute new labour power and a
potential source of wealth. So no one will be
labelled a witch simply because they are single,

because

Culture

insist

Pic;

Why

men

and

other factors have to be examined. The young
woman who has ignored what the matrons told
her

during her initiation on how to avoid falling
just be considered foolish not for
remaining single but for getting pregnant. A
witch is more likely to be an old woman who has
pregnant will

lost her husband and children and

now

not

because she has refused

similar fate befalls

men

another,

who

are

marry. A
defenceless for
to

just different. It is true,
however, that if a woman is single because she
refused to marry, then she will be considered
strange and may be accused of all sorts of evil
things, but the same applies to African men. The
question: “Why don't you want to marry?",
cannot be answered satisfactorily in our African
languages. There are no monks and nuns in our
labour shortage societies, whereas single men
and women are quite normal in land shortage
societies be they Buddhist. Christian or
one reason or

or

Confucian. British. Iri.sh

or

error

wives

or

husbands, to have

ten

children

or none,

the difficulties that
people who refuse to conform have are the same
irrespective of their sex or gender. Democratic
rights are for everyone and when we talk of
individual freedoms surely we do not mean just
men or just women. A true democrat does not
campaign for his or her personal freedom only,
but for personal freedoms.
to

maiTy or not to marry,

Marriages
According to Ms Mcfadden. “Happy man iages
usually reflections of altruism on the part of
the woman.” This may well be true, but it is
equally true of men. It takes both sides to make
marriage work or fail, but in any case there is no
are

evidence for Ms Mefadden's thesis. Women
different and

so are men.

Not all

batterers and if educated African
them.selves in

situation where

are

men are

wife

women

find

they

unable
to mobilise the support of their mothers, sisters
and even brothers in correcting the behaviour of
unruly husbands, they have only their
westernisation

a

to

are

blame.

In

Tibetan.

Ms Mcfadden makes another

presents the problem of

Whether we are talking about
right to support the Communist Party or

lives

alone in poverty.
She will be victimised becau.se she is weak
and

the

when she

individual choice

as a

general African men like to be “traditional”
especially when they are justifying their
promiscuous behaviour, taking money from their
43

wives or generally exploiting
to

be

more

men u.se

“modem" for the

"tradition". But

them. Women tend
same reasons

women too

that

sometimes

manipulate "tradition" for their own ends. For
example, women are not in the forefront of the
campaign against/o/w/<r/bridewealth. Why? This
is an interesting topic on its own and 1 intend to
discuss it at a later stage, but it is clear that if the
institution of marriage can oppress women it can
oppress men as well. If tradition is used by men,
it is used by women as well which takes me back
to the question ofthere being two sides to marriage
and to a marriage, something Ms Mcfadden

know that Ms Mcfadden is
western or

talking about the
marriage
in such a pitiful state.

colonial African forms of

when she presents women

Correcting the Situation
In conclusion. 1 would like to say

promiscuity

feminist choice and in this age of AIDS,
it is not even a clever thing to do because one is
is not

a

likely to find not just unhappiness but death as
well in sweet and special flings with, if and when
lovers. If

women

are

not

free to think for

themselves, it is not because of marriage
way they are brought up.

who do not

but the
Even men are oppressed,
veils have veils on

refuses to see because she herself did not oppress

even women

her partner and was therefore not to blame

their minds because of what their mother taught
them. So freedom is not to be found in

for the

collapse of her first union.
Happiness is difficult to find, in marriage or
outside and happy people are generally
considered lucky irrespective of their marital
status. Thus women and men use channs, potions,
medicines and magic to find happiness in
marriage just as they try to find joy in work, in
sports or in the state lottery.

wear

spinsterhood, but in democratising society’s
ideological apparatuses; schools, work, and yes.
marriage too.
What we are talking about here is liberation
not women’s liberation. "I will marry when I
want" is an expression of freedom and all human

beings should enjoy such freedom. "I shall not
marry" is also an expression of individual
freedom. It is by no means a feminist choice.
Many men have opted out of marriage, especially
in western society. Many feminists are married,
some are in same sex relationships and these are
apparently as difficult to run as hetero.sexual
ones.

Clearly there is

take Ms Mcfadden’s

no reason

why

we

should

typical or
even necessary. Generally she has presented a
very poor case for the emancipation of African
women and has tended to trivialise marriage.
Basically we should all be free to choose to be
w hat we want to be irrespective of sex or gender.
Where this right is denied, be it legally or through
other aspects of the local culture, the duty of
democratically minded people is to work to
correct

case as

the situation, for

correct,

everybody’s sake.O

Dr Sichone is Lecturer in Social

Anthropology at the

U niversity of the WitwatersrancI in Johannesburg. South
Africa

It is incredible how sexist Ms Mcfadden’s

view of the world is. In her world, all the men are

SAFES BOOKS

moody .jealous and husbands more so than lovers
partners. These men think they are entitled to
having sex when they choose, their ideal woman
is a “lady" who cannot select a good wine and
who does not eat mountains of pasta with cheese.

or

Which

men are

women are we

these? And for that matter which

talking about? If

we are

about westernised Africans, then we are

talking
talking

people who are in serious cultural trouble,
irrespective of their sex or gender. And it is not
ju.st in marriage that we.stemi.sed Africans find
themselves occupying this dangerous liminality.
The same situation faces us in ourreligious lives,
in our national politics and even in our identity as
human beings with a culture of their own.
about

Another mistake Ms Mcfadden makes is to

suggest that if you are a single woman, no man
can lay claim to your property. Ms Mcfadden is
obviously not representative of the average
African woman. Most African women know that
fathers and brothers (sons are of course a special
are all capable of exploiting women
and this is the daily experience of African women
in the villages as much as in the middleclass

category)

why the true feminist in my view
fights to change the laws and customs that oppress
not ju.st single 40-year old educated women, but
all human beings: men, women and children.
In West Africa, nobody is surprised by women
suburbs. This is

who

run

their

own

finances and

we are not

talking about pin money or money for soap here.
We are talking about business women who feed
and clothe the whole of West Africa. These
women are

married, sometimes in polygamous

unions. I would advise Ms Mcfadden to do

powerful
Marriage
does not always stifle women’s rights or ability
to think about their own interests. In many African
societies, especially the matrilineal ones,
research on these women to see just how
women are

in

some

African .societies.

westernisation has hurt women’s interests
deal and before

we

a great

lay all the blame for women’s

unhappiness on the institution of marriage, let us
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FORTHCOMING BOOK ON GENDER
Gender in Southern

Africa:

Conceptual and Theoretical

GENDER IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

Issues (Edited by Ruth Meena)

Conceptuctl and Theoretical Issues

This book, w'ritten

by six feminist scholars,

examines liberal and con.servative theories

underlying explanations of feminism and
oppression. The book provides an
overx’iew of methodological and theoretical issues
appertaining to gender studies and research in
women’s

Southern Africa. It also tackles the issues of sex
and

sexuality and the problems of AIDS.

The contributions in this collection are

essentially posing issues and questions which
have not been handled by mainstream scholarship.
The authors are challenging women and men to
liberate mainstream scholarship from its male
biases which limit our understanding of socioeconomic and political processes which have
contributed to the underdevelopment of this
region. Given the failure of the previous mtxlels
in providing lasting solutions to the problems of
EDITOR: RUTH MEENA
underdevelopment, poverty and exploitation,
African intellectuals can no longer afford to
ignore the views and perspectives of half of its L
population during this period when we are
It is hoped that the expositions of the
searching for alternative development models.
contributors in this book will succeed in calling
The contributors are particularly challenging
male “progressive^* academics and female attention to scholars to provide alternative models
scholars to take the initiative in deconstructing which ensure that women participate in both the
mainstream knowledge in order to produce a production of knowledge and the management
morebalancedview, which will provide a broader of their respective societies; and that their
understanding of the forces which continue to experiences also become part of the mainstream
oppress women and men of this region.
knowiedge.O
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THE TYRANNY OF CONFORMITY
Patricia McFadden

I

STARTED DREADING my hair about five
weeks ago, and now my locks have become a
more familiar
part of my appearance of myself,
To my

colleagues and acquaintances, that
is another matter, and reactions to my head and
my hair range from silence (because, as such
people claim, you had better not dare say anything
to her, she will remind you of her rights!) and
they are quite correct about that, to quite funny
to me.

and sometimes ridiculous comments like the

following; someone wearing artificial extensions
her head asked me the other day, ‘Is this a

on

fad’?;

or

‘what has she done

to

her hair this

time?’ and

‘you really are outrageous’.
All the above expressions are very gendered,
by the way, because the women have been most
vocal about their feelings concerning what I
have done to my hair, and the men have reacted
differently, usually in silence, using their faces
and

body language to express an array of emotions
ranging from outright dismay as soon as their
eyes reach my head (which is where they usually
start, as they make a sweeping survey of a
woman/sex object), to simply not acknowledging
my presence. In between the two, especially
when they find out that 1 have a degree (or rather
three degrees) and that I actually work, in an
NGO, their eyes tend to reflect a sadness, maybe
a sense of loss, who knows
really, because they
quickly turn away.
At a more general level, people have been
reacting in basically the same way. across the
genderdivide. Those who know me and may not
have

seen me

for

a

while,

comment on how 1

have not

changed, which is absurd because it is
not true for anyone, and it is not a
compliment to
say something like that anyway, but they end the
comment with ‘except for the hair’. And on the
street, people who might not have noticed me
before, now turn to give me a second look, or

absolutely nobody’s business that 1 do, I decided
to

think aloud about some of the

possible reasons
why my dreads, which I have come to enjoy and
admire, are causing so many changes in the
patterns of my social interaction with other people
around

me.

The
There

are

Right To Be Different
several

reasons

that

come

to

mind,

and which I would like to contextualise in relation
of the

to some

underlying assumptions people

tend to make about the way other people should
look (read gender identities, especially in relation
to women,

and to older

broad social level

as

in

women

concepts of sexuality and
well

particular);

acceptability (at the
as at

the individual

one-on-one/woman-man level); what is
tolerable and what is intolerable ie. intolerance
and gender biases/prejudices, and the simple
right to be whom I want to be, when, if and how
I prefer. The right to be different and to express
diversity, not only in tenns of one’s gender and
race, but also in terms of one’s
sexuality and

self-definition

seems

to be the

essential ‘other

are

falling into another of those innumerable

hoaxes that the dominant white culture has been

setting

for us since the missionaries first told
‘black, ugly and stupid’ -because we
look like us, and they do not like that. And of
course there is the profit question for
companies
which are selling the lie that ‘white is best.’ This
applies to both African women and men.
However, having resolved not to poison myself
any longer with trying to look white, which is a
futile and economically unwi.se activity anyway,
I found myself faced with the ‘dilemma’ of what
to do with my kinky African hair. Now this is the
dilemma to which so many of my women (and
up

us we were

some

if

men) friends refer

they

me

to,

when I ask them

of the physical and aesthetic
dangers they expo.se themselves to when they
put chemicals on their hair every two to three
months, for years on end. They argue that they
cannot do anything with this
‘nigger hair’ - to
use an African-American
laughing-at-ourselves
phrase.
are aware

When

they do

an

African

woman or man

tells

me

that

not know what to do with their hair

confonnity and sameness. 1 shall
try to explain what I think could be safely

(because it is kinky and springy), my mind
immediately goes to the evergrowing number of

described

photographic volumes about African hairdos
and styles, photographs of beautifully styled
‘pure’ African hair, which are making megabucks for white photographers who smile behind
their lenses as they snap away at a centuries-old
culture of not only managing Black hair, but
beautifying it, and enjoy ing its natural and diverse
beauty. The fact is that African hair is as old as

side’ of social

which is

as

the ‘fear’ of dreads

(ie. African hair

segmented, either systematically or left

separate of its own will, and which thereafter
‘locks’ into dread-locks).

to

1 think

dreading my hair is the culmination of
in the effort to deconstruct/
reconstruct iny womanhood/Africanness. which
began a decade ago, when I stopped putting
chemical straighteners on my hair/or using a hot
several processes

comb. That decision initiated the
task

of

more

unlearning thirty-odd

socialisation which had insisted that

difficult

years
a

of

beautiful

Black (or Coloured) woman is one whose hair is

humankind, because
after all, and

we are

the first humans

always knew that even when the
Europeans were bickering amongst themselves
about our origins. So why is it that we ‘don’t
know’ what to do with this beautiful gift nature
we

simply stare rudely (which reminds me of the
problematic nature of staring in African societies

head. Not

struggling to look like the hair on a white woman’s
only should it be straight (which can
mean artificially curly as in jerri-curls) but it

has bestowed upon us, which comes in all sorts
of textures and shades and lengths and always

and its translation into rudeness). I was on the

.should also look, in colour, like white women’s

state?

of Makerere University recently, and for
I felt ‘foreign’ in an African
University. It could be that Makerere is not the
best place right now to measure the cosmopolitan

hair. So

campus

the first time in ages,

character of African institutions of

higher
learning, given the recently tragic history of that
University and Ugandan society, but the students
simply stared.
So, after five weeks of

being treated like a
‘freak’ because I changed my hair-style and am
wearing my hair the way I want to, and it is
Sapem April. 1993

one conies across

Black

women

who

have ‘red’

hair(viaperoxide. which isadangerous
poison, by the way, like all the other chemicals
Black

regularly to ‘maintain’ the
straight look), auburn hair, and even attempts at
being blond. The in-thing now is to wear a
weave of something - it could be horse hair,
artificial or human hair as long as it achieves
the goal of having white-looking hair.
1 am not trying to put anyone down, but if that
is what I am succeeding in doing, then too bad.
because really, at the end of the day. some of us
women

use

-

feels and looks best when it is left in its natural

Significance of African Hairstyles
Why is it that, in spite of all the hue and cry
importance of

about African traditions and the

such, that

even

the loudest and most vociferous

African Africanists look down

on

dreadlocks,

especially when an African woman is wearing
them, regardless of where she may be globally.
Yet this is

one of the few
remaining truly African
today. We mumble about white people
making money out of taking photographs of the
Turkana and other African peoples who have

features
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kept their hair naturally ‘locked’ (and certainly
we must never keep silent about any form of
exploitation, regardless of the exploiters’ race),
but we miss the significance ofthose photographs
for the preservation of an aspect of African
beauty, which speaks so clearly to our identity as
Black people, and which should be celebrated.
Until I actually arrived at the decision to dread
my hair, I could not answer adequately to the
dilemma that my friends would pose, and their
arguments that straightening their hair made it
easier to manage

usually ended the discussion. I

always left with a feeling of guilt, because
my friends would fire one last volley by claiming
that my hair is different and easier to ‘manage’
because it looks softer (I will not go into the
detail of why they could make that claim,
although I could not deny it), and some would
wonder why 1 do not straighten it because it
would look even ‘nicer’. I would try a final
feeble shot by arguing that Black hair is most

was

threat which locks

give rise to in almost all
in this
manner, lies the tyranny of conformity. 1 will not
speak to the reaction of white people, except to
say that in Kenya they are definitely reminded of
the Mau-Mau, especially if they come from the
Africans, who react almost unconsciously

settler colonial class and/or have seen a recent

picture of Koigi Wamwere.
Dreadlocks generally evoke a reaction of "they
are dirty, they look ugly, they are unmanly (on a
man) and untidy (on a woman).’ Suddenly, hair
assumes

personality. It is described in
plural ’they’ - and is separated
rest of the person wearing that hair.
a

numbers.in the
from the

mentioned above.
remember as a child, seeing young Swazi
{Emajaha) wearing shoulder-length hair
which they dyed by lying on the bank of streams
which carried the iron-ore mineral, and letting
I

can

men

the water flow

over

their hair for several hours,

tinting it a reddish colour. Later when the
mining company had fenced off the area around
thus

the iron-ore mine, and diverted the streams,

would apply .soap onto their
on for several days before
washing it off, and in this way achieved a similar
effect (ie.they were utilising the peroxide in
soap). Then they would wear colourful combs in
it (not to comb the hair, but to decorate it instead),
and they looked beautiful, which is what they
the.se young men

hair, and leave it

want to

be.

Origins of Conformity
Therefore,

safely argue that keeping
African men is a colonial

one can

hair short among

beautiful when it is in its natural .state, but I knew

imposition, and it was part of the Christianisation
of the African male in particular. Side by side

that 1 had lost the battle anyway.

with the

wearing dreads, certain things
have started to fall into place concerning this
matter, and it seems that, beyond the fact that we
have been thoroughly colonised and have
internalised the colonial construction not only of
beauty, but afso of acceptable appearance, hair,

introduction of

Now that 1

which is

am

a

eliminate any aspect

that this was a purely
European feature of maleness, becau.se patriarchal
definitions of maleness do have common

same

and has the

same

effect - projecting

the

Pic: VIZA

king Sounds: dreads are acceptable among
musicians

that the

other otherness.
I think that

underlying the fear/rejection of

dreads amongst Africans of all classes (although
Africans in the Caribbean and North American/

1 have occasionally seen unkempt dreads,
usually on men, and now 1 think 1 can argue that
this was probably because such men had not

of their hair. In current

European diaspora have insisted long enough on
the right to wear their hair naturally that it is

learnt how to take

somewhat tolerated in such societies), are several

African

dichotomous issues, which I would like to set

begin with) to keep their hair short. But when one
looks at olderdrawings ofAfrican men, especially
young African men. they kept theirhair relatively
long, and in those cultures where dreading was
the natural style, men wore their hair in long

out.

however

preliminary such an effort might

be.
seem to be coupled as
dirty/feminine; resistance/intolerable;
tradition/rebellion; uncivilised/unacceptable;
illegality/musical; ageism/conformity.
All these sets add up to the dichotomy between
non-conformity on the one hand, and intolerance

The sets of variables

follows:

on
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the other. At the root of the fear or sense of

on a

the African

human hair’

the

global scale, but I can argue that
I remember seeing as a child,
growing up in an extremely patriarchal stx-iety.
(which has not changed much since), enjoyed
being beautiful.
When they returned from the mines in
Johannesburg, they would strut into my parents’
little ‘general dealer’ shop, and buy up all the
chiffon scarves available. My mother would
order loads of those beautiful, bright coloured
chiffon squares, and it was only when 1 .saw the
men tying several of them on each ami and
preening themselves before the little mirror that
my mother kept hanging them on the wall in the
shop, that I realised that the men were buying a
rainbow for themselves. Initially, I had assumed
elements

beings, has. for the
African, become a measure of conformity/
sameness/and invisibility, and speaks loudest to
the process of loss of racial and cultural identity,
especially through women.
And this erosion of racial and cultural identity
cuts across the class divide in every African
society, and increasingly it is even straddling the
gender divide (although one sees less men with
jerri-curls these days). But one sees artificially
textured hair on the heads of working class
women as well as women in the petty bourgeois
and bourgeois class. Rich women wear ‘real
characteristics among human

weaves and poor women wear
artificial hair weaves/extensions, but it all looks

of femininity in male

appearance.
I would not argue

of the most distinct racial

one

change in hair length, came the
a new concept of male beauty masculinisation of beauty which strives to

care

African societies
men

(since the la.st 200 years or so),
have been encouraged (forced to

beautiful dreads, which

were

with ocher and beads, and

often decorated

proudly enjoyed. As

The ocher kept the dreads tidy
and clean. Remnants of this hair-culture are

did the

women.

clear in those

photographic references I

men

scarves were

would have been
buses to

come

for the sex-workers who

waiting all morning for the

into the local NRC ( Native

Recruiting Corporation) office, which was close
to the shop.
All the above is to make the point that leaving
one’s natural African hair as it is, and enjoying it,
rather than trying to ‘manage’ it. is quite nonnal
and should be acceptable, especially given that it
is a/fl/f accompli.
Along with the rejection of dreads because
they are supposedly ‘dirty’ and ‘feminine’
(among men), is the association of dreads with
the mentally handicapped on this continent.
Almost invariably, women and men who are
mentally unwell are identified by their 'unkempt
and dirty’ dreaded hair. This struck me most as
I was crossing the main street in Lusaka recently.
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when I noticed

dreads?

a young man, who was clearly
mentally handicapped, wearing dreads. 1 do not
think he wore dreads because he is 'crazy', but

Conformity is at the core of the fear of
diversity of which dreadlocks are
only one expression. Next time I will try to think
difference and

because he is uncared for. If he hail been cared

for, he would

probably have been wearing his

hair short, because his
that decision

on

carers

aloud about what it

would liave made

his behalf.

means to

vegetarian in

woman

be

older Black

an

meat-centcred/Male-

a

centered African culture.

African hair locks when it is

not

comhed. and

But let

conclude

by sharing some of the
why 1 decided to wear my hair in
dreadlocks. After a long fascination with African-

combing hair does not signify dirtiness or
uncleanness unless one has bought into the racist
lie, of course, that Black = evil, impurity,
not

other

me

reasons

Americans who

backwardness, smell, etc. But because of the

their hair dreaded,

wear

having

photograph of Alice Walker did it
Alice Walker is not only a leading

seen a recent

threat that locks pose to many

Africans who have
accepted the 'need' to conform to the 'civilised'
stereotypes set by the colonisers two centuries
ago, dreads are more easily dealt with by
marginalising those who wear them. And
interestingly, most people do not even realise
that they are making such associations based on
the assumption that a 'normal' person looks in a
certain way. in a way with which most

being Black and she
has celebrated her identity as a woman and as a
person through her writing.
Her most recent book entitled Possessing the
Secret of Joy - speak to the beauty as well as the
ugliness in African culture and the tragedy of

'conventional' Africans

Female

arc

most

for

The second

comfortable

set

of variables which

seem

to
Pic: Weal Films

a

rather dialectical fashion, is the

association of dreads with rebelliousness and

resistance. For

example, in Kenya there is

looking at

a recently published book on Dedan
Kimathi. which carries a picture of him on the
cover page, with his dreads intricately and
carefidly wrapped around his head - a crown of
glory and a statement of resistance against the
British colonisers. And 1 was struck by the fact
that when Kiogi WaMwere was released from
prison a few months ago. no comment (positive
or negative) was made about the liK'ks he wears
so proudly. Yet many Kenyans still associate
dreadliK'ks (when worn by anyone else who is
not defined as a political resister?) with many of
the negative stereotypes mentioned above.

In tenns of the association of locks with

illegality on the one hand and musical
acceptability on the other, the case of the late
Bob Mai ley speaks for itself. Because he sang of
resistance and the importance of Africans
regaining their identity and pride, Marley was
even

invited

to

the celebration of Zimbabwe's

independence celebrations in 1980. And whilst
if not all Zimbabweansenjoy Bob Marley's
music, the implicit association of dreads with the
smoking of ganja and/or with other illegal
activities (imagined or real) is persistent in the
minds of those very Zimbabweans and other
Africans when they meet someone 'ordinary'
wearing dreads. Increasingly, dreads are
considered acceptable among musicians, but the
negative associations of 'otherness' and
difference, rather than diversity and celebration,
persist.
most

Reflections and Remarks

Finally. I think that, forme, as an older African
ageism and gender biases immediately

woman,
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Whoopie Goldberg celebrates her African
hair through dreads

an

acceptance that part of the distinctiveness of the
Mau-Mau fighters was their dreaded hair. I was

writer, she is

as

much

an

Older Black

African Feminist who loves

with.
interface in

me.

woman

into play when both women and men meet
wearing dreads. Those who have often
dismissed my arguments for gender equality by
(quietly mumbled) phrases like 'she has finally
gone over the edge, and is really mad now'
simply confimi the arguments I have been making

Genital

Mutilation

(FMG)

euphemistically called ‘circumcision’.
1 know that increasing numbers of African
women and men
enjoy Alice Walker's writings,
and her book. Colour Purple, became even a
more popular movie, starring Whoopie
Goldberg.

come

Whoopie, by the way, wears her hair in gorgeous

me

dreads, and both

above about the association of locks with
'madness' and 'otherness'

for

especially in relation

And anyone

who fights consistently
gender equity knows that one of the most

to women.

common

‘insults'

is that she/he is crazy,

unmanageable, impossible, etc. 1 hate to think of
really mean for those
women who have accepted gendered inequity
and the resultant oppression. However, it is
important to note the association which most
what such sentiments

tend to make between

insistent

position
for a gendered redefinition of roles and identity,

men

an

and so-called madness, because this

clearly
speaks to the fear that such men (and some
women) have of confronting a different reality.
Recently, a male colleague who had just read

an

article 1 wrote

on women as conservators

of

biodiversity and indigenous knowledge fonns.
called me on the phone, and the first thing he said
was ‘Pat. you are nuts'. Almost without
thinking.
I retorted, 'don't forget the raisins'. He was
making reference to my gendered analysis of the
discipline. Of course it was a friendly call, and
we talked about how to sharpen the critique and
when to publish the paper, etc. but the question
that remained in my mind was 'why would a
colleague call another colleague, apparently to
congratulate her. and begin by saying 'you are
nuts'. Is it a gender issue? Are women who break
new' ground by making other women visible,
'nuts', especially if such women are wearing

women

celebrate African hair

through their dreads. Yet. 1 suspect that very few
Africans (women and men) reading Alice or
watching Whoopie, link the significance of their
hair to the message they are making in their
respective writing and acting. I have watched
Alice's locks grow over the past decade, and
have enjoyed the way she celebrated African
hair in her stories and poems. Wearing my hair
naturally is a way of re-connecting with the
African experience as a woman, and as a feminist.
That is more than enough reason to be proud of
my locks.
1 also wanted to test .social tolerance, or should
1 say

intolerance, especially within the petty
bourgeois ‘ intellectual’ class, and it has certainly
been a very interesting experience thus far. By
making the (my) personal (appearance) political,
1 think a challenge has been posed regarding
assumed stereotypes about appearance and an
apparently unproblematic concept of what is
African for both

women

and

men.

It is essential. 1 think, for Africans to discourse

about the whole

reality of being African now, on
and
globally, because
understanding those parts about ourselves which
we have tended to leave ‘on the margins’ of
social science, will become increasingly more
this

continent

critical

to

the

manner

millennium and how
in

seven

years

we

the year

conclude this

2 (KX)

-

time.O
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in which
we enter

a
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Family Studies (CAPS). Nairobi. Kenya
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A NEW PAN-AFRICAN JOURNAL
Africa World Review hopes to transcend the scholarship of cynicism and pessimism that saturates
discourse

on

Africa. Moreover, the accompanying

diagnosis of the

causes

media coverage and academic

of myriad of problems that confront the continent often

subject to inappropriate strategies which re-inforce the existing neo-colonial relationship between Africa and the West. It is in
recognition of this that ARIB is launching this journal as a forum for debate, discourse and contact between Africans and other interested
become

the problems and the way forward for Africa and Africans within a Pan-African framework.
fill the current vacuum in the critical analysis of the social, political and economic developments that directly and indirectly
affect Africa and Africans. Integral to our analysis will be an examination of the implications of unfolding world developments towards
our own progress. We thus do not see Africa as an island on its own but as part and parcel of democratic forces worldwide.
Specifically, the role of the Africa World Review is:
1. to provide an African publication that combines a rigorous standard of discussion on Africa's cultural, economic, social and political
development with accessible presentation.
2. to open its columns to critical disucssion and debate and become a medium for sharing the experience of Africans both on the
persons on

We aspire to

continent and the

3.

Diaspora.

committed to the total emancipation of African women in
full particpation of women in all spheres of life.

the belief that the fundamental transformation of any society requires the

valuable energies of African cultural activists.
regular features on current liberation struggles and mobilise support for campaigns which will enable us to enrich other
through shared experiences in order to build genuine solidarity.
6. to link the problems of Africa, whether they be in teh Diaspora or on the continent, to solutions that are in essence fundamentally
determined by Africans themselves.
7. to provide activists with a contact service to help each other as an mportant stepping stone towards concrete Pan-Africanism.
You can be involved in ARIB activities by critically reading us regularly, writing articles or letters, selling or sponsoring the journal and
advertising in it.
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BOOK REVIEWS

ANGOLA’S PROSPECTS FOR RECOVERY
Angola to 2 000: Prospects for Recovery, by Tony Hodges, The Economist Intelligent Unit
Reviewed by Brian Moyo
HE CAPTURE of Huambo,

Angola's
largest city by UNITA from
government forces recently, underlined
the country's predicament. The capture of the
town after a 56-day siege, has left an estimated
12,0(H) people dead and a paralysed social and

T

second

industrial

infrastructure.

compromise to be reached between the MPLA
government and UNITA even after colonial rule
i)

The tribal element and different political
ideologies are shown to have played an

(ii)

movements

leader.

way the liberation
defined their goals and pur-

political ends.
The beginning of the civil
between the liberation

debate at the present

for fact and data,

important role in the

second fiddle in a coalition government or
to assume the role of civilian opposition

sued their

circumstances, it may seem premature and even

time. However, Angola to
2 000 ,a research report recently published by
The Economist Intelligence Unit does just that.
The starting point and main thrust of this 170page report is that Angola is a country endowed
with rich natural resources like oil, gas, diamonds
and a wide range of crops. The export revenue
that could accrue from these products, needless
to .say, would place the country on good stead
and possibly make it the richest nation in Africa.
But, and this is the critical issue of the study,
peace needs to prevail before Angola can realise
such a potential and realistically enjoy the riches
that at present seem no more that a tantalising
dream for its war-ravaged people.
Tony Hodges, the author of this report has
approached his subject with a scholarly obsession

war

in 1975

movements

is shown

have

disrupted the economy by wrecking the manufacturing base in towns and
the agricultural sector in rural areas where
a large proportion of the rural
population
to

destabilised.

was

(iii) The role played by external forces like
South Africa and the US (on the side of
UNITA) and Cuba and the Soviet Union
(on the MPLA government’s side) is shown
to

have blown the

of

to Hodges’ study. The meeting of
minds between the contending forces and the

no sooner

detail.

factors which he considers

were

He

analy.ses the history of Portuguese rule in
Angola and probes the social injustices against
Africans which resulted in the birth of liberation
movements

like the

Popular Movements for the
Angola (MPLA), National Union
Independence of Angola (UNITA),

Liberation of
for the Total

and the National Front for the Liberation of

Angola (FNLA). As in most colonial states in
Africa, Angolan whites took the best lands and
submerged African education to the extent that
only 12 percent of African adults were literate in
1970. This is by no means a fresh perspective on
Angola's woes. That part of the country’s history
has been flogged many times before and hardly
needs re-telling.
But it is interesting to note that the author cites
three interrelated aspects of the Angolan conflict
to shed light into the perpetual nature of the long
drawn out war. This perhaps further illustrates
the hybridity of the central factors in the conflict
and shows why it was not easy for some kind of
Sapem April, 1993

One of the most telling pointers to Angola’s
economic

potential is the country’s
impressive performance in the years
preceding independence. The real GDP
growth rate (averaging 7.8 percent a year
between 1960 and 1974 aecording to the
World Bank) was one of the highest in

Angola’s problems,

according

destruction.

to

Thus, he starts by looking at the historical

Hodges’ approach to this obviously
question is fundamentally one of
statistical evaluation of the county’s potential
riches and potential investment that might be
expected to pour into Angola onee the country
has resolved its political problems. He writes:

tional furore with disastrous consequences.
crux

had the results been announced than

UNIT A declared them null and void and prepared
to

settle the issue on the battle front. Needless

to

.say, the issue is yet to be decided. The growing
number of casualties as the civil war reaches new

proportions, is of great concern in the international
community which is still trying to bring UNITA
to the negotiation table.
Hodges observes:
The

has left

legacy of deep mistrust
bordering on hatred,
between the protagonists. This problem,
which makes reconciliation extraodinarily
difficult, has got much worse since the
war

a

and bitterness,

events

that followed theelection.UNlTA’s

Africa.
He notes too that since

declaration of interest for investments worth
over

$2 billion (outside the oil

formal investment
measure

of the

potential for increased foreign

But

Hodges is realistic enough to point out
and potential investments are not
going to transform Angola into an economic
paradise overnight. He sees challenging
dimensions to the economy and potential hurdles
lurking in the background, quite apart from the
fact that Angola will have to undergo major
that peace

rehabilitation works before it

can

even

start

contemplating recovery.
The war displaced over 8()0.(XX) people, forced
some 425.(X)() Angolans to seek
refuge in
neighbouring countries, and left the country with
the large.st number of amputees relative to its
population, compared with any country in the
world. The
and

fears and hatred.... A

industry) and
proposals worth $5()()ni. "a

investment."

withdrawal from the FAA and its

way to cruder ethnic

January 1990, foreign

investors, mainly from Portugal, have submitted

rejection of the election results, its

subsequent offensive fuel led MPLA fears
that UNITA is untrustworthy... Worse
still, political antagonism may be giving

Angola’s

controversial

proportion and turned what was initially a
localised conflict into a complex internaTherein lies the

are

prospects for recovery'.’

political differences be-

pivotal and
influential in thrusting Angola into its present
flux of bitter political rivalry and wanton

admirable attention

much that it bristles with

Given this scenario, what then

tween UNITA and the MPLA out of all

political trust that is needed from all sides of the
political spectrum in the building of a new Angola
is evidently lacking as has been the ca.se in all
previous attempts. The recent elections seemed
to offer the country the best chance of digging
itself out of the political and economic mire. But

.so

problem is that Mr Savimhi
personally seems unable to rise to the
challenge of national reconciliation. He
has appeared unwilling either to play

had ended in the country,

Thus, under the

presumptuous for any talk of Angola’s prospects
of economic recovery to be a subject of serious

related

war

also resulted in the destruction

abandoning of schools, clinics and other
study estimated
Angola’s total war-related GDP losses

social infrastructure. One UN
that

between 1980 and 1988

were

aroundS27billion.O
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SADCC
SADCC: A Political and Economic

A SURVEY

—

Survey by Tom Ostergaard, Copenhagen. DANIDA, 1990.

REVIEWED BY LLOYD JOHN CHING'AMBO

OMING AFTER The SADCC:

Beyond
Transportation, The Challenge of
Industrial Cooperation (1989). this book
reveals Tom Ostergaard's continued interest in
Southern Africa and his attempts to highlight
some of the fundamental problems that afflict it.
This is an interesting little book to read. Unlike

C

the earlier book which

is not and

was more

focused, this

lot of ground

for a book
space of ten short chapters, it
tackles all the important aspects of the Southern
Africa Development Coordination Conference
(SADCC) likely to be of interest to the reader,
namely: its geography and population; history
both before and after political independence;
foreign policies of SADCC, South Africa and the
superpowers and how these have shaped and
influenced events in the region; SADCC's
vulnerability vis-a-vis South Africa’s National
Total Security System; the origins, structure of
SADCC and how it functions; and lastly, its
heavy dependence on foreign aid.
Despite its comprehensive coverage of issues,
the book can essentially be broken down into
three interlocking parts. Part one focuses on the
major factors that, in the author's analysis, have
hampered the realisation of the SADCC
objectives. These factors include, inter alia,
different political ideologies, historical legacies
or "colonial heritage" (such as; dependence on
one

of its size. In

covers a
a

into trouble because of the difficulties associated

should instead be viewed in its total context,

with

putting less emphasis on reduction ofdependence
which everyone knows is virtually impossible

trying to politically resolve issues of
polarisation, capital tfight. etc, from
smaller and poorer economies which are
competitively at a disadvantage because ofhaving
fewer and perhaps badly developed poles of
growth.
And if this factor is coupled w ith ideological
industrial

differences [in SADCC. there is an incredible
range

of; Marxist-Leninism (Angola); military

Botswana suffer from
persistent balance of payments deficits and
crippling debt problems.
Moreover, all of them, with the exception of
moderate industrial base,

primary commodity producers and largely
rely on one or just a few commodity exports.
This is hardly the basis for a viable programme
of regional co-operation. Underthese conditions,
countries are more likely to be concerned more
with their own welfare than regional ones. It is
therefore no surpri.se that SADCC has found
effective integration/co-operation elusive.

great extent, depended on the Nordic countries,

a

categorisation, highlights
significance of Denmark's aid programme.

The

Contradictory Basis of SADCC
Co-operation

The book presents an intractable dilemma
which has confronted SADCC from the very

beginning. Among the various obstacles to
integration noted, uneven economic development
is singled out as one of the most inhibiting to
economic co-operation. The reason for this is
simply that this factor is a double-edged sword.
It is both "a reason for regional co-operation and
amajorcon.strainton it...”. Attempts to integrate
countries at different levels of development run

50

some

considerable

against all the odds, in

global recession in the early 1980s

extremely hostile environment [such

an

as

increasing hostility and destabilisation from
Africa], SADCC survived, consolidated

including achieving international
recognition and indeed, managed to create a
strong foundation for future co-operative
arrangements of a supra-national nature. The
recent

transformation of SADCC into the

Southern African

Development Community
fit this general argument.
[The book does not actually u.se this particular
term but is implied in the general argument]. The
book stresses the point that SADCC's Programme
of Action has led to significant "inflow of aid
than would have been the case"
through
traditional aid channels. The book further points
out, and with great emphasis, that SADCC has
also managed to inculcate the feeling of regional
identity among the member states; that, despite
major political differences among some states,
they all now see themselves as:
(SADC),

.seems to

are

and within this broad

the

and

itself

addition, all except

that everything considered.

For instance,

the fomi of

South

Zimbabwe which has

a

successes.

(Mozambique and Tanzania); parliamentary
democracy(Botswana); kingdom monarchy
where political parties are not allowed
(Swaziland); one-party state (Zambia)], you
have, potentially, very conflicting development
perspectives. He argues that different national
ideologies will invariably manifest themselves,
in various fomis, in national development projects
or programmes thereby undemiining regional
co-operation. Among the nine SADCC countries
(the book deals with Namibia only marginally),
three are among the poorest countries in the
world (Malawi, Mozambique and Tanzania). In

South Africa in various forms), differentlevels

the extent to which SADCC's survival has, to

The book argues

SADCC has achieved

diclatorship(Lesotho): one-party state socialism

of

development, the region's geography (which
is firmly linked to the historical legacies) which
thwarts any attempts by SADCC to de-link from
South Africa. Part two provides "the basic
understanding necessary toevaluate..." SADCC.
The third part analyses the aid issue and examines

due to the "stark realities" noted above.

Successes and Failures of SADCC
The book poses one

call

I havingI common problems that
for common action. Politicians and

learnt to think
regional, because of SADCC, they have
frequent contact with their colleagues.
Formal and informal ties have been
made and problems have been solved,
through negotiations, before they grew
intractable. (p.60).
government officials have

However, this statement exaggerates

of the central themes this book is about. The

the facts
reality on the ground. SADCC is not as close
as this statement suggests. True, there have been
examples of common action but equally, there
are many disturbing occurrences between
SADCC members that suggest anything but

book laments the

closeness. There

fundamental question
regarding the assessment of the achievements
and/or failures of SADCC, This is: "On what
basis [should] a fair assessment

of SADCC’s

achievement be made?" This question

want to

view

forms one

tendency by analysts to always

or assess

SADCC in temrs of its

lack ofit, mainly

in terms of "reducing"
South .Africa, ignoring
completely the fact that the objectives of SADCC
are not narrow but broad. He argues that SADCC
success or

its

dependence

on

and

suspicions of

are

various tensions and

general nature between some
states that refuse to go away despite attempts to
solve them. One could even argue that ab.sence
of the triad of commonality (lack of common
information, common interpretation of
a
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information and common values within SADCCl

And in terms of regional

has been

account

a

achieve its

key factor in SADCC’s failure to

for at least

for the SADCC's

originat agenda.

SADCC and the South African F’actor

out as

providing

Overall, there
In

reviewing the perfonnance of SADCC, the

book concedes that SADCC's efforts

to

break

South Africa's economic

stranglehold on its
economies have only achieved modest progress.
It highlights particularly that South Africa's quest
to dominate the region, for reasons of its own
survival, meant that when SADCC
it faced

there

a

was

multitude of obstacles. On

factors such

created,

one

hand,

different

political
ideologies, different levels of development, small
were

as:

and weak economic bases, etc. On the other

hand, it had

to contend

had

no

book. These

are:

projects, these countries

quarter of the funds secured

projects. Denmark is singled
sizable proportion of this aid.
three distinct Nordic (and

are

Denmark) aspects

of aid to SADCC noted in the
bilateral aid [this does not

SADCC with the result that the issues

only
depth to
them at all. On the other hand, this is its appeal.
Because it is a small factual book, and quite easy
to read, people, particularly the
busy type, NGOs
and the like, are bound to find it especially useful
than the usually voluminous (and often

marginally considered, with hardly

necessarily involve SADCC|: the Nordic/

convoluted) academic

SADCC initiative; and

One

finally, direct support to
SADCC projects. From the infonnation this book
gives,

no one can

fail to appreciate the obvious

fact that SADCC could not survive without

suspect that this is precisely the objective it seeks
achieve. And the fact that the book carries a
Danida label

seems to

suggest that it is intended

by volunteers

as a sort of infonnation
pack. If this is what the author .set out to achieve,
use

then he has succeeded in his task

Conclu,sion

Finally, for a book of this size, the author has
perhaps too hard to cover every aspect of

tried

to get

to

for

an interesting irony,
really,
organisation that prides itself on its
independence.

ones one comes across.

the infonnation contained in this little book. 1

for

an

are

any

usually needs to read several books

external aid. This is

with South Africa's

highly destructive policies of destabilisation
encapsulated in the "Total Strategy" which was
just moving into high gear. The non-aggression
pacts signed between South Africa and some of
SADCC states point to the effectiveness and
success of the "Total Strategy". Thus, SADCC

a

a

Lloyd John Cming'ambo is
in Internalional Relations

a

at

quite well.O

Visiting Research Fellow
SAFES Trust

real chance to succeed.

Foreign Aid and Problems of
Dependency
This is

TYPESETTING AND
ORIGINATION

rather balanced

pre.sentation of facts
SADCC's dependence on
foreign aid. The book rightly notes that the issue
of aid is one of the major criticisms levied against
a

and arguments on

SADCC. It reveals that almost 90% of SADCC's

projects requires foreign funding, thus
establishing the element of "total dependency"
which, some critics argue, makes the organisation

ATTENTION TO ALL OUR NEW AND
OLD CUSTOMERS!!!

"contradiction". On one hand, SADCC seeks to
reduce its dependence on the Western world, on
a

the other, it is

quite willing to take aid from it.
completely forgetting or ignoring the fact that
aid creates new ties of dependence. Besides,
there is the everpresent dangerthat over-reliance
on aid would
inevitably allow donors to exercise
undue intluence on SADCC's policy and project
formulation
thereby undermining its
independence necessary for determining its
development priorities. As the famous saying
goes: "He who pays the Piper calls the tune." In
other words, because the donors control the

choose to exercise the power of
and projects.
But the author rather deftly and persuasively
deals with this apparent contradiction and argues
that donor influence is not "inherently a negative
thing, [that] it may (actually) promote the
adoption of more appropriate policies." He points
too that SADCC's
independence is not forfeited;
because it co-operates with a large number of
donors, it may actually have increased its
purse,

they

may

veto over programmes

independence.
A

key point to highlight here is that much of

the aid

comes

from Nordic countries under the

Nordic/SADCC Initiative.

provide nearly

a

Nordic countries
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SAFES RESEARCH

SOUTHERN AFRICA IN THE YEAR 2000 : AN
OVERVIEW AND RESEARCH AGENDA
IBBO MANDAZA

The f()ll()wiiii> paper urn presented at the SAFES Trust
Fifth

Anniversary Annual

Colhuptiuni, Southern Africa in the Year 2000, Harare, 14-18 March, 1993

colonial situation' There remains the need to
draw a close
relationship between imperialist
colonialist domination, the world view borne out
of it. and the current

Introduction: Some

Methodolottical

Is.sues
The Research

Programme which is being
launched through this Colloquium isnot intended
as some kind of
scenario-building exercise. Its
main purpose is to develop a
methodology
through which to understand the current
historical, political, social and economic
processes in Southern Africa; to study these
processes through detailed enquiries at the
national and sub-regional levels; and to relate all
this to the global context,
particularly in this
post-Cold War erd,lo the international economic
crisis and

to the

so-called New World Order. A

study of this type will be inevitably imbued with
value-judgements and even ideological and
political expectations; and to some extent, a
scenario will be imputed already from both the
kind of analysts that constitute the SAPES/
SARIPS Research Network and the thrust of the
work .so far produced in the Institute. But the

pursuit of scholarship (and truth and knowledge)
requires that even the most interested analyst
should seek

to develop a
methodology through
comprehend social reality, not least as
a pre-condition to
change and transform that
reality.

which to

The need for

appropriate methodology
cannot be exaggerated with
respect to a Southern
an

Africa wherein contention has been less about
the historical and social reality that confronts the

analyst than the mode of interpretation that is a
consequence of politically-inspired pre-

disposition as to what to expect of the future.
Sadly, whether it be from the right or left, from
M'/nVe or War/:, contemporary
Africa reflect
realm of what

studies of Southern
largely wishful thinking — the
ought to he — than a realistic

into the

pre-disposition and thinking of interested
parties and factors in the Southern African
situation. In

earlier paper.- we

highlighted the
dispel such misconceptions of the
historical process as might emerge in some of
these studies while however
acknowledging that
such viewpoints do constitute such an
important
an

need to

factor

as

to

influence the

current

debate,

perceptions and even policy considerations, about
the sub-region in general and South Africa in
particular. The more crucial, therefore, that our
own
mere

research programme

should not constitute

counter-statements, assertions made

more

on the basis of conviction and a
belief in the
inevitability of victory. Our analyses should seek

only to understand the bases of such thinking
characterise the statements of the other side,

not
as

but also

provide a more informed framework
through which both the policy-maker and activist
can

better understand and

thereby intervene in a
manner that will
yield better prospects for peace
and development in the sub-region.

Reviewing the Research Programme

on

Southern Africa in the 1990s
The SAPES/SARIPS Re.search

Agenda for
previous two years will have to be assessed in
this Colloquium on the basis of the
foregoing. It
was, perhaps, inevitable that the Southern Africa
in the I99()s programme would
begin by trying
to dispel the conventional and liberal
conception
of Southern Africa, exposing its fallacies and
offering an alternative interpretation of the history
and development of the sub-region. In
doing so.
we
highlighted the two alternative and. in some
respects, even contradictory conceptions. On the
one hand, the conventional
conception of the
sub-region as a subsystem of the international
system; developed on the basis of the imperiali.st
colonialist conquest that also gave rise to the
goal of creating a white dominion in Southern
Africa; and upon which has grown in turn a
widely-held perception, at home and abroad,
the

appraisal of the historical process. This is
particularly so with respect to such futuristic
studies' as are being churned out within and
without the sub-region.. All these studies are
important for our own research programme in
that, apart from the useful research data and

that the decolonisation exercise had to be
somewhat modified to yield what we have

infonnation therein,

elsewhere
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they al.so provide an insight

categorised

as

the post-white settler

policy initiatives that have
thepost-apartheui
Southern Africa scenario. Accordingly, we had a
duty as concerned analysts to point at the real
danger that the euphoria, generated at home and
abroad ever since de Klerk’s
speech of 2nd
February, 1990 and the subsequent release of
Nelson Mandela and other political
prisoners,
might confuse and even conceal the real issues
tended to influence and define

about the conflict in Southern Africa. As
interested

parties in this process of change, we
goal of a so-called non-racial and
democratic South Africa as a superimposition of
viewed the

an

idealistic international liberalism that has

historically been either unable

or

unwilling to

ackno w ledge the nature and content of the conflict
in that country.

Conceived in these terms, nonAfrica appeared
part and parcel of the post-apartheid
sloganeering, nay even an ideology, designed to
racial and democratic South

conceal the fundamental contradictions. Hence
the concept of post-apartheid had become in the

199()s

virtually an infectious ideology,
mainly by liberal academicians

manufactured
and

politicians in white South Africa, and in
community, and
increasingly imbibed by African nationalists
themselves, including official circles. Vorpostapartheid offered a new vista, an apocalyptic
vision of a future to be bom
virtually overnight,
and ushering in not
only a non-racial and
democratic South Africa, but also a new regional
sections of the international

order based on closer economic cooperation
between South Africa and the other countries of
Southern Africa.
The Southern Africa in the I99()s
programme
sought to expose the central flaw in the postapartheid futuristic studies: the tendency to
presume change while explaining neither the
process nor the parameters of it; a futuristic view

seeking to sustain itself by trying to conceal the
historical, economic and political factors that
have

togethercontributed towards the definition
Africa and Southern Africa as we know
it today; a view that should
dissipate in the face
of a reality that is already characterised
by bloody
violence and the complex struggle. Indeed, our
alternative approach sought to re-define the subregion in terms of the African struggle, its quest
for the resolution of the National (Colonial)
of,South
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Question, and the recovery of African

history

dignity of the African person.
Accordingly, it became almost essential to the
analytic framework to highlight the nature of the
struggle itself, the role of the Frontline States, the
objectives of the PTA and SADC, and virtually
everything and anything that tended to project a
counterpoise to the conventional conception of
Africa and Southern Africa.
But in assessing the Southern Africa in the
1990s research programme, we have to consider
the

and

transcended the
counter-statements to the

of comprehending such processes as
represented by the African Nationalist
Struggle itself, the Frontline States and the SADC/
PTA. The political strength of this struggle is
other way

also

a

it." As it turns out, this was less a statement

of intent than

a

reflection of the reality and

Struggle in
imperialism and

of the African Nationalist

realm of

this

of the dominance of

conception of Southern Africa and
A major component of the
has been devoted to the review of

the current process.

programme

regional cooperation, particularly SADCC. Due
to a legal dispute with the SADC Secretariat, the
main study — SADCC: The First Ten Years* —
has not been published yet but does constitute an
important insight into the history and
development of the regional cooperation
enterprise in this sub-region, the nature and
content and inter-state relations, and the enduring
role of the imperialist-colonialist legacy.
Likewise, the sectoral studies which SAPES
commissioned; Transport and Communications;'

Agriculture;' Mining' and Economic
Integration.* All these studies are a great
improvement on the earlier benchmark study"

Food and

which SAPES concluded for the 1989

Gaborone

Colloquium. The latterprojected mostly adetailed
critique of regional cooperation, decrying the
extent to which SADCC reflected in its origins
and development the hegemonic role of
international capital and imperialism. Both the
African struggle itself and regional cooperation
were assessed according to an ideal model of
liberation, a model and ideal bom out of the
radical euphoria of the 1970s. It was largely a
lament, signifying nothing more than a failure to
comprehend the complexity of the historical
process against which there can be no balance
sheet of failure and success. There are no
in history;

failures

only lessons to be learnt! The Southern

Africa in the 1990s programme sought to support
the analytic framework with strong empirical
evidence on the nature and content of regional

cooperation and integration. Notwithstanding
the major achievements made in some of these
sectors,

the main conclusion of the research

would suggest that regional
cooperation in Southern Africa remains largely
a political e.vpression rather than an economic
agenda.There has emerged the realisation that
regional cooperation and integration exercises in
Africa need to be viewed as essentially a function
of political struggle on the part of the Africans of
the sub-region, challenging and seeking to
programme

transform

a

conventional Southern Africa that

largely been defined in terms of the political
symbols that signify the very basis
the domination of the African. There is no

era

international finance

capital.

The Post-Colonial State,
and Human
The SAPES/SARIPS

Democracy
Rights

experience has led us

quite logically into the acknowledgement that

regional cooperation — and even the issue of
and security—will have to be considered
in relation to this struggle itself and to the nature
and content of the post-colonial state. It has
prompted the self-evaluation of a methodology
which might have been more of a polemic, bom
out of the liberation euphoria and nostalgia of
hope of the t970s, than an analytic framework
that seeks to explain this complex historical
process. There is every reason to emphasise the
primacy of the struggle, even in 1993, and.

peace

therefore, also to insist that the resolution of the

processes

The last two decades have witnessed immense

sought to capture the many facets of a debate that
has so pre-occupied African scholarship; and the
various national studies'- are designed to
elaborate and critique current theories and works
on the subject, while simultaneously developing
new insights that wilt enhance a greater
understanding of this complex animal — the
post-colonial state: including, if we accept the
utility of the concept, its post-white settler
colonial variant. But with the publication of each
of the National Studies in the SAPES Series, it
becomes increasingly obvious, for some of us,
that we need to return to a more detailed analysis
of the spectre of colonialism itself. For better or
worse, the SAPES/SARIPS network reflects
largely that radical africana stream of thought,
bom out of African nationalism and
Frantz Fanonian mould that

its related

emphasised and

dichotomised two world views, and even tvi'o
worlds. What Frantz Fanon himself described
This

(colonial)

world

in

divided

as:

compartments, this world cut into two
inhabited by two different species.'-’

.

.

largely

an

inheritance of the colonial

compradorian in character;
and, on the other, the implicit expectation, on the
part of the analyst, that the same state should
develop a capacity to institute development,
induce democracy and respect human rights.

progress in the study of the post-colonial state.
The State and Democracy research project" has

and economic
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which is

situation, weak and

conviction.

has

of

historical determination: on the one hand, a state

that require a dynamic
analytic framework, beyond ideological and/or
political posture, beyond mere assertions of
are

—

categories that have been traditionally employed
in an‘d\ysing post-colonial society. For example,
the analysts in general have so far failed to take
us beyond this stultifying paradox and even

National Question remains firmly on the agenda.
But these

reality

imperfect and incomplete in relation to
its original goal and objective of creating two
distinct worlds, permanently so and forever
unequal. It sought to re-defme the economic,
political, social and cultural life of the peoples so
colonised. Colonialism sought to create a new
situation, what Georges Balandier aptly temied
the colonial situation.'* a new political, economic,
social and cultural complexity, incomplete in
terms of the process of transforming (precolonial) African society, and yet, in the same
vein, a scenario against which societies so touched
could never be the same again. An
acknowledgement of all this would also lead into
a modification of the alternative approach that
we have Just outlined; warn of the danger of
equating the process of struggle with the very
goal — liberation — of the struggle: recall that
the concept of neo-colonialism itself denotes the
incompleteness of the de-colonisation process,
and more so the post-white settler colonial
situation: and point to the need to re-examine
and re-consider some of the concepts and

however

in part for the manner in which these
struggles have almost always conformed to the
Nkrumahist adage, “Seek ye first the political
kingdom, and all other things shall he added

essence

conventional

conquest did .seek to impose a new

accounts

unto

was a

colonialism and neo-colonialism. Colonial

reflection of its economic weakness; and

whether the studies therein have
mere

conceptualisation reflective
hardly of the historical reality that has been
But this

are

.

Democracy, Civil Society and the State:
Focus

on

(fender and Social

Movements
But this is

an

aspect that

afflicts the debate on

“Democracy in Africa” in general, turning into a
fad

especially in the West, a distraction from the

real fundamental issues that constitute the African

Crisis. It remains

firmly part of the research

agenda to examine the African Crisis more
closely, in terms of the colonial legacy, the
nature of the relationship between the external
and internal factors, and, with

regard to the

latter, both the composition and relation of forces
between them. The role and

capacity of the
“grassroots” and “social
movements”
has to be assessed objectively,
eschewing the temptation to romanticise their
significance to the point where such analyses
inadvertently coincide with the “destatization"
goal of such elements in the West as the World
Bank/lntemational Monetary Fund. For, if it is

dominated classes

—

—
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acknowledged that the/)av/-(Y>/r)/iw/ito/<’is here
stay for the time being, the question hinges
essentially on the Sto/c-CnvVSm /Wv relationship,
the methodology whereby to define each of these

including the related themes, “Development
Policy”, “Regional Cooperation: Issues on Peace
and Security”, and "Issues on Economic
Integration".

to

components, and the conditions under which
such

relationship constitutes and equates the
historical and developmental prtK-ess out of which
democracy should emerge and prosper.

I

I

These are some of the key questions that have
pre-occupied two other projects ot'Tlic Slate and
Democracy at SAPES/SARIPS. The project on
"The History of Liberation Struggle in Southern
Africa”" is designed to take us back to history, in
a manner

that would also prompt a self-evaluation

of radical Africana:

dispel some of the illusions
born more out of ideological
zeal than concrete analysis of the historical
process: and establish a more meaningful
relationship, if any, between the period of the
Liberation Struggle (including an analysis of the
form, content of the armed .'itnii’t’le itself) on the
and misconceptions

hand. and. on the other, the nature of both the

one

(post-colonial) slate and the civil society that
emerged out of it. The emphasis now is on the
content

(the class composition of the Liberation

Movement, the various classes, groups and
elements therein) than

on

the

form (the broad

dcfm'iUonofthe African nalionalisl-WIdle.settler
colonial contradiction). The

the

Development Policy Dialogue, Regional
Cooperation and Economic Integration

a

project feeds into
"Democracy, Civil Society and the

one on

Stale: Social Movements in Southern

Africa".'"

A

major weakness of the SAPES/SARIPS
programme has been the lack of an economic
policy analytic framework within which to
understand the problems of regional cooperation
and integration. The sectoral studies on SADCC
referred to above did

help to enrich the Southern
Africa in the 1900s Research Programme,
infusing it with data and economics related
information without which the
confined

subject remained
largely to broad political statements of

intent. But not until the launch of The Debt and

Structural Adjustment."'
SARIPS
The

project was the SAPES/

fimily in the field of economic policy.

project has produced

a

composite study

on

regard, the Gender project has been a major
resource in the
study of "The State and
Democracy” and reflects the interventionist role
of sister colleagues in the SAPES/SARIPS
network, seeking toengenderthe SAPES research
process as a whole. The project has completed its
first two years and now graduates into a
programme. The major focus during these last
two years has been the establishment of a
regional
network, identification of priority areas, and
developing a conceptual and theoretical
framework of gender research within the context
of Southern Africa. The book"

is evidence of

work well done

by the memhers of the SAPES
Gender Research Committee and the project
coordinator/editor, Ruth Meena.
In

general, the panels

on

Movements will constitute

Gender and Social

major part of the
Colloquium this year, and bring with them a rich
a

collection of scholars and activists. It

promises
forum within which to consider
more
closely "The State and Democracy” theme
it.self and how this influences and inveighs the
larger study. Southern Africa in the Year 2000.
to

provide

a
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nationally
thorough discussion
and precise and unambiguous
policy
recommendations. The fora will attempt toexploit
the unique experiences of the participants and
the comparative experiences of other countries
from within and without the sub-region.
Therefore, the main objective of all this is to
or

regionally,

to allow for

contribute towards the resolution of the economic

problems confronting the countries in the subregion, in the strong belief that these problems
cannot be resolved by the market alone as is often
the explicit assumption of .structural adjustment
There is need to establish an
institutional vehicle that would facilitate informed

programmes.

manner

especially in the Southern African

contemporary demcx-'ratic struggles and to
political and economic developments. In this

Each forum will be based on a narrowly

important, it has provided the basis for the
an Economic
Policy Division
as a key element of SARIPS. The
major task of
the Economic Policy Division has been to
combine the "Debt and Structural Adjustment”
project within a broader programme on
Development Crisis and Economic Policy.-''
aimed at investigating the specific and general
establishment of

relative

movements, in tenns of theircrucial contributions

process.

defined economic issue of importance

discussions and

conditions of the African economic crisis,

to

community, labour groups, civil groups
community in periodic fora, to
share and discuss ideas pertaining to
key
economic problems and issues with a view to
infonning the policy-making and implementation

SAPs,''' based on four case studies: Tanzania,’"
Zambia,-' Malawi” and Zimbabwe.’’ More

in the latter

project's objective to address the
neglect of research into social

business

and the donor

context: and

can

exploration of the way in which
intervene in the economy in a

compatible with and facilitative of market
imperatives aimed at promoting increased

structural diversification of the economies and

increased

equity. Hence the appropriate title of
particular theme in this Colloquium is,
"Development Policy: Beyond Structural
Adjustment”. The discussion will be based largely
on the review of SAPs in the
sub-region, but it
will be closely related to Guy Mhone’s
paper on
this

“Differential

Economic

Structures

and

TTie Economic Policy programme will,
through

Development Agenda and the Quest for Regional
Cooperation in Southern Africa”. This places the
discussion on regional cooperation and economic
integration squarely in the context of economic
policy. Mhone’s work is an attempt to provide,
perhaps, the first real model for the economic
integration process. The SARIPS Economic
Policy Team will seek to elaborate this theme
and model, relate it to
Chinyamata Chipeta’s
study on “Issues in Macro-Economic Policy and

combination of interactive models of

Practice” and BetheuI Setai’s paper on

then seeks

to

generate a broad

policy framework
constituency in
promoting an efficiently articulated economy
that provides accumulation and employment
opportunities. With regard to the latter, the
Economic Policy Division has Just completed a
major study on The Infomtal Sector in Southern
that has

a

macro-economic

Africa."

a

the state

“The

cooperative field re.seaadi. training workshops
and seminars, deal with questions of employment

Post-Apartheid Economic Framework”.

creation, investment and economic refonn in the

economic

context

of current

political changes, both within
region and globally. It is hoped that this
re.search programme will lay the basis in this
Colloquium for the development of a Southern
the

African Think Tank

on

the economy,

linking

with other research groups on the continent
(e.g.
with Samir Amin’s project in the Third World

Forum, and CODESRIA) and

internationally

(e.g. with the World Institute for Development
Re.searcher [WIDER] based in Helsinki). The
programme will also launch an Economic Policy
Forum Series, aimed at
economic

bringing together
policy-makers and implementers,

academic researchers, and

representatives of the

Likewise, sectoral studies will be related

to

this

policy analytic framework, with Dan

Ndlela’s work

on

the SADC/PTA

relationship

seeking to find common denominators between
these two organisations: and Xolile Guma’s study
ofthe Southern Africa Customs Union
providing
some lessons
and important institutional
features
for the proposed Southern Africa
Economic Community.
It is our hope that the Southern Africa in the
Year 2000 programme — particularly the Team
on Economic
Cooperation and Integration —
will be of use to the sub-region,
particularly the
—

—

PTA and SADC Secretariats. It is vital that the
latter utilise such

indigenous skills and expertise
regional cooperation venture is to be
sustained effectively.
if the
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Regional Cooperation: Issues in Peace
and Security
The SARIPS Team

on

Peace and

Security has

Security
Policy. As in the case ofthe Economic
Policy Forum. SARIPS believes that issues of
peace and security cannot be confined to the
also \aunchedaPuhlic Policy Forum on
and Foreign

academic circles of lecture halls and seminar
rooms;

policy discourse on such issues has to be

sustained, reinforced and transcended in a manner

impact on policy. There
within government,
the business community, and the academic and
civil society, if only a formalised and sustainable
open forum for the exchange of ideas can be
established in this area. Th is is the main objective
of the work being undertaken by Mafa
Sejanamane and Severine Rugumanu. Both
provide, as evidenced in this Colloquium, a
useful framew ork for the study of key security
issues in the sub-region; and complement Sam
Nolutshungu's important contribution on
that would meaningfully

is a wealth of experience from

“Southern Africa in the Global Context". The
S APES/S ARIPS programme on Southern Africa
in the I99()s has done well to monitor events in

sub-region, highlighting some of these in the
Southern Africa Political and Economic Monthly
iSAPEM). in the African Association of Political
Science (AAPS) Forum, or in the SAFES Public
Forum. But the Peace and Security Programme
was launched fomrally by Mafa Sejanamane's
research papet^'’ on the subject in September
1991. This was followed by another contribution
by Severine Rugumamu-’ later that year, as part

the

work for the launch of this
programme on Southern Africa in the Year2000.
The planning workshop for the latter was held in
June, 1992-" and the various papers presented
then provided a useful background for the kind
of the preparatory

of work for which

we

meet

in this

Colloquium.

Towards Southern Africa in the Year
2000

Colloquium is not
scenario-building
exercise. The Research Programme seeks to
As stated at the onset, this

intended

as

some

kind of

Southern Africa
through an analytic framework that takes into
account the historical, political, social and
economic proces.ses at play. Viewed objectively
and concretely, the historical process should not
allow for wild imagination and fantasy. Besides,
the year 2000 is only seven years away; and even
if the most tumultuous were to happen, it cannot
be outside the realm of the historical and political
realities that confront us today. But how might
we summarise the current conjuncture in a manner
that might satisfy the imagination of those so
curious about the unknown or given to crystalgazing? We will be brief.
The post-colonial state is going to be with us
for a long time yet, firmly in the control of an
understand contemporary

.36

increasingly compradorian petit bourgeoisie,
hegemonised by international
finance capital (and the G7), and sustained by a
political and ideological framework in which the

buttressed and

wage-earning and peasant classes are
hegemonised. Therefore, the post-colonial state
will remain essentially bourgeois in orientation,
and

as

such,

an

affirmation of the fact that the

agenda of the African nationalist
struggle was emhourgeoisement. seeking to "take
over" (literally) from the white setter bourgeoisie.
The content and direction of the civil society will
continue for the foreseeable future to be pervaded
by this dominant ideological and political
dominant

framework of the post-colonial .state: and. in
political terms, will continue to be largely
dominated by the class interests of the petit
bourgeoisie and eompradorian classes. Factional
competition within this class will remain the
order of the day, in pursuit of state power and/or
the means of primitive accumulation. But, in
general, the petit bourgeoisie will be the major
determinant in the conduct of the post-colonial
.state, in a manner designed to ensure that the
latter fulfils the economic interests and bourgeois
aspirations of that class.
Such social movements
student

as

wage-earners,

organisations and professional groups,

in stature and organisational capacity
coming years, providing an important
vehicle for ever increasing impact on the postcolonial state, for democracy and human rights.
will grow
in the

But for the medium term, neither of these

will constitute

an

forces

alternative power base to the

petit bourgeois ruling group.
Increasingly compradorian in character, and
therefore more and more responsive to the
international campaign for democracy and human
rights, the post-colonial state might find itself
.stronger in the medium term, co-opting this or
that group, as part of the political process and in
response to the need for a nation-building exercise
whose main objective will remain that of
reconciling various factions and/or sections of
the petit bourgeoisie.
The relative success of nation-building

dominant

exercises in such countries as Tanzania, Zambia,
the BLS countries, Zimbabwe and even Namibia,

“stability" in those
inevitably become a major
pre-occupation in the course of this decade in
such less “stable" countries as Angola,
Mozambique. Malawi and South Africa. Both
the growth of the African middle class and its

does account for the relative
countries. But it will

greater access to
will be
because

a

political and economic arena

major factor in this regard. Precisely
of the ever-present danger of ethnic

conflict in Southern Africa, nation-building —
as the process of reconciling the (petit bourgeois
middle cYM^Icompradorian) representatives of
the various “ethnic" or “tribal" groups — will

a central feature of the political process
post-colonial state. It is sheer selfindulgence — or a failure to acknowledge past
errors in the interpretation of the historical process
on the part of some analysts-'' — to dismiss
nation-building exercises in Africa. For the truth

become
in the

is that,

were

it not for the relative

success

in this

regard. Africa might now be in a worst state than
the “tribal” situations of Eastern Europe. The
nation-state remains firmly on the agenda of
post-colonial Africa, including the countries of
Southern Africa in general and South Africa in
particular.
The South Africa (National) Question, and the
process of its resolution, will continue todominate
the Southern African scene. The process will
continue to be characterised by the following
contradictions, as pointed out in an earlier paper
on the subject;

!

rectify three centuries ofcolonial
up.setting
the very historical, political and economic
bases upon which the Southern African
subsystem has been built! How on the

How to

and racial domination without

one

hand,

to

seek

to

resolve the Land

in which 87% is
occupied by a white minority
that con.stitutes only 4% ofthe population
and. on the other, still hope to leave the
structure of production intact. How to
address the problem of wages and
improved conditions oflivingfor the mass
ofthe people while enduring that the rate
ofcapitalist e.xploitation remains constant.
How to pursue the democratisation of the
education and health systems without
building a budget deficit that will in turn
distort the economy and enhance
unemployment and social unre.st. In short,
how to pursue the objectives of liberation
including that of the restoration of the
dignity of the African person after
centuries of white domination — without
falling victim to white-mad at home and
Question in

a country

owned and

—

I

abroad.’"
I

African Question will be
resolved in due course in the process of nationbuilding, and in the context of the kind of the
But

even

the South

nation-state cake that will be moulded out of this

dispensation. The “ethnic” issues will decline in

prominence,

correspondigly

with

the

of the nation-state, the
reconciliation of competing factions and sections
in the African middle class and compradorian
aspirants, and the immense opportunities for
embourgeoisement for an African petit
bourgeoisie with greater prospects for “taking

development

over” from the whites. As in Zimbabwe, the

factor in South Africa will decline in
importance and prominence only gradually,
particularly with regard to the economy. In the

white
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long term, however, and viewed in a broader
historical perspective, the whitefactor 'm Southern

economies into those of the northern hemisphere.

one

Accordingly, economic cooperation ventures like

a

Africa will turn out to have been

SADC and PTA will continue to

ern

a

transient

even

through immensely significant factor. The
combination of the "numbers game", the
declining capacity for the reproduction of the
white classes, and the growing aggressiveness of
an African middle class
all will increasingly
put paid to the white factor in South Africa in
particular and Southern Africa in general. As
discussed in an earlier paper," the apartheid
state is already on the decline and. as in
Zimbabwe, such key state apparatus as the army/
airforce, security agencies and civil service, will
be the first to disintegrate in the face of the
unfolding political dispensation in South Africa.
What of regional cooperation, economic
integration and the issues of peace and security
by the year 2(XX)? T wo major factors will continue
to intluence and direct the quest for peace and
.security in the sub-region. First, the quest for
nation-states and therefore the need fora spirit of
reciprocity, mutual respect and political
cooperation between the member states of the
sub-region. The Frontline/SADCC legacy will
—

reinforce these tendencies, with the central

core

of Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Botswana,
Malawi and

Mozambique constituting the main

regional bloc. For, it will be

a

decade

or more

before the new South Africa will have so resolved
its internal

political and economic problems and
become the "economic giant" that it should be by
the mid-21 St century.

Second, the process of de-militarisation that
must come with war fatigue in the
sub-region,

and, perhaps, even the decline of the annaments
industries during

this/)r),W-C()WWVt;' era. Already,
annaments industry is hard-hit
and, notwithstanding the prancing by some of
the South Africa amiy generals, might in due
the South Africa

course

face dissolution and retrenchment.

that for

mean

the foreseeable future, the pattern whereby such
levels of economic cooperation as may be

even

flict. Conflict Resolution.

Security and
Development in Post-Apartheid Southern
Africa", a report commissioned by the Planning Secretariat (PLAN) of the Swedish
International Development Authority

likely to be a Southern and Eastern African
Community, comprising the current

Economic

SADC member-states, those of Eastern and
as

Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda.
new South Africa, by

(SIDA). A version of this paper was pre-

Burundi and Zaire, and the
the year

sented

2000.

we

have stated

so

2.

far should be viewed in

broaderquestion that constitutes
the central problem in Southern Africa: the
resolution of the National Question. The major
component of the latter will have been resolved
through the attainment of black political
independence. But the other key elements will
continue to haunt the sub-region, particularly the
former white settler states: the Land Question:
the yearnings of the wage-earning and peasant
classes: the African Crisis itself and how it tends
to reinforce Africa’s marginalisation and
hegemonisation in the so-called New Work!
Order, and the internal problems related to

SOUTHERN

AFRICA;

AID,

3.

tions; the African

enhances the .s7«/(/.v of individual states; and even

on

Federation of Southern Africa will not be bom
until each member-state will have reached the

a

appropriate level of development to have the
confidence and status of
know it in the
vertical

a

nation-state

as

we

developed world. Second, the
integration of the Southern African
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are

too numerous to

mention: in

three

CODESRIA, 1986.
4.

Ibbo Mandaza and Arne Tostensen, 1991.

5.

Sindiso

almost two years ago a team
Southern

to

undertake

(eds). SADCC: Food Policy and AgriculSAPES Books, 1993, forthcoming.

7.

Paul Jourdan (ed), SADCC: The Mining
Secfor, SAPES Books, 1993, forthcoming.

8.

Chinyamata Chipeta (ed). Economic huegration in Southern Africa, SAPES Books.

9.

Ibbo Mandaza

10.

II.

region; and virtually
emment

every

Western

gov-

mention in such

Ibbo Mandaza, "SADC: An Economic

Agenda or A Mere Political Expression?",
SAPEM, Vol. 5, No. 11, August. 1992.
The project was launched in 1991 as part of
the Southern Africa in 1990s programme,
and

on

the basis of

a

theme

by Ibbo

Mandaza, "The State and Democracy in
Southern Africa", SAPES Research Paper.
SAPEM. Vol. 4. No. 6.

a

its own version of a scenario for the sub-

1993, forthcoming.
(ed). Southern Africa in the

1980s. Towards Regional Cooperation and
Integration. SAPES Books, 1993, forthcoming.

of Oxford

major study in
Africa; the World Bank is busy

forthcoming.

Richard Mkandawire and Khabele Matlosa

ture,

Development Bank
(ADB) — supported by international donors (mainly Nordic) — commissioned
Consultants

Ngwenya (ed), SADCC: Review of
Transport andCommunications Strategies.
Programmes and Policies 1980-1990.
SAPES Books, 1993,

6.

major studies undertaken in the white

liberal universities and/or research institu-

Ibbo Mandaza. Zimbabwe: The Political

Economy of Transition I9S0-I9H6,

Notes

South Africa alone, there have been at least

Research

Democracy and Human Rights;
Security: And Regional Cooperation and Economic Integration.

threatened. Thus, annies and air forces will

of the nation-state'ti
paraphernalia; but in the 21st century, they will
henceforth have more to do with the pomp and
fanfare that accompanies state occasions than
with a capacity for war.
Regional cooperation and economic
integration will remain, for the foreseeable future,
largely a function oi political cooperation among
the member-states of the sub-region than an
economic agenda. There are two main reasons
for this. First, the quest for the nation-state:
political cooperation among member-states

Africa in the
Agenda.
SAPES Occasional Paper Series. No. I.
See also copy of the SAPES Annual Report
(1992) and the SARIPS Five-Year Proa

Peace and

SECURITY AND NATIONAL STATUS.

continue to be part

Ibbo Mandaza. Southern

State,

AIDS,

Accordingly,even the nuclearprogramme stands

There

Paper.

gramme, 1992-1997: Southern Africa in
the Year 2000: Issues on the Post-Colonial

growth, redistribution and nation-

building. To these should be added the problem
of Aids and periodic famine. These are the
challenges that will continue to haunt the new
nation-states in the making in Southern Africa.
Perhaps, this title of a research project, by one of
my students in International Relations, aptly
summarises the challenge for most of our
countries in the year 2(XX), FOREIGN POLICY
IN

SAPES Seminar Series

I99()s: Towards

the context of the

economic

as a

No. 30, 14 October, 1992.

Conclusion
All

study worth examining, if

sought to combine his experience in the
region with a survey of views and viewpoints, is the one by Thomas Ohlson, "Con-

within this kind of framework, there is

Central Africa

Africa. A

also because the scholar concerned has

developed within these organisations by the 21 st
century will only facilitate further vertical
integration into the north. Notwithstanding this,
and

study or another, designed to develop
scenario of the possible future of South-

12.

Four

preliminary studies have been completed to date: Mpho G. Molomo and Brian
T. Mokopakgosi (eds), Multi-Party Democracy in Botswana. SAPES Books, 1991;
Ibbo Mandaza and Lloyd Sachikonye (eds).
The One-Party State and Democracy: The

major
research institutes as Johns Hopkins School
of International Studies (Washington), the
International Institute of Strategic Studies

Zimbabwe Debate. SAPES Books. 1991;

(London), etc. — have all embarked on the

Guy Mhone (ed), Malawi

—

not to

at

the Cross57

the

Economy, SAFES Books. 1992. Other stud-

intention in this

ies

already in the pipeline for publication;
Gilbert Mudenda (ed), Zambia: The End of

its parameters more carefully and include
within it the international dimension

Era, SAFES Books, 1993, forthcom-

through related studies by members of the

ing; Khabele Matlosa (ed). Development

SAFES network in the north: TorSelstrom

Crisis in the Post-Colonial Lesotho, SAFES

(the Nordic factor), Georg Schleicher (the
Socialist bloc factor). John Saul (Northern

an

Books, 1993, forthcoming;

Henning Melber

debate

on

Shivji (ed). The State and Constitutionalism: An African Debate, SAFES Books,
1991; and Archie Mafeje, In Search of An
Alternative: ACoUection ofEssays on Revolutionaiy Theory and Politics, SAFES

Paper. The study is near completion and
the manuscript, a subject of discussion at
this colloquium, will be published this
year, edited by Lloyd Sachikonye.
Ruth Meena (ed). Gender in Southern Af-

Security in Africa: Problems of
Analysis", SAFES Research Paper.

“National

SAPEM. Vol. 5, No. 12, November, 1991.
28.

Papers presented at the Workshop on
“Southern Africa in the Year 2(KX): Problems and

was a

1992.

See, forexample. Basil

29.

two-year

Ibbo Mandaza, “Southern Africa in the

30.

Books. 1993.
20.

1990s:

Structural Adjustment
in a Socialist Country: The Case ofTanzaIbrahim Shao (ed).

Allast Mwanza

(ed). The Structural Ad-

Resolving the South African (Na-

tional) Question". SAPEM. Vol. 4, No. 8,

nia. SAFES Monograph Series, No. 4.1992.
21.
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Man's Burden:
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19.

Prospects of Regional Coopera-

tion". SAFES Trust, Harare, 17-18 June,
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from
HIVOS. and led by Dr. Allast Mwanza.
Allast Mwanza (ed). Debt and Structural
Adjustment in the SADCC Region. SAFES
This

Guy

1991.
27.

rica. SAFES Books. 199.7.

Struggle in Southern

Paper, SAPEM. Vol. 5, No. 4.
Although launched almost two years ago.

Lloyd Sachikonye.

SAPEM, Vol. 4, No. 9. SAFES Research

SAFES Books and Zed Books. 1993,forth-

Research

Launched in 1991: See

Social Movements in Southern Africa",

See Ibbo Mandaza. Race, ColoiirandClass,

National Liberation

26.

“Democracy, Civil Society and the State:

18.

Africa; The Case of South Africa", SAFES

These studies will also seek to estaba

relations in Southern Africa.
16.

for National Liberation and Consti-

coming.
See Sipho Buthlezi, “The History of the

—

subject of a book to be edited by
Mhone and to be published in 199,^.

cies within the conduct of international

17.

Shivji (ed). The State and Constitutionalism: An African Debate, op. cit.. pp.71 -90.

Frontline States

relationship between the period of the
struggle and the current trends and tenden-
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implications, see Ibbo Mandaza, “Movements
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25.
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of the Earth,
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Frantz Fanon, The Wretched

23.
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the O.A.U., the

The Post-Colonial State: Issa G.

(ed), The Structural Adjust-
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Paper No. 1.9

POST-COLD WAR PEACE AND SECURITY PROSPECTS
IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
Severine M Rugumamu
One of the

primary roles of the state is to provide

peace and security for its citizens both within the
nation-state and to ensure their protection against
threats from outside. This function has
been considered vital for purposes

always

of enabling

the citizens to conduct their .social lives in

harmony and unencumbered. To perform this
function effectively, the state has, on one hand,
to

command

a

critical

mass

of institutional

capabilities to regulate societal relations, extra
resources, and provide the standard public goods
of which peace and security are primary. On the
other, it requires widespread mass support and
loyalty. As the histories of developed European
58

amply demonstrate, those capabilities were

participation nor to economic restructuring. The

nurtured through long periods of protracted social

end of the Cold War, therefore, does not, in our

struggles, battles and wars.

view,

states

Su.stainable peace and security

in the Southern
African sub-region has, for a long time, been
elusive. The region inherited a virtually conflictprone environment. This included distorted and
dependent economic stmetures. incoherent social
compositions, a legacy of fragile institutions and
big power interventions. Given tho.se trying
circumstances, weak post-independence regimes

understandably paid inordinate attention to the
question of survival rather than to the broad
issues of societal integration, political

promise any brighter prospects for peace
security in this sub-region. The future seems
be overshadowed by dark prospects of even

and
to

protracted violent contlicts. Nor is
course of the unfolding political
processes
nationally, regionally and
internationally easily predictable in the wake of
the emerging multi-polar world; of economic
restructuring and rehabilitation of wardevastated economies, resettling millions of
refugees, returning exiles and demobilised
soldiers, nationally managing the ensuing
much

more

the definite
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competitive politics; and containing the possible
reassertion of the Republic of South Africa as the
regional hegemony.
In the conventional international relations

literature, definitions of national security are not
only nebulous and ambiguous but also often
value loaded. However, what is common to all is
the fact that they are curiously dependent on one

and interventions.
A

significant part of the conceptualisation of
regional security revolved around those external
threats to the sub-system. Whether the context
that of the communist threat to western

a

combination

and most

important, who defines the threat? Is it
by elected government officials or by a selfimposed regime? Is it by an internally suppres.sed
nationality or by an exploited social class? It
bears remembering at this early stage that
perceptions in politics, whetherreal or imaginary,
are
infinitely more important than the reality
itself. Political perceptions dictate behaviour
and. in fact, reality would weigh much less than
beliefs, myths or obsessions (Hoffmann,
1980:10).

In the wake of the

post-cold war, students of
are compelled to recast
their theoretical frameworks to explain new
patterns of global peace and security. At the
height of East-West conflict, the superpower
pereeptions of each other took on the image of
international relations

the world that

divided between the forces of

was

good and those of evil. Their mutual suspicions
political
affairs of the Third World. Lately, however, with
the disintegration of the Soviet Union as a
superpower, the global political terrain has been
transformed and so should our perspectives.
Together with the end of the cold war, the
and rivalries drove them into the internal

Southern African

sub-region has Just witnes.sed

the end of the decolonisation process as well as
the halt in the destabilisation campaigns by the

regional leviathan.

liberation

raw materials,
biotechnology is already swiftly
eroding the traditional Third World comparative
advantage in tropieal agricultural crops. Africa's
key cash crops like sugar, cocoa, cotton and
timber already have their bioteehnologyengineered substitutes in Europe (Clark and Juma,

struggles, the debate

intervention and involvement

on

the

set

the second breath, the same states

solicited for Western economic assi.stance. In the

third breath,

they supported the Western and the
Angola and
Namibia. This pattern of political behaviour
manifestly confirm the proposition made that
indeed, weak and fragile socio-political structures
are highly vulnerable to external
powers and
UN mediation efforts in Zimbabwe.

pressures.
With the

collapse of both the bi-polar power

arrangement and ideological rivalry, the end of
the decolonisation process and the imminent

in South Africa, the security
concerns in the region are bound to take on a
radically different course. As Buzan (1991:4,?5)
has insightfully pointed out. a multi-centred
core
a

without contradictory

reduction in the

ideologies means both

intensity of global political

concerns and a reduction

in the resources available

for sustained interventions. In other words, the
value of the

periphery countries as either
ideological spoils or strategic assets in the great
power rivalry has been dramatically reduced by
the

recent

world

development.The emerging

Western indifference

to

the civil

wars

in the

Sudan, Liberia and Ethiopia portends, to great
measure, a

kind of

a new

relationship between

great powers and regional security systems in the
Third World. This in turn, points to the rise of

regional power politics in the periphery countries
with the least possible big power interventions.
Ayoob( 1992:282) tends to concur with Buzan's
obserx'ation and adds that;

Whatever the

negotiations outcome of the
South African, Mozambican, and Angolan
conflicts, new security concerns that were either
previously suppressed or those arising from the
resolution of the
come to

current set

of conflicts, will

the fore. The

security concerns that are
likely to emerge in the region, other than the
continued foreign economic domination and
dependence and political manipulations, will
reflect the overriding contradictions rooted in

the colonial histories hitherto
the din and dust of the
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camouflaged by
superpower competition

"strategic" (i.e.
platinum and

Africa) in the East-West

transfer of power

Impact of the Cold War

as

be

movements. In

threats,

previously ranked

uranium from Southern

external threats, internal

insecurity paranoia? Finally

were

industrial diamond, chrome,

calculations,

foreign
security
agenda for the region (Geldenhuys, 1982;
Nolutshungu, 1985). During the whole period,
national and regional alliances pursued a
combination of vague and oftentimes
contradictory approaches. In one breath, most of
the states in the region requested for amis from
the Soviet bloc and/or China to help liberation

of both or is it simply

that

interests, the communist onslaught on South
Africa, or the imperialist threat to the national

was

perceptions. The most intriguing
part of it all. however, has always been how to
specify the referent objects of peace and security.
Whose peace and whose security? Is it that of a
nation-state, of a scK'ial class, of a specific
nationality in a nation-state, or simply that of a
regime in power? The second equally important
question is security from what? Is it from the

variable-threat

Even in pure economic terms, Falk (1992:l.?2)
has suggested that, after all. those raw materials

But

were the superpowers to
pull hack, it
niif>ht lead to greater assertiveness on the
part of regionally pre-eminent powers
interested in translating their preeminence into
hegemony or at least into
a managerial role within their
respective
regions.

Relatedly. Buzan makes yet another argument
that "the outcome of domestic and even regional
rivalries within the periphery should, other things

being equal, be of less interest to the great
powers than previously” (Buzan, 1991:442).

can now

easily procured from

the former Soviet Union. As formost agricultural

1991).
There is also

a

growing public feeling in

government circles in Africa that the West is

gradually getting disinterested in the African
countries. The arguments range from donor
fatigue, heavy debt burdens to corrupt and
inefficient governments. The focus seems to he
the fonner Soviet bloc countries. The Western

on

about Eastern Europe will naturally take
precedence over the Third World since it is
clearly one of the European Community priority
concern

interests

to

have stable rather than unstable

neighbours. If it so transpires, the consequences
are likely to be less and less external aid,
investments and technology flowing to this
continent. These observations should, however,
be taken with some caution. In specific situations

where the economic interests of great powers
will be threatened by belligerent actions of .some

periphery states, military interventions would
be ruled out.

The

recent

demonstrates the Western

concent

not

Gulf War

for

strategic
supplies" in the Middle
East. This means, therefore, that the political
space of the would-be "regional subimperialists" will also be highly circumscribed.
resources

like "their oil

Recent Events
Other related

recent events

in the

sub-region
deep
continuing concern for the unfolding political
processes in Southern Africa. In collaboration
have demonstrated the United States'

with the government

of Botswana, the US is
upgrading the latter's air defence capability by
funding the construction of three airbase sites to
the tune of US$1
The airbases

billionandtrainingherairforce.

are

scheduled for

completion in

1993. The government of Botswana intends to
coverthe eosts of construction by leasing them to
the US Airforce and other US

agencies. The
of

main site is 35 kilometers northwest of the city

Gaborone: another

one at the Chobe near the
border with Zambia and Zimbabwe; and the
third is near Okavango delta and the border with

Namibia's

Caprivi Strip separating Botswana
Angola. Above all, a recent Joint USBotswana military field exercise in Gaborone in
1991 confirms the latest superpower interest in
the region (Africa Confidential. 1992:4-5).
Military alliances between a big power and an
African state naturally causes a lot of anxiety to
the neighbours. Undoubtedly this incidence
and
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should have raised

security concerns in the sub-

region.
An

attempt is made to present

three

hypothetical scenarios of possible national and
regional security postures in the coming years. In
all the three scenarios the international system is
taken as the independent variable. These scenarios
are: the minimal levels of cooperation schemes
based on the prevailing economic and political
structures scenario; the emergence of South
Africa as a bullish regional power .scenario; and
the creation of a comprehensive collective
regional economic and security arrangement
embracing South Africa as a benevolent leader.
A minimalist approach proceeds from the
assumptions that the West will have the least
interest in the region in most aspects. Secondly it
is assumed that in the short and medium terms,

region will be embroiled in
insecurity environments who.se root cau.ses are
primarily historical in nature. The issues likely to
come to the centre stage are the security threats
that will be unleashed by political transitions to
multi-party rule and majority rule in South Africa
with their attendant political openness; ethnic
nationalism and border liquidations; the impact
all the states in the

of economic crisis in the wake of insufficient
external aid and diminished export

receipts with
imposing draconian
measures to redress them and, most importantly,
in order to collect Western debts; the legitimacy
crisis of .states resulting from unfair political
play which, given the circumstances, the state
will fail to exercise the ideological, political and
intellectual leadership; and the rise of the many
historically suppressed nationalisms.
Under this nightmare scenario, therefore, the
national security posture in all of these countries
will be that of political decay characterised by
mass riots, civil wars, refugee problems, ethnic
the IMF and the World Bank

nationalism and the breakdown of the economic
and nation-state systems as presently constituted.

security in each nation-state will
increasingly degenerate into regime security
accompanied by indiscriminate state repressions
leading to anarchy a la Somalia in several
countries. Zaire. Mozambique and Angola seem
National

to

be imminent candidates in our order. In

the.se

good percentage of the
population has already been internally and
externally displaced. They live in marginal areas
in the countryside or in huge squatter camps on
the edge of big towns. Following the formal end
of political hostilities, the demobilised troops
and rebels are likely not to surrender their weapons
for quite some time. These developments, in
turn, will reduce the impetus towards maximal
approach to regional economic and political
cooperation and integration. In the long run, the
unexpected obverse might also come true. In
addition to the political decay, the violence in
this part of the world might be an integral part of
three countries

the process
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a

of accumulation of power by the

emerging national state apparatus. From the ruins
of domestic struggles, political consensus may
finally emerge in some countries as the major
players would agree on the otherwise contentious
issue. They would make hard choices and think
much more clearly on how to put an end to their
divided and fragmented loyalties and devise
commonly accepted rules and political

procedures and viable nation-states. After
examining political processes of the 16th and
17th century Europe, Huntington (1968; 123)
similar conclusion that "war

came

to a

great

stimulus to state building".

was

the

The second scenario is the consolidation of the

Republic of South Africa as a bullish regional
hegemony. Just as in the first scenario, it assumes
that big powers will pay little attention to distant
regional security configurations. In this scenario,
minimum levels of regional

security alliance and

cooperation and integration are
envisaged under the South African hegemony.
Moreover, precisely because of the structure of
most economies in the region. South Africa is
likely to dominate all member states in
economic

investment, trade and services.

Finally, just like

hegemony in history. South Africa will
monopolise the right to interpret the agreed norms,
rules and procedures of the regional security and
economic arrangements. It is likely also to use its
enomious power to impose the local solutions it
prefers and veto those it dislikes in a kind of Pax
any

South Africana.

Republic of South
developed considerably fonnidable
military capabilities and an elaborate economic
and technological infrastructure. In international
politics, one way that states have attempted to
distinguish themselves from others is by
increasingly modernising their armies and by
being perceived by others as having the
willingness to use that capability to achieve its
objectives. In this sense. South Africa will exploit
its military capability to reap significant political
and economic benefits as well as prestige in the
region and beyond. “The ability to act" writes
As is well known, the

Africa has

Kenneth Waltz (1983:40). "carries with it a

temptation to take action". Under this scenario,
the national security posture in the region will be
that of constant uncertainty; the regional lev iathan
will arrogate itself the sole monopoly of
interpreting the security regime to suit its
immediate interests; it will militarily move in
member nation-states allegedly to punish
recalcitrant regimes of groups for one thing or
another as impudently as it used to do under the
apartheid regime. Much as the frequency of
punitive military incursions in the neighbouring
states by the regional hegemony might be rare,
but the unequal distribution of the economic
gains and asymmetrical regional security
management arrangement will minimise rather
than maximise the security concerns in the subregion. For the type of peace that is likely to

emerge from Ih is scenario

is one whereby stabi 1 ity

exists as a product of foreign domination, coercion
and subordination.

The last scenario falls between the first two.

prognosis for the 199()s is not all gloom and
It envisages a formation of a
comprehensive regional security based on
cooperative principles and is developmentoriented with South Africa behaving as a
benevolent hegemony. To this proportion, Ncube
(1992:36) hastened to add that "the new regional
relations should be based on cooperative
principles...principles which assume that there is
no .self-appointed regional power". The position
is also shared by the two leading national
liberation movements namely the ANC and the
PAC. History has ample evidence to demonstrate
Our

doom.

that, in fact, small states offset their weakness by

forming alliances with others.
This .scenario raises three bones of contention.

First,

a

collective defence arrangement

presupposes a collective overarching historical
animosities that need to be contained within

structured conllict management

permanent and

This

mechanisms.

would

include

the

of

joint military bodies,
programmes, exchange of military infomiation
and intelligence (Chingambo, 1992). As noted
earlier, in the unfolding political climate in the
sub-region, the sense of a common regional
attention seems absent. The second tricky
problem inherent in collective security
arrangement is identifying and agreeing on the
collective enemy. Maull (1992: 5-6) has
suggested that one way of going around this
problem would be to follow certain preestablishment

established rules of conduct such

as

the

renunciation of force, submission to compulsory

peace-keeping force
comply with these
procedures would be seen as qualifying for the
enemy. The last problem with a regional security
arrangement is a tendency by some alliance
members to pursue parallel national and bilateral
mediation, acceptance of
and the like. Failure to

arrangements. The current arrangement between
Botswana and the USA point to this direction. It

potential to threaten a collective regional
that this scenario is
proposing.

has

a

alliance arrangement

Conclusion
None of the three scenarios

provided seem to
bright prospects for sustainable
peace and security in the sub-region. In the short
promise
run. at

any

least,

one can

envisage

some

limited

peace divided from the ending of East-West
conflict. The warring factions in Mozambique

Angola have agreed to the ceasefire and to
expeditiously negotiate the modalities of national
and

reconciliation and reconstruction. In South

Africa, Convention for Democratic South Africa

(CODESA), though fraught with the initial

negotiation complexities, the ball has begun
Sapem April. 1993

rolling. Elsewhere in the sub-region, the political

would definitely

likely to witness, in the medium and long
already noted, anything is possible
ranging from the disintegration of the current

drastical ly reduce the incidence
political alienation and revolt. The inherent
uneven and unequal development in each nationstate has resulted,
among other things, in social
cleavage with fragmented localities that have
sought solutions to their problems through

nation-states, the fomiation of more viable states

unorthodox channels. In this regard, we have

it has been reali.sed that

proposed that future development policies,
strategies and programmes be in line with the
interests and aspirations of the broad masses of
the people and that they should be
culturally and
socially compatible with the prevailing realities.
Development in this sense should seek to
strengthen national sovereignty, create a selfreliant and self-sustaining economy, improve
the social and political environment of the citizens

issues like

deniocratisation processes are well on course.
The intriguing question is what pol itical outcome
we are
runs.

to

As

the creation of a fomiidable

regional economic
and security bloc. The final outcome will
largely
depend on how the current conflicts are handled
and resolved.

However, the size and magnitude of the crisis
that is

engulfing the continent is both economic
political. The crisis is manifested in the
abysmal declines in economic indicators and
trends as well as in the impoverishment of the
vast majority of people. On the
political terrain,
there has been pervasive monopolisation of power
by tiny political elites in each country. The lack
of effective participation was generally found to
be one of the major causes of social unrest and
political insecurity. It was therefore suggested
that all nation-states in the sub-region
individually and collectively create institutional
structures and design policies and programmes
and

that seek to

serve

society. At the

the interests of all .sections of

of

and enhance cultural cohesion of

and

society, integrity

states

will be

time, the ensuing political

processes to establish the structures and

procedures necessary for collective security and
development. There are several security concerns
in the region that would call for collective action.
These would include among others,
descaling
national security forces to acceptable levels; the

consensus

issues and

on

ensure

accept
effective

participation of people and their association and
organisation.
A conscious promotion of popular participation
of the citizens

as

individuals

or as

associations

the conditions of human existence
scale. Now that the Cold

war

on a

large

is behind us,

collaborative efforts should now be directed
towards the demilitarisation of the Indian Ocean,

protect it from pollution as well as
Law of the Sea

particularly

enforcing the

regards the
exploitation of the Ocean resources.O
as

Note

also

safely conclude that precisely
politically accountable,
threats to the state, particularly those
arising
from abroad, will be freely debated and the
action taken will have broad popular support.
Misguided political adventurism will as much as
possible be avoided. In the same vein, all .states
will be encouraged to use similar democratic
can

because

environmental

some

production of greenhouse gases
or chemicals that erode the
protective ozone
layer or polluting activities threaten tooverwhelm
mass

dignity of everyone in the nation.

One

processes should be opened up to accommodate
freedom of opinions, tolerate differences,

same

campaigns against ocean pollution. The
demilitarisation proposals for the Indian Ocean
have been around with us for quite some time
now
(Shephard. 1985). Much of the
environmental agenda did not traditionally fall
within the realm of security. Recently, however,

1.

Students of peace

research have consider-

ably expounded on and enriched the meaning of the concept "peace” to mean not only
the absence of direct physical violence but
also the presence

of reasonable levels of

individual and societal

well-being

nec-

essary to facilitate the fulfilment of the
basic needs as well as some nomiative
values such

integrity, dignity, identity
insightful discussions
subject, see Galtung J. (1969; 167as

and much else. For
on

the

191) and Wallensteen P. (1988).

demilitarisation of the Indian Ocean; enforcement
of the international Law of the Sea; and collective
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NEWSLETTER

SAFES

Dan Ndlela

Chinyamata Chipeta
Bingu wa Mutharika

SAFES TRUST FIFTH ANNIVERSARY

COLLOQUIUM
MORE THAN

a

hundred people

Discussant:

attended the SAPES Trust Fifth

Anniversary Colloquium held in Harare from

March 14—18.

The

colloquium was organised around the theme “Southern Africa in the Year
2(KX): Issues on the Post-Colonial State, Democracy and Human Rights,
Security; and Regional Co-operation”.
delivered during the official opening of the colloquium.
Dr. Nathan Shamuyarira, Zimbabwe's Minister of Foreign Affairs said,
"SAPES publications and other research organisations have the huge
task of urging Africa to set its own economic agenda, and to define its own

Peace and
In

a

statement

socio-economic

goals.”

SOUTHERN AFRICA IN THE YEAR 2000: AN
Gilbert Mudenda

Paneli.sts

Ibbo Mandaza

:

Secretary, Bingu wa Mutharika argued that regional
integration is essential for African states if they want to develop. The
SADC and PTA merger will be an important foundation for the Pan
African Economic Community by the Year 2000. Dan Ndlela also
addressed the question of a SADC/PTA merger with specific reference
to problems and issues of the key sectors, a theme that was also discussed
by Chinyamata Chipeta in his paper on macro-economic reform strategies
with regard to regional integration.
THIRD SESSION

DEVELOPMENT

OVERVIEW

Chairperson:

Mafa

Paneli.sts:

Paul Mavhima

Isaac Mazonde
Discussant:

Balefi Tsie

He noted that

expectations of momentous change but most observers are not
certain about Africa’s position in these unfolding changes. The New
World Order (NWO) spearheaded by the United States has left may
analysts baffled and incoherent, but one thing certain was that, for Africa
the NWO signifies no order at all as we witness total chaos in Somalia,
Mozambique, Liberia. Chad, Angola and South Africa.
At a sub-regional level, the scenarios were surveyed by Ibbo Mandaza.
Severine Rugumamu and Guy Mhone. whose papers appear in this issue
of SAPEM Review. All presenters underscored the need to redefine the
concepts of peace and security and even give special attention to
substantive issues that will result in the promotion of meaningful regional
cooperation.
Presentations in this section brought into perspective the role of the
IMF/World Bank development strategies and triggered of a debate on the
future role of the state after it has been emasculated by the Bretton Woods
institutions. The panelists were urged to explore further the notion of the
nation-state in Africa to establish whether the signs of fatigue are unique
to Africa or are being experienced elsewhere in a different form.

PROBLEMS OF REGION AL ECONOMIC COOPERATION

the reports of on-going and proposed

projects. The problematic of the post-apartheid economy was
by Bethuel Setai and it was noted that it was to be expected that
as democratisation and majority rule become a reality, the demands for
employment opportunities and enhancement of income and
majority would escalate.
The economic crisis and development policy project aimed at assessing

increased
asset

endowments of the

degree to which the character and constitution of the state constrained
ability of the state to originate and implement economic policies that
were conducive to economic growth and transformation. Dr Guy Mhone

the

the

briefly outlined how the various projects were interrelated in terms of the
thrust of the Economic Policy Division of SAPES Trust and how in the
phase the projects were to be focussed toward an elaboration of a
‘beyond SAP' dirigist strategy.

next

FIFTH .SESSION

GENDER

Chairperson;

Mothokoa Mamashela

Panelists:

Rudo Gaidzanwa

Thandabantu Nhlapo

Patricia McFadden

Cheryl Hendricks

AND

Isabel Casimiro
Manana Tuoane

gender session focussed on theoretical and conceptual issues. The
presenters asked why gender issues had not been mentioned in the other
sessions and argued further that gender issues should inform discussion
in all areas of research undertaken by SAPES.
The

INTEGRATION
Mafa

Sejanamane
Guy Mhone
Lebona Mosia
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on

discus.sed

Discussants;

SECOND SESSION

:

mainly

new

were

Panelists

Guy Mhone

This session focussed

Professor Sam Nolutshungu gave the keynote address where he discussed

developments in Southern Africa within a global context.

Sejanamane

Bethuel Setai

Guy Mhone

Chairperson:

STRUCTURAL

Moses Banda

Nolutshungu
Severine Rugumamu
Mafa Sejanamane

there

BEYOND

Arnold Sibanda

Sam

Discussant

POLICY:

ADJUSTMENT

FIRST SESSION

Chairperson:

Gilbert Mudenda

The PTA Executive
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SIXTH SESSION

Discussant:

THE STATE AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

Chairperson:

Sipho Buthelezi

gave an

Andreas Rukobo

movements and

indicated that the

Lloyd Sachikonye

Basically, the study aims at defining the relationship between
struggle and the content and direction of the post-colonial society.
The case of South Africa is an exception on the post-colonial state
aspect,
but becomes crucial in explaining regional
groupings and the origins of
the past and present solidarity outlooks of society in Southern Africa.
Issues raised were of a methodological nature and these were further
expanded in the tenth session on international perspectives which brought
together researchers from the continent and Europe. It was noted that
perspectives from these solidarity groupings will help in opening up new

Blade Nzimande

Mpume Sikhosana
Eugene Macamo
Ray Russon
Louis Masuku

Discussants:

Donald Chimanikire

Laura Harrison

Nobert Tengende
origin and Rkus of the project was motivated by the need to probe
the issue of democratisation beyond the prevailing tendencies to equate
it with ‘bourgeois’ or western democratic precepts and practices. The
paper from Blade Nzimande and Mpume Sikhosana raised theoretical
issues related to conceptualising civil society in the context of the state
and in this respect, they indicated their preference for the Gramscian
conceptual paradigm of hegemony. This project had progressed smoothly
and most of the papers had reached their final stages.
The

outline of the history of national liberation
project had not moved according to

schedule.

the

areas

of collaboration in further .studies

on

the current crisis of Southern

Africa, but building upon past forms of solidarity in the hope of finding
solutions to the

problems of the region.

ELEVENTH SESSION
Panelists:

Ibbo Mandaza

Patrick Molutsi

Guy Mhone
SEVENTH SE,SSION

Patricia McFadden

THE STATE AND DEMOCRACY IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

Chairperson:

Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o

Research

Jonathan Kaunda

I.

Patrick Molutsi

Zimbabwean Politics in 1980s and 1990s from

Gilbert Mudenda

spective.
2.

EIGHTH SESSION

Africa Mathathe:

a

Gramscian Per-

Impact of the Cold War on South Africa Foreign

Policy.

TOWARDS THE POST-WHITE SETTLER SOCIETY

Chairperson:

Ibbo Mandaza

Discussants:

Kempton Makamure
Vincent Maphai
Henning Melber
Jonathan Moyo
Blade Nzimande

Mosebjane Malatsi
Mosibudi Mangena
A lie Falaar
The last sessions focussed

on closely related
subjects under state and
studies covered Malawi. Botswana. Zambia and
Zimbabwe. This was followed up by an intense debate on the theme,
“Towards a Post-white Settler Society in Southern Africa’’. The cases of
Namibia and Zimbabwe were used extensively to postulate the likely
outcome of the “democratic” struggle of South Africa and the future role

democracy. The

Being Carried Out by Young Scholars
Yap Katri: Hegemony and Democracy: Considerations in

case

3.

Jamila Abdula:

Regional Integration and Cooperation in Southern

Africa
4.

Jamila Abdula: Social and Economic

Impact of the Foreign Troops

in the Beira Corridor
5.

6.

Noby Gubuza: Restructuring of South Africa’s Post-apartheid
Foreign Policy in Relation to Southern Africa Region.
Jubasi Nkazi: South Africa foreign policy in the
Region
The

colloquium’s deliberations ended with a review of the SAPES
Young scholars were given an opportunity to di.scuss their
current research projects and
proposals, and were encouraged to approach
the various coordinators of the SAPES projects to see if their research
work can be drafted into the ongoing research.
The proceedings of the colloquium are going to be
published and
selected papers will progressively appear in SAPEM Review.
programmes.

of the liberation movements.

NINTH SESSION

NEWS FROM THE LDC

HISTORY OF NATIONAL LIBERATION MOVEMENTS

Chairperson:
Panelists:

Patricia McFadden

Sipho Buthelezi
Thomas Deve

Sergio Vieira
Discussant:

Brian

Raftopoulos

TENTH SESSION

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES

Chairperson:
Panelists:

Hasu Patel

Mwasiga Baregu
Ajala

Adekunie

THE LIBR.ARY and Documentation Centre is

the extension

available at

a

cost

to

functional

once

of 30c per page.

The new reading room provides ample
all

space for study, and the library and documentation centre is open to
bona fide students, researchers and journalists.

Since the LDC has been closed, a number of new documents have been

John Saul

acquired, and

Tor Sellstrom

collections,

some

Georg Schleicher

journals

available to libraries free of charge.
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now

the

building has been completed.
The new Library and Documentation Centre is
open from 09.00-13.00
and 14.00-17.(K) and on Saturdays by arrangement. Books and documents
may not be removed from the premises, but a photocopying service is
more, as

are

journal titles. In the process of re-shelving the
weeding of journals has taken place, and discarded

some new
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West and North Africa have

WORKSHOP ON VIOLENCE

9.

AGAINST WOMEN

a

lot to tell

us (not

only positive:

Algeria was mentioned as a retrogressive case).
When publicising workshop proceedings in the media, participants
should be asked for their permission to publish. This is primarily for
reasons - particularly where women are discussing their
personal experiences.
During this workshop, Zimbabwean women chaired all sessions.
Future workshops should give the opportunity to participants

security

organised by the Musasa Project, whose function is
was funded by MATCH International, a Canadian
women's organisation which channels aid to women’s organisations in
the South. They funded a previous workshop held in 1991 in the
Cameroons. The workshop was held at the ZESA Training Centre in
Belvedere. Harare from February 22-26 199.3.
The workshop was attended by participants from NGOs and other
associations from Cameroon, Eritrea. Tigray. Namibia. South Africa,
Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia. From Zimbabwe participants included
representatives from the Bulawayo Legal Projects Centre, the YWCA,
Women's Action Group. WILDAF, Shelter Trust, Zimbabwe Republic
Police and a representative from the Department of Social Welfare.
GladysGwashure, the Directorof Musasa Project, opened the workshop
with an explanation of the background and the aims of the meeting. She
described violence against women as an issue of power and control,
which permeates all classes, countries and races. She mentioned
specifically that domestic violence as the Musasa Project deals with it, is
actually more prevalent in the homes of the better off than in poorer
homes, and often occurs because men feel threatened when their wives
begin to outstrip them in salary or status. It is a universal issue and
includes psychological and verbal abuse, which can be fought on various
fronts, a major one being the legal. The law-makers every where are men.
The representative from MATCH International, Annette Pypops,
introduced herorganization. which was founded in order to link women’s
groups from the North with tho.se from the South, and to help women’s
organisations from the South to raise funds. Violence Against Women is
match’s major project. From their research, it is the major problem
affecting women worldwide. Their first meeting in Cameroun gave
women
from that country their first ever opportunity to speak out
openly on violence. In order to emphasize that violence against women

The

workshop

was

described below. It

affects

women

she gave an

-

shot dead

in the North as well

as

the South - and for similar reasons

example of a man in Canada who entered a University and
13 female students - because they were studying

some

engineering.
Recommendations
1.

Future

workshops should involve women from the
as we can learn a lot from others.

developed

countries,
2.

There should be a

follow-up workshop to be held in a different

noted that these workshops are of great benefit to
organisations can attend which would not
necessarily be invited to go to other countries.
To assist networking, a directory of women’s organisations involved in violence against women should be drawn up, including
organisations not included in the present workshop.
Future workshops should focus on broader issues of AIDS,
clitorodectomy, abortion etc.
Women and the land is an important issue; in future workshops
should include women at grassroots level.
Future workshops should include legal case studies.
A future workshop should include a paper on the root causes of
violence against women. The present workshop dealt with sympcountry. It was

the host country as

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

toms

8.
64

and not the

Future

cause.

workshops should include women from all over

Africa.

10.

from different countries.

methodologies should be shared among other

11.

Research results and

12.

organisations involved in violence against women.
From the first workshop in Yaounde. a bulletin was produced by the
host country on a

single topic. Musa.sa Project will follow up on

this.

NEW PhD PROGRAMME
THE FACULTY of Economic and Social Studies,

University of

Manchester, will be mounting a new three-year PhD programme designed

equip participants with skills to analyse economic development from
gender perspective. The Swedish International Development Agency
has funded three scholarships for which candidates from developing
to
a

apply. For more details plus application forms, please
apply to the Postgraduate Admissions Office. Department of Economics,
University of Manchester. Manchester MI3. 9PL, UK. Tel: (0) 61 275
4823. Fax: (0) 61 275 4928 [Closing date June 30, I993|.
countries may

VISITORS TO SAPES

DURING THE month of March. SAPES Trust was honoured
to

its secretariat

by visits

by a number of scholars, academics and members of the

diplomatic community, coming to familiarise themselves with our work.
Notable among these were: Shalrid Akhtar, IDRC, Ottawa. Canada;
Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o, AAPS, Nairobi. Kenya; Bingu wa-Mutharika,
PTA Lusaka. Zambia; Severine Rugumamu. Mwesiga Baregu, Tanzania;
Patricia McFadden. CAPS. Nairobi, Kenya; Kaire Mbuende, Windhoek.
Namibia; BalefiTsie.Univ. of Botswana; ChinyamataChipeta, Chancellor
College, Zomba. Malawi; Eugenio Mocamo, E M Univ. Maputo.
Mozambique; Adenkule Ajala, Adebayo Olukoshi, Nigerian Institute of
International Affairs, Lagos, Nigeria; E J Chanakira, Chisipite, Zimbabwe;
Nomthetho Simelane, University of Swaziland; Job Mokgoro, Zunaid
Moolla.

University of Western Cape; R Mkandawire, CYP, Lusaka,
Chigudu and Simango from NEPC

Zambia and

SAPES SCHOLARSHIPS
pleased to announce that Nathan Byamukama and Hewitt
Chizyuke from Uganda and Zambia respectively are the successful
applicants for the SAPES scholarships. The two have been admitted for
a post-graduate course (MSc International Relations) in the Department
of Politics and Administration at the University of Zimbabwe.
WE ARE
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“A NECESSITY FOR ALL INVOLVED IN THE
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA ”
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SOUTHERN AFRICAN
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development agencies and organisations
Edited
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Pages
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